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Abstract
Modelling diffusion processes on dynamic contact networks is an important research area for
epidemiology, marketing, cybersecurity, and ecology. For these diffusion processes, the interac-
tions among individuals build a transmission network of contagious items that spread out over
the contact network. The diffusion dynamics of contagious items on dynamic contact networks
are strongly determined by the underlying interaction mechanism between individuals. Thus,
various research has been conducted to understand the correlation between diffusion dynamics
and interaction patterns. However, current diffusion models only assume that contagious items
transmit through interactions where both infected and susceptible individuals are present at a
physical space together (e.g. visiting a location at the same time) or active in virtual space at the
same time (e.g. friendship in online social networks).
The focus on concurrent presence (real or virtual), however, is not sufficiently representative
of a class of diffusion scenarios where transmissions can occur with indirect interactions, i.e.
where susceptible individuals receive contagious items even if the infected individuals have left
the interaction space. For example, an individual infected by the airborne disease can release
infectious particles in the air through coughing or sneezing. The particles are then suspended in
the air so that a susceptible individual arriving after the departure of the infected individual can
still get infected. In this scenario, current diffusion models can miss significant spreading events
during delayed indirect interactions.
In this thesis, a novel diffusion model called the same place different time transmission based
vi Abstract
diffusion (SPDT) is introduced to take into account the transmissions through indirect interac-
tions. The behaviour of SPDT diffusion is analysed on real dynamic contact networks and a
significant amplification in diffusion dynamics is observed. The SPDT model also introduces
some novel behaviours different to current diffusion models. In this work, a new SPDT graph
model is also developed to generate synthetic traces to explore SPDT diffusion in several sce-
narios. The analysis shows that the emergence of new diffusion becomes common thanks to the
inclusion of indirect transmissions within the SPDT model. This work finally investigates how
diffusion can be controlled and develops new methods to hinder diffusion. This study under-
takes infectious diseases spreading as a case study as it captures all aspects of SPDT diffusion
processes. The real co-location contact networks constructed by users of a location based social
networking application are used for this study. All results are compared with the current diffusion
models which are based on direct transmission links.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivations
Diffusion is an important underlying process for many real-world phenomena on networks.
Recently, there has been a substantial amount of research to understand and model various
diffusion processes occurring in a broad range of applications: information diffusion, viral
marketing, computer virus spreading, technology diffusion and disease spreading etc [1–5]. The
common mechanism of all these diffusion phenomena is that contagious items appear at one or
more nodes of the interacting systems and then transmit from one node to other nodes through
the transmission links created due to the inter-node interactions. The underlying interacting
systems of diffusion processes are often individual contact networks where individuals interact
with each other to create transmission links. For example, in the spreading of infectious diseases,
the contagious items are infectious particles generated by infected individuals and are transferred
to susceptible individuals when they are exposed to infectious particles [1]. In a similar way, an
online post generated by a user is disseminated over an online social network (OSN) where other
users learn about it [3] after reading the post. A new type of behaviour or action, e.g., purchasing
a new product, can spread within a population following this approach as well [4].
The above diffusion processes show that the key underlying operation of a diffusion process is
transferring contagious items from one individual to another individual, called local transmission
or individual level transmission, through their contacts. These contacts can be created when two
individuals are in the same proximity (interactions between two individuals in the physical
space), or when a user is reading and learning posts of other users in an online social network
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(interactions between two individuals in virtual space) etc. In a diffusion process, therefore,
an underlying contagious items transmission network is created due to a series of such local
transmissions which occurs due to the movements of individuals (e.g. movements of infected
individuals to different locations or passing messages from one online blog to other blogs by the
users). These local transmissions can occur in two different ways based on the characteristics
of the contacts mechanism. In the first way, both individuals are active at the same place same
time and contagious items are directly transferred from one individual to another individual. The
transmission link for this local transmission is called direct transmission link and the diffusion
phenomena based on these transmissions are defined as the same place same time transmission
based diffusion (SPST diffusion). The example includes diffusion in Mobile Ad-hoc Network
(MANET) [6, 7] where a sender individual and a receiver individual are present together at the
same time at a location to make a transmission of messages and infectious disease spreading
through physical touches.
In the second way of local transmission, both individuals are not required to be active at
the same place at the same time to make a local transmission as the contagious items have the
opportunity to transfer later on. In this mode, an infected individual deposits the contagious
items to the medium (physical space, websites or blogs) and other individuals are exposed to
that contagious items later on and receive it. The examples include: i) content diffusion by
reposting in OSN where posts are seen by friends later on [3, 8], and ii) infectious disease
spreading where infectious particles generated by the infected individuals deposit on the surface,
objects, or suspend in the air and transmit if susceptible individuals come across it further [9, 10].
Therefore, the contagious items can be transmitted with the delayed opportunity and this mode
of local transmission is called indirect transmission. In indirect transmissions, the opportunity
of transferring contagious item decays as time passes from its generation. For example, the
infectious particles generated by an infected individual lose their infectivity over time and is
removed from the interaction location, i.e. the probability of disease transmission (contacted
susceptible individual gets infected) decays with time for these indirect links [9, 11]. Similarly,
an online post in Facebook gradually disappears from the Facebook wall and has less probability
to be read and learnt by the other users as time passes. The diffusion phenomena including
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the indirect transmission opportunities are defined as the same place different time transmission
based diffusion (SPDT diffusion). The aim of this thesis is to study the SPDT diffusion dynamics
on dynamic contact networks including indirect transmission links.
Diffusion dynamicsmodelling have been extensively studied for SPSTdiffusion processes and
there have been several promising approaches in the literature [12–15]. However, these methods
are not directly applicable to SPDT diffusion processes as they do not consider the indirect
transmission opportunities in their modelling. The SPDT diffusion modelling is required to
account the indirect transmissions and its decaying properties alongwith the direct transmissions.
In the literature, there have been a few research works to include indirect transmissions and to
understand the impacts of decay in transmission opportunities. In online social networks (OSN),
the fading of popularity over time to the generated contents are studied in the works of [3, 16].
These studies have analysed the decay rate of the content popularity in the entire networks. In
the SPDT model, however, it is required to understand how popularity (transmission probability)
decays over the inter-event time between two consecutive posts. The decay in airborne disease
transmission probability through interaction has also been studied in the works of [11, 17].
These works have mainly studied what the temporal dynamics of infection risk is at a location
where the infected individual has been. However, they did not consider how these decays in
individual level risk impacts on the diffusion dynamics on the dynamic contact networks.
There are a few research works [18–20] that have accounted for the importance of indirect
transmission in infectious diseases spreading. Theseworks have investigated the overall impact of
indirect transmissions on disease diffusion, but not how the individual level indirect transmission
influence diffusion dynamics. To our knowledge, the work of [21] is the only research work
that investigated the impacts of individual level indirect transmissions with decay properties.
This study has analysed the diffusion dynamics in a social insect colony of 245 individuals and
identifies the contribution of indirect transmission in spreading. However, there is no detailed
explanation of diffusion behaviours and how it impacts on other diffusion related activities such
as controlling diffusion dynamics. Therefore, it is required to conduct research on the SPDT
diffusion process for developing models and tools to study its behaviours with a large population.
The diffusion processes on dynamic contact networks are studied in two ways: analytically
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and by simulation [22–24]. The analytical approaches require explicit knowledge of the diffusion
dynamic equations. However, there are always many assumptions about the diffusion process
and underlying contact networks. These assumptions are often fixed and their variation fails
the model. Thus, there might be an incomplete understanding of the real diffusion processes.
Therefore, a data-driven approach is often the first-hand methodology to understand the diffusion
dynamics and relevant applications. In the data-driven approach, the assumptions are varied
largely to capture reality. Thus, this easily allows studying the if-else situations (e.g. varying
model parameters from a different perspective) to understand the broad scenarios. Recently, data-
driven modelling has emerged due to the social data revolution with the flexibility of collecting
high-resolution data sets from mobile devices, communication, and prevasive technologies [1,
24–27]. The current widespread of mobile technologies allows sensing human behaviours at
a granular level, even with longitudinal dimension. For example, some location-based social
networking applications provide geo-tagged locations data about the movements of users [28–
30]. These digital traces of human activities bring forth new opportunities to transform the
ways of modelling socio-technical systems. Thus, understanding and modelling social dynamics
using individual level behaviours are on the way to be shifted to the next paradigm. To study the
SPDT diffusion process on a dynamic contact network, individual level interaction data is the
prerequisite. Hence, there is a lack of data-driven approaches for studying SPDT diffusion. It
is necessary to find suitable data sets, understand their characteristics to model SPDT diffusion,
and develop a required framework.
Although a large amount of data on individual interactions relevant to diffusion is routinely
collected, not all relevant data is available due to privacy and cost considerations. A popular
approach, therefore, is to capture the statistical properties from the limited data and incorporate
them into a graph model where individuals are presented as nodes and contacts (interactions
that can cause transmission of disease) between individuals as links [25, 31–34]. This graph
model allows one to generate various contact networks and study diffusion processes in different
scenarios with a view to developing analytical models of diffusion processes. This is helpful to
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explore diffusion control strategies in various setting. There have been a fair amount of well-
defined graph models for studying SPST diffusion processes on individual contact networks [35–
37]. However, current graphmodels only consider direct transmission links created for concurrent
co-location interactions among individuals. Thus, it is required to develop a new graph model
integrating indirect links created for delayed interactions.
The diffusion processes are highly influenced by the underlying network structure which is
often determined by the contact mechanism [38–41]. Thus, the impact of the underlying network
structure on diffusion process depends on the characteristics of contacts. The distribution of
individual degree is one of the important network metrics to characterise the networks [42–
44]. It is found that variation in degree distribution requires various transmission conditions
to get the epidemic (disease reaches to a significant number of individuals before dies out)
in the network [45]. The clustering coefficients are studied in the network to understand the
connectivity in the network [46, 47]. If the network is strongly connected, it has more chance to
transfer the contagious item easily between the neighbours. This local connectivity is leveraged
to understand the community structure and the importance of individuals in the network [48, 49].
When the indirect transmission link is included, the above discussed network properties may
change, thereby changing the diffusion conditions in the networks. As the indirect transmission
links are different from the direct transmission links, it is very important to understand the
potential and impacts of these links to form network properties and diffusion dynamics.
Controlling diffusion is the ultimate goal of diffusion modelling. Control strategies for a
network vary based on the application and context [44, 50, 51]. In addition, the contact patterns
in a network often influences developing diffusion control strategies. For online marketing, the
aim is to maximise the diffusion while the aim is to minimise the diffusion for containing the
spread of disease on social contact networks. However, the key task in both cases is to find a set of
individuals who have strong influence in spreading. To maximise diffusion, individuals in these
sets are taken as the source or seed of spreading as they spread contagious items to the maximum
number of individuals in the network [50, 52]. On the other hand, to minimise the spread, the
selected set is removed from the spreading process to slow down the spreading [44, 53]. The
spreading potentiality of an individual depends on his connectivity to the other individuals and
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their position in the network. When the indirect transmission links are included in the network,
the connectivity of an individual to the other individuals is changed. Therefore, individual
importance is changed and hence spreading potential. This means that the effectiveness of
current diffusion controlling methods may vary for the SPDT model and a new controlling
strategy may be required to develop.
1.2 Research Objectives
The aimof this thesis is to investigate the diffusion process on dynamic contact networks including
indirect transmission links along with direct transmission links. Accordingly, a new diffusion
model called the same place different time transmission based diffusion (SPDT diffusion) is
introduced. In the SPDT model, the transmission links are noted as SPDT links and consist of
direct and/or indirect transmission link components. The probability of transmitting contagious
items through an SPDT link decays over time. The inclusion of indirect transmissions in the
SPDT diffusion model introduces challenges for the methods of current SPST diffusion with
direct transmission links to study SPDT diffusion dynamics. The investigations are conducted
in this thesis for following objectives.
i) SPDT model: Current diffusion models (SPST models) only consider direct transmission
links to determine diffusion dynamics. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse the SPST
models to find ways of adding indirect transmission opportunities with them. The inclusion
of indirect transmission links in the SPDT model increases the spreading potential of
individuals. It is, therefore, of interesting to quantify the changes in the SPDT diffusion
dynamics on the contact networks compared to the SPST diffusion dynamics. However, the
changes in SPDT diffusion dynamics will depend on the decay rates of links transmissions
probabilities. This may also introduce new diffusion behaviours for the SPDT model due
to the dynamic behaviours of SPDT links. Thus, investigations have to be conducted to
identify the novel behaviours of SPDT model. These issues are addressed in Chapter 3 of
this thesis.
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ii) SPDT graph: The characterisation of diffusion processes are conducted by exploring dif-
fusion behaviours with various scenarios. The synthetic contact network is a widely used
tool for this purpose. However, the current contact graph models can only generate contact
networks with direct transmission links. Thus, a graph model is required that can generate
the contact networks among nodes considering both direct and indirect interactions. Current
graphmodels are analysed to find an appropriate graphmodel for supporting SPDT diffusion
studies. Chapter 4 focuses on finding an appropriate graph model for SPDT diffusion.
iii) Node potential in SPDT: Contact mechanism defines the network properties which in turn
change the diffusion dynamics unfolded on the contact network. The contact patterns
between nodes and their neighbours form local social contact structures. These local
contact structures also define the position of the nodes in the network and define the diffusion
phenomena such as spreading potential of nodes (influence of a node to make diffusion of
infectious items), super-spreader behaviours and flexibility of emerging diffusion. It is
interesting to know what is the potential of indirect links at the node level to shape these
diffusion phenomena. A detailed analysis and discussion of these issues are presented in
Chapter 5.
iv) Control: Diffusion controlling strategies are often developed based on the contact network
properties. However, the contact network properties in the SPDT model are changed for
including indirect transmissions. For example, the inclusion of indirect links can add a new
neighbour to a node. The effectiveness of the current controlling methods is analysed to
understand the effect of indirect links. The other challenge in SPDT model is to identify the
neighbour nodes by a host node as the neighbour nodes connected with only indirect links
are invisible to them. Thus, controlling strategies might lose effectiveness. Thus, it may
require to find the new controlling strategy for SPDT model. Controlling of SPDT diffusion
is investigated in Chapter 6.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis contains seven separate chapters and one appendix that includes additional materials
and results which are not discussed in the main body text of the thesis. The outline of the chapters
is as follows:
Chapter 2, entitled Overview and Relevant Works, discusses the technical background and
relevant works on diffusion processes. This chapter analyses diffusion modelling approaches
(mainly network-based models) integrating realistic contact properties to understand their appli-
cability to study SPDT diffusion processes. In this thesis, the airborne disease spreading is taken
as a case study of SPDT diffusion processes. Therefore, the literature is reviewed around the
airborne disease spreading modelling using dynamic contact networks.
In Chapter 3, entitled SPDT Diffusion Model, an SPDT diffusion model is introduced and
analysed in details. This chapter also presents the methods for assessing the transmission
probability of links with indirect transmissions. Construction of empirical contact networks
using GPS locations from the users of a social networking application Momo is presented here.
Using different configurations of empirical contact networks, SPDT diffusion behaviours are
explored and compared with the SPST diffusion. Finally, the novel diffusion behaviours are
identified and verified through various settings of simulations.
Chapter 4, entitled SPDT Graph Model, describes the development of a graph model called
SPDT graph that can generate synthetic dynamic contact networks of nodes that create links
through both direct and indirect interactions. The graph model is developed following the
principals of activity driven time-varying network modelling. Network generation methods are
also developed and fitted with real data set. Then, the SPDT graph model are validated by
comparing network properties with that of real networks and by analysing the capability of
simulating SPDT diffusion processes.
The potential of the indirect transmission links at the node level is discussed in Chapter 5,
entitled Indirect Link Potential. The nodes that have only indirect interactions with other nodes
during their infectious periods are called hidden spreaders. The potential of indirect transmission
links is studied through the spreading abilities of hidden spreaders. This chapter also discusses
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how nodes have the potential of being super-spreaders due to including the indirect transmission
links. Finally, the impact of indirect links to emerging diffusion process is studied in this chapter.
Chapter 6, entitled Controlling SPDT Diffusion, discusses controlling of SPDT diffusion
through vaccination strategies for the airborne diseases. A new vaccination strategy is developed
and studied for both preventive and reactive vaccination scenarios. The proposed strategy is
examined for both the SPST and SPDT diffusion models. The effectiveness of vaccination
strategies has investigated varying the scale of contact information collection for vaccination
procedures where a proportion of nodes provide contact information.
In Chapter 7, entitled Discussion and Future Works, a conclusion is provided about the
research activities conducted and research outcomes for this thesis. This chapter also presents
the future research directions for studying SPDT diffusion processes. The limitations of the
research works are also discussed here.
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Chapter 2
Overview and Relevant Works
Diffusion processes are used to explain dynamic phenomena evolving on networked systems.
In a diffusion process, contagious items spread out in the networked system through the inter-node
interactions. The evolution behaviours of the diffusion process are strongly influenced by the
characteristics of the underlying system and the mechanism of the diffusion process itself. Thus,
understanding the characteristics of the underlying system and their impacts on the diffusion
process have recently attracted intensive research. Current research on diffusion processes
assumes that the sender node and the receiver node are concurrently active to participate in
transferring contagious items. However, there are several diffusion processes such as infectious
disease spreading andmessage dissemination inOnline Social Networks (OSN)where interacting
nodes do not require to be active concurrently to create infectious items transmission links.
In these diffusion processes, the contagious items can transmit even with delayed interaction
between contagious items and receiver nodes. Thus, these diffusion processes occur through
both direct and indirect interactions. This chapter discusses the current literature of diffusion
studies and describes the applicability of methods and theories for diffusion dynamics with
indirect interactions.
2.1 Diffusion processes
2.1.1 Real world diffusion
A diffusion processes is a dynamic phenomena on a networked system that starts from a node or
a set of nodes and spread over the networked system through inter-node interactions. Examples
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include spreading of infectious diseases, messages, opinions, and belief dissemination etc. in
social contact networks. In these diffusion processes, contagious items (infectious particles, a
piece of information, innovation and a specific behaviour etc.) initially grow on one or more
nodes of the networks and then spread through neighbouring nodes over the network. The
interactions between among nodes are responsible for transmitting contagious items from one
node to the other nodes. The interactions can happen through physical contact such as being in a
common location, or through logical contact such as reading and learning messages from other
users in OSN. In this thesis, the nodes of a networked system are individuals and the inter-node
interactions causing transmission of infectious items are called contacts, edges, or links. Some
of the diffusion scenarios are described below.
Infectious disease spreading: The spreading of infectious diseases is a widely studied
diffusion process in the literature [1, 54, 55]. In these scenarios, infected individuals interact
with susceptible individuals and disease is transmitted to susceptible individuals. Infectious
diseases are a significant threat to human society. According to the report of the World Health
Organisation (WHO), about 4.2 million people die annually due to infectious disease. The
infectious diseases can also spread through animal contact networks, insect contact networks and
even with plant contact networks [2, 21, 56].
Information diffusion: Currently, online contact networks are a frequently discussed
medium for information or virus spreading. In online social contact networks (OSN), mes-
sages are disseminated by sharing and re-sharing activities of users [3]. A piece of information
can spread to a large population through online social blogs where information (message, tweets,
news etc.) is transferred from users of one blog to the users of another blog. A belief or
behaviour can be spread out in the social networks in similar ways [4]. These diffusion plat-
forms have created numerous opportunities for economic and social activities. For example,
the social network based viral marketing has brought a new dimension to the traditional tele-
vised or roadside-billboard advertising campaigns [57]. Viral marketing exploits the power of
"word-of-mouth" to spread product sale through self-replicating transmission processes. Thus,
it allows optimising business performance. The diffusion of rumours on online social media is
also applied for political campaigning [58].
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Knowledge diffusion: Knowledge can also diffuse over social contact networks, business
networks and collaboration networks [4, 59–61]. The knowledge of new technology and science
are distributed within the technical community immediately. It is also received by the collab-
orating communities. New members joining collaboration groups can receive knowledge from
the existing group members. Innovation and technology spreading has been studied by analysing
citations and co-authorship, and there is now a strong understanding of how the technology is
distributed over the collaboration networks [62, 63].
Diffusion in cell biology: A range of inter-molecular interactions such as protein-protein
interactions and protein-DNA interactions etc. occur to function biological processes [64].
These interactions can be represented by network models and often explain the spreading of
many complex disease in cell biology. The spreading of a disorder in the brain cell can be
explained by the diffusion on brain networks [65].
Diffusion in ecology: Diffusion can occur in ecology as well. The spreading of a new social
behaviour (e.g. new food search strategy) in animal society can be modelled with diffusion
processes [66]. In the social insect colonies, insects often exploit the information provided
by other insects to take decisions such regarding food location, predator threats and queen
instruction [5, 21, 67]. For example, in ant colonies, the queen’s messages are disseminated
through the interactions among ants representing the encoded queen’s message [68]. The queen
sends messages to fellow ants through a chemical spray which is touched by the fellow ants. The
recipient ants regenerate the encoded queen’s message and other ants encountered receive the
queen messages.
2.1.2 Factors affecting diffusion processes
The underlying connected systems of diffusion processes in this thesis are the dynamic contact
networks where individuals interact with each other. The spreading of contagious items over
a contact network can be treated as the coupling of results of three factors, namely individual
interactions, characteristics of contagious items, and environments. These three factors make
strong contributions to diffusion phenomena on a contact network. The roles and influence of
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these factors depend on the context of diffusion processes as described below:
Contact structure: Themain drivers for spreading contagious items on contact networks are
interactions between individuals. The individual interaction patterns provide pathways to spread
contagious items. Thus, the interaction patterns play key roles in developing diffusion phenomena
on contact networks. For example, how many susceptible individuals infected individuals meets
during their infectious period determine the spreading speed of the infectious disease. If an
infected individual is connected to many other individuals, there is a high probability to transmit
disease to others by him. On the other hand, if an infected individual has no contact with other
individuals, the disease is not transmitted. Thus, the final size of the epidemic depends on
the contact patterns distribution in the population. Similarly, an online post in OSN can spread
quickly if the user generated post and following recipient users have a high number of connections
to other users. There are several interaction properties such as how contact happens, contact
frequency and contact duration etc. at the individual levels and contact degree distribution,
clustering coefficient etc. at the network level that are studied to understand and model diffusion
processes.
Contagious items: The contagious items can be infectious particles, a piece of information
(Twitter posts), and a novel behaviour (purchasing a new product) etc. The contagious items
themselves play strong roles in their spread in a population. The internal spreading potentiality of
contagious items varies based on its characteristics. For example, the infectiousness of contagious
particles is defined by the disease types and highly infectious diseases usually spread faster in a
population. Similarly, political news spreads quickly in OSN compared to the business news. The
spreading potential is also affected by the process of news generation, e.g., if the news is generated
or endorsed by a celebrity, it may have a high chance to spread quickly. The impacts of contagious
items also vary depending on the recipient individual behaviours. For example, the impacts of
infectious particles varies according to the susceptibility of the individuals. Therefore, the
characteristics of contagious items are often considered in the modelling of diffusion processes.
Environments: The spreading of contagious items is often influenced by the environment.
The environments represent the characteristics of the space where diffusion processes occur.
For example, the impacts of infectious particles are determined by weather conditions such as
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temperature and humidity etc. The infectious particles generally lose their infectiousness over
time and may also depend on the weather conditions. Similarly, the spreading behaviours of
product purchasers can be influenced by advertisements in the traditional mass media. Another
example is that spreading of rumours is affected by political situations. The underlying medium
where contagious items spread can also be heterogeneous. For example, if the news is capable
of spreading in multiple social networks, the rate of spreading increases. Similarly, a disease can
spread through multiple platforms such as proximity contact networks, transportation contact
networks, and air-travel contact networks. Thus, diffusion modelling is also required to consider
the heterogeneity of diffusion medium.
The roles of properties of contagious items and heterogeneity in the environment for shaping
diffusion dynamics are often defined by the underlying contact structure. If an infected individual
has no contact with other susceptible individuals, the disease cannot transmit even if the infec-
tious particles have high infectiousness. Thus, the influence of contagious items properties often
depends on the interaction properties in the population. Similarly, impacts of the environment
also depend on the interaction patterns as the highly favourable environmental conditions have
no influence if there are not sufficient contact opportunities to transmit disease. The impacts of
contagious properties and environment have been studied for a long time in the literature [69].
However, analysing contact structure to understand the spreading of contagious items is com-
paratively new. The recent exploration of data on individual interactions have fuelled research
on unravelling contact patterns affecting contagious spreading [70–73]. This thesis has also the
same aim. The following subsection discusses on the approaches to integrate impacts of contact
patterns with diffusion modelling.
2.1.3 Diffusion modelling approaches
Diffusion modelling is an intensively researched area due to its wide applications. As the area
of diffusion is diverse, the models developed are extremely varied in their approaches. Broadly
speaking, the models developed can be divided into two groups based on their purposes: i)
explanatory models, and ii) predictive models [74–77]. The explanatory models are usually
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developed to understand the factors affecting diffusion dynamics on a contact network. This
often allows one to answer the questions such as which nodes are influential, what is the
underlying reason for the way diffusion occurs, and what is appropriate diffusion controlling
strategy? On the other hand, predictive models usually predict the spreading intensity and the
final number of individuals received contagious items based on certain factors. It is often the
case that the explanatory models find the key influential factors and apply them for developing
predictive models. As this thesis focuses on understanding the impacts of contact mechanism
on diffusion dynamics occurring on dynamic contact networks, the diffusing approaches for
explanatory models are discussed here. There has been a range of approaches for explanatory
models of diffusion and this section discusses some of them that are widely used in different
fields of diffusion ranging from disease spreading on individual contact networks to information
spreading on online social networks (OSN) [76, 77].
Compartment epidemic models
Compartment epidemic models are frequently applied to study diffusion in many applications
such as information diffusion, innovation diffusion and computer virus spreading [78–80]. The
fundamental concept of these approaches is to divide the system into several compartments or
partitions. Each compartment represents a set of individuals having a specific status. Then, the
dynamics of the diffusion are determined by the flows between these compartments. Widely
used compartments are Susceptible having individuals who are exposed to the contagious items,
Infected having individuals who have adopted the contagious items and started forwarding items
(infecting) others, and Recovered having individuals who were infected but now recovered. This
compartment model is called SIR propagation model and the dynamics of the compartments are
given by
dS
dt
= −βIS, dI
dt
= βIS − τI, dR
dt
= −τI
where S, I and R are the fractions of the population in the Susceptible, Infected and Recovered
compartments respectively, β is the transmission rate from Susceptible to Infected compartment
and τ is the transmission rate from Infected to Recovered compartment. Thus, the dynamics of
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the system is given by S(t) + I(t) + R(t) = 1. In the diffusion modelling, β is given as β = γβ0,
where γ is the number of potential contacts on average individuals has with others through which
contagious items transmit with a rate β0. By changing the value of γ, τ and β0 one, therefore,
can study the diffusion dynamics of diffusion processes.
The compartment model can be analysed easily mathematically in the simple case. It
requires no more details than needed to reproduce and explain observed behaviours. It reduces
data collection cost and computational cost. Clearly, it can be applied in many situations where
high precision is not necessary. However, the assumption of having homogeneous interaction
γ between individuals is not realistic. Many researchers have pointed out that the interaction
between individuals is clearly heterogeneous as individuals do not have the same level of contact
with all its neighbours [38, 38–40]. Moreover, the constant rate of transmission probability β0 and
constant recovery rate τ are not realistic in many diffusion processes. This is because individuals
have different contact intensity with infected individuals and heterogeneous susceptibilities to
the contagious items [47, 81, 82].
Heterogeneity is often integrated into the compartment model by dividing the main compart-
ments (such as S, I, R) into sub-compartments. These sub-divisions can be constructed based on
the age, risk behaviours, or spatial diversities of individuals. Then, the transmission probability
can be divided into k sub-classes and the model can be parameterised by means of a k × k
transmission rate matrix instead of a constant transmission rate β [83, 84]. For example, some
disease spread models split individuals spatially (divide population with different regions) and
assign heterogeneity for infection risks [85–87]. These approaches are called meta-population
models. Similarly, different infectious periods can be implemented in the model by dividing
population into k sub-classes which resolve the limitations of the constant rate of recovery [81].
The integration of heterogeneity with sub-compartmentalisation relax some of the most
unrealistic assumptions of basic compartmental models. However, many limitations of the
compartment model still prevail and new issues arise by doing sub-compartmentalisation. The
analysis in [15] shows that individual’s interaction is still random and transient in these models.
Hence, individuals in the divided sub-populations behave homogeneously. In case of meta-
population models, dividing a population into the various spatial groups can create asynchronous
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between these groups, but for time t → ∞ they become homogeneous [88]. Therefore, the real
steady state heterogeneity cannot be captured bymeta-populationmodels. Thus, high partitioning
in compartmental models lose the simplicity. It also requires more data to fit the model and
increases the data collection cost.
Network models
To overcome the limitations of the compartment models and capture realistic contact patterns,
network science is adopted for modelling diffusion processes on the networked systems [89, 90].
The network based diffusion modelling is also empowered by the graph theory where contact
networks are often generated by graph models. In addition, graph theory is applied to study
the characteristics of contact networks. The core entities in the network-based modelling are
nodes, representing individuals, and links connecting one node to other nodes in the network,
which represent interactions between individuals. A contact network can be represented by a
graph where vertices correspond to nodes and edges to links. The network models provide
a range of flexibility for assigning nodes various attributes and defining links with a range of
properties. A wide range of efficient network based models has been developed in the literature
for studying diffusion processes [35, 89, 90]. For generating contact networks, a fundamental
aspect is to build network structure called the network topology based upon which nodes interact
with each other. There are four types of network structure namely regular lattice networks,
random networks, small-world networks and scale-free networks that are frequently used to
study diffusion processes [46, 91–93]. In addition, data-driven network models are also derived
from real-world data and they may assume some properties of the theoretical models.
Regular lattices are the simplest representation of contact network structures where nodes
are only connected to their nearest neighbour nodes in a lattice with a regular fashion [92, 93].
The regular lattice networks assume large path lengths, i.e. the average distance between two
nodes is very high and the clustering coefficient is very high as well. Therefore, these are
not realistic [94, 95]. The random network models improve regular lattice model where nodes
contact with each other in a random fashion and each pair of nodes has an equal probability
to be connected. Furthermore, the average path lengths in the random networks match with
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many real-world networks with appropriate contact probabilities [96]. However, the clustering
coefficient is too low for these networks. Recently an approach is introduced called the small-
world network model based on six degrees of separation phenomena which states that if you
choose any two individuals anywhere on Earth, you will find a path of only six acquaintances
on average between them. In a small-world network, most of the nodes are not neighbours of
each other, but the neighbours of a given node are likely to be neighbours of each other. The
Watts-Strogatz model [97] generates such networks where the existing links of a regular lattice
are re-wired with a defined probability. The generated networks assume high local clustering
co-efficient and short path length [98]. The latest approach to generate contact structure is
scale-free networks developed by the Barabasi-Albert model [99] where node’s degree follows a
power-law distribution. In the Barabasi-Albert model, the scale-free networks are self-organised
with growing and preferential attachment processes. The research found that many real-world
systems have a power-law degree distribution [100, 101].
The above structured contact networks can be analysed mathematically and numerically.
The authors of [102] has presented surveys on the methods of designing contact networks
applying real contact data. These networks are, however, static in nature where node attributes
and link properties are not changed during the observation period. These contact networks are
often represented with adjacency matrices of binary values. This allows the use of algebra to
calculate various network properties and corelate it with diffusion dynamics unfolded on it. While
having some strong benefits over compartmental models, these network models still have several
shortcomings, namely that in these models, the quality of contacts is overlooked. For example,
the duration of contacts affects the transmission probability, and frequency of contact etc. There
have, however, been some models to overcome these limitations with weighted contacts [103–
105]. However, the weighted contact networks do not capture burstiness of the contact which is
found to have an impact on spreading dynamics [106]. The other crucial temporal factor is that
the contact sequences among individual are completely missing in these network models.
For studying diffusion processes with realistic contacts, there have been several approaches
to make the contact network dynamic as well [35, 37, 107]. The dynamic networks assume the
links are transient in status, i.e., links appear and disappear. However, the relationship between
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two linked nodes is often permanent. In the dynamic contact network models, the above static
network models can be implemented as the underlying structure (capturing permanent social
relationship among individuals) and an additional mechanism is added on top of that to maintain
the link dynamic. The dynamic contact network models are often difficult to analyse with
exact mathematical solutions. Thus, an approximation is often used to characterise the system
dynamics [23]. There are no analytical solutions for many dynamic contact network models
and such models are only used for simulations to explore diffusion dynamics for wide scenarios
of developed models. These classes of contact networks are often efficient tools to validate
the simulations results of data-driven individual-level diffusion models. Current approaches for
developing dynamic contact network models are discussed in details in Section 2.3.
Individual-based models
The other trend of diffusion modelling on contact networks is to apply individual-based mod-
els [24, 45, 108, 109]. In these models, all operations are executed at the individual-level and
thus the integration of many realistic contact properties becomes easier. The other fundamental
concept is that individual-based models are implemented upon a community of targeted indi-
viduals and that are situated in an environment. In these models, every individual plays its
role and interacts with its respective environment. Thus, infectious items are received by an
individual according to its behaviour and surrounding conditions, and it transmits contagious
items to other individuals by regenerating it. However, it is not so easy to define the boundaries
of the model class based on individual compared to compartmental models or network models
as the assumptions in the individual based models varies largely.
The system dynamics in the individual-based model are generated with all individual actions
happened simultaneously within the respective simulation environment of the individual [110].
The respective environment depends on the modelling approaches and it may include parts
or sometimes all of the other individuals. Thus, all individuals are affected by the state of
neighbours in their simulation environment at the same time. Individual response to a specific
environment can be deterministic or can be stochastic events. The reactions process to a sim-
ulation environment is often implemented with a set of rules (e.g. IF-THEN operations). For
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disease simulation, such a rule can be IF the individual is susceptible and if there was a contact
with an infected individual, THEN switch the status from susceptible to infectious with a certain
probability P. Some individual-based models implement the process of adaptation, learning or
evolution. These models are called agent-based models, which is a subset of individual-based
models, and have simulated intelligence [4, 32, 59, 111].
The most significant advantage of individual-based models is that they allow for the inclusion
of naturalmechanisms for every desired aspect of themodel to be as realistic as possible. They can
offer characterisation even at the link level and environmental conditioning including complex
biological mechanisms [2, 112]. The current exploration of data on social interactions leverages
the benefit of this class of model as they easily allow modelling of individual interactions
over time. The complexity of implementing higher-level architecture such as clustering and
community structure are reduced as the network formation mechanism is implemented at a lower
level. The contact networks created by dynamic contact network models can also be simulated
with individual-level models. However, the individual based models become difficult with
detailed information and require more effort to analyse sensitivity. To achieve stable insights,
repeated simulations are conducted with a high number of parameter combinations. Therefore,
the individual based model requires more computing resources and computation time. These
models often cannot be analysed mathematically due to their stochastic nature and large number
of parameters. This thesis studies diffusion processes on data-driven contact networks using
individual level models and also applies synthetic contact networks generated by the dynamic
contact graph models.
2.1.4 Challenges in diffusion modelling
The above discussion shows that the diffusion modelling is a wide area for multi-disciplinary
research but their approaches vary largely due to their occurrence in varieties of context. Diffusion
dynamics on contact networks have been studied for a long time in the field of infectious disease
spreading [113]. The current development of communication technology has provided many
applications of diffusion processes as well as creating business opportunities [12–15]. Many
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factors affect the spreading dynamics of contagious items on contact networks. However, it
is clear that interaction pattern of individuals is one of the key factors in driving diffusion
processes on contact networks. There have, therefore, been a wide range of efforts to understand
and integrate the impacts of interaction patterns with diffusion modelling [38–41]. There are,
however, still some critical factors to be addressed in constructing proper diffusion models that
capture realistic contact patterns. In addition, current opportunities for gathering individual-
level contact data have attracted the researchers to deep dive further in this field by looking at
contact patterns at the granular level [1, 24, 26, 27, 114]. This thesis investigates one of the key
challenges from this field by investigating impacts of individual level interactions on diffusion
dynamics.
The basic mechanism for developing diffusion phenomena on a contact network is the exe-
cution of a series of individual-level transmissions called local transmissions where contagious
items transmit from one individual to other individuals through interactions. These local trans-
missions occur in two ways by 1) direct interactions and 2) indirect interactions. In the direct
interactions, the infected individuals and susceptible individuals are present together at a loca-
tion or in contact as a friend in OSN [1, 3]. For example, diffusion in Mobile Ad-hoc Network
(MANET), information diffusion in online social blogs, and disease spreading through physical
touch [7, 55, 80, 115, 116]. Most of the above diffusion phenomena discussed consider only
direct interactions to execute local transmissions and spread contagious items. On the other
hand, the indirect interactions are created when a susceptible individual interacts with the con-
tagious items deposited by the infected individuals in the absence of the depositor. For example,
an individual infected with the airborne disease can deposit infectious particles to the environ-
ment [9, 10]. These particles can be suspended in the air for a long time and the susceptible
individuals can inhale these particles even after the infected individual has left the interaction
location. Therefore, both individuals are not required to be present in the same location for a
local transmission through indirect interaction. A similar mechanism is observed in message
diffusion in online social blogs. A message posted by a current member in an online social blog
can be learnt by a newly joined member, even though the new member was not present when
the message was posted and indirect transmission links are created [3, 80]. Therefore, it is not
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required to be a member of the blog at the same time to learn a posted message. In the ecology,
the diffusion can happen following this mechanism as well. Queen message dissemination in
the social ant colonies and pollen dissemination in the farms are examples of this mechanism
[21]. However, there are no comprehensive studies on how these indirect interactions impact on
diffusion dynamics on contact networks. In this thesis, this particular gap of current diffusion
models is investigated in detail.
Integration of the impacts of indirect transmission is not straight forward. The interaction
mechanism in a contact network defines the network properties such as degree distribution,
clustering coefficient and path lengths etc. which in turn determine the diffusion dynamics [42–
44]. It is clearly seen that the inclusion of indirect interaction creates more opportunities for
transmitting contagious items and hence increases the diffusion dynamics. Thus, there is the
question of how much diffusion dynamics are amplified by including indirect interactions? The
analysis of diffusion modelling approaches shows that the current approach does not include
indirect interactions in diffusion modelling. Therefore, it is required to include transmission
opportunities due to indirect interactions with the diffusion model. Indirect interactions not only
increase transmission opportunities but it also changes the network properties. For example,
the inclusion of indirect links may increase the contact degrees of individuals adding new
neighbours through indirect interactions. Thus, local clustering coefficient may also change.
Similarly, temporal network properties can be changed due to indirect interactions [117]. These
network properties play vital roles in developing different diffusion phenomena such as the
emergence of diffusion on contact networks, spreading potential of individuals and controlling
of diffusion [118, 119]. Thus, the inclusion of indirect interactions in diffusion models also
needs to investigate these diffusion phenomena. For exploring diffusion phenomena, synthetic
contact network generated by network models and graph models are frequently applied. The
current contact network generation models are only developed based on contacts created by
direct interactions [35–37]. Therefore, it is also required to develop a suitable contact network
generation model (it can be a contact graph model) that support investigation of diffusion
processes with indirect interactions. The following sections discuss the current methods and
approaches to solving the raised challenges of diffusion modelling due to including indirect
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interactions. The spreading of infectious disease is taken as the study case of this thesis.
2.2 Infectious disease diffusion
2.2.1 Infectious disease transmission
An infectious disease is transmitted from an infected individual to susceptible individuals via
transferring organisms/microbes capable of causing infection [9, 120]. These organisms/microbes
are called pathogens. In this thesis, contagious items or infectious particles refer to these
pathogens. The infectious items enter the body of susceptible individuals and deposit on mucus
membranes of body parts such as mouth, nose, throat, and lungs where they can cause an in-
fection. Therefore, for an infectious disease to persist within a population, relevant contagious
items are required to be transmitted continuously to new bodies. The contagious items are
transmitted through two mechanisms: 1) direct transmission and 2) indirect transmission. Direct
transmission occurs through individual-to-individual interactions transferring contagious items
without any intermediate transmission medium between these two individuals. The example
includes physical touches (such as shaking hands, kissing etc.) and contact of blood and body
fluids. Direct transmission is found in infectious disease such as common colds, sexually trans-
mitted diseases etc. For many infectious diseases [9, 10, 120, 121], infected individuals generate
particles containing infectious microbes by their respiratory activities like talking, laughing,
coughing or sneezing. These particles are scattered into the environment of the proximity of the
infected individuals. The infectious particles then deposit onto objects or surfaces and survive
long enough time to transfer to other susceptible individuals who subsequently touch the objects.
This creates the indirect transmission of diseases where intermediate medium or objects are
required to transmit infectious particles. Examples of diseases with the indirect transmission are
Coronavirus, Rhinovirus, and Influenza etc.
The ways indirect transmission occur are not the same in all cases and can be classified into
different modes which are based on the roles of the intermediate medium and the properties of
the infectious particles when transmitting through the intermediate medium. The respiratory
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activities of infected individuals generate droplets containing infectious particles and the sizes
of the droplets often define the mode of transmission. Droplet whose size is comparatively
large, often assumes to be greater than 5µm, are transmitted through the air to nearby susceptible
individuals. This mode of indirect transmission is called droplet transmission. However, the
droplet whose size is small, often assumes to be less than 5µm, evaporates quickly and becomes
droplet nuclei. These droplet nuclei are suspended in the air for a long time and can travel
large distances. Thus, they can transmit to susceptible individuals with a long time delay after
their generation, even to susceptible individuals who are far away up to 100m from the source
infected individual. This mode of indirect transmission is called airborne transmission. Indirect
transmission of infectious particles can also happen through vectors (mosquitoes, flies and mites
etc.) that carry infectious particle from an infected individual to susceptible individuals with
delay and at substantial distances. In this situation, the contagious items present in the blood or
skin of an infected individual are ingested by vectors. Then, it is developed in the vectors itself.
Susceptible individuals are usually infected through the bite of an infectious vector, though other
ways of entry are possible. Examples of vector-borne disease transmissions are yellow fever,
malaria, plague and dengue etc. [9, 10, 121, 122]. Another indirect mode of transmission is
to spread disease through contaminated objects spatially. Examples of such diseases includes
water-borne diseases, food-borne diseases [18, 123].
It has been observed that the spreading of some infectious diseases is dominated by only
direct transmission and can be modelled by creating direct transmission links for co-presence
interaction between infected and susceptible individuals. However, the infectious diseases that
spread based on indirect transmission or have additional indirect transmission along with direct
transmission cannot be modelled by creating only direct transmission links for co-presence
interactions. This thesis considers airborne infectious disease spreading as a case study for
understanding and modelling the impacts of indirect transmission links. For airborne diseases,
infected individuals generate droplets containing infectious particles through various respiratory
activities. The authors of [124] have found that an infected individual generates on average
75,000 particles/cough but it can be up to 500,000 particles/cough. They have also found that
60% of these particles can reach the alveolar region of lungs if the particles are inhaled by
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another individual. It is found that the cough frequency of an infected individual is on average
18/hr [125]. Thus, an infected individual deposits about 1.36 × 106 particles during a one hour
stay at a location. Up to 50% of these particles evaporate and become droplet nuclei (airborne
particles) which are suspended in the air for a longer time [126]. Airborne particles are also added
to the environment by breathing, talking and laughing. There have been a wide range of studies to
understand the viral load of airborne particles. The studies show that most of the influenza virus
is contained in the droplets whose sizes are < 5µm. The works of [127, 127, 128] have found that
up to 75%virus is containedwithin droplets with sizes< 5µm. The exhaled breath of an influenza
patient can generate on average 0.5 plaque-forming units (PFU) for influenza viruses [129]. The
study of [128] found that a cough can generate up to 77 PFU virus. Inhalation of 0.7 - 3.5 PFU
of influenza is sufficient to cause infection in 50% of susceptible individuals [130]. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the generated airborne particles have sufficient viral load to cause infection
if they are inhaled.
The impact of airborne transmission is different to the other model of indirect transmission as
airborne particles can travel spatially while large droplets settle nearby. The literature indicates
the various range of travel distances for airborne particles. The travel distances depend on the
weather conditions and air-flows. The authors of [11] show that airborne particles can travel up
to 100m in the direction of air-flow. The travel distance can also be interpreted from the analysis
of SARS outbreak occurred in the Amoy Gardens Hong Kong in the year 2003. The study
of [131] has revealed that the infection had reached the Block-E which was at 60m distance from
the Block-B where infection had started, although there was no indication of physical interaction
among the residences of these buildings. Thus, it was concluded that the infection particles
travelled to the Block-E through airborne transmission. A number of studies have also shown
that it is also possible to disperse airborne particles between flats in a building [132, 133] and
between wards in a hospital [134]. The experiment of [133] shows that airborne particles can
also travel from one building to the nearby buildings. The travel distance of airborne particles
is extended in the open area. The authors of [135] have studied the presence of influenza A
virus around pigs farms by collecting air samples at different distances from the farms. They
have noticed a significant amount of RNA copies of the virus at the distance of 1.5Km from the
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pig farms that had influenza A infected pigs. Therefore, the airborne indirect transmission mode
of infectious disease has strong potential to spread diseases. The airborne infectious diseases
spreading is an important application of diffusion process with indirect transmissions.
2.2.2 Force of Infection
An interaction (e.g. being in the same location) between infected and susceptible individuals
poses an infection risk for the susceptible individual. Infection risk assessment can be divided
into two steps: determining the intake dose of infectious particles and finding the corresponding
infection probability [17]. The infectious particles that reach the target infection site are called the
intake dose. The intake dose is estimated based on the exposure level to the infectious particles,
the pulmonary ventilation rate of susceptible individuals, the exposure time interval, and the
respiratory deposition of the infectious particles. Then, the infection probability is calculated
by a mathematical formula. Two approaches are applied to determine if an infection occurs:
deterministic and stochastic. The first approach assumes that each individual has an inherent
resistance up to a dose of infectious particles. Thus, a susceptible individual contracts the disease
when a target infection site is exposed to a dose equivalent to or exceeding the threshold dose.
In the stochastic approach, any amount of intake dose causes disease with a certain probability.
The infectious particles are usually randomly distributed in the suspension medium. Thus, the
estimated exposure level and intake dose of airborne particles are always expected values rather
than exact values. Therefore, the stochastic models are appropriate for studying airborne disease
spread. Models that are frequently used for assessing infection risk for airborne diseases are now
discussed.
A wide range of models has been developed for the spread of airborne disease. These range
from simple models that are easy to apply to complex models that require greater detail of the
disease spreading process. Unfortunately, these details is not always available for many diseases.
In the literature, the Wells-Riley model or its modification are widely used to estimate infection
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risks [17, 136]. The Wells-Riley equation is given as
PI = 1 − exp
(
− Igpt
Q
)
(2.1)
where PI is the probability of causing infection to a susceptible individual for the intake dose
E = Igpt/Q, I is the number of infected individuals at the interaction room, p is the breathing
rate of the susceptible individual (L/s), g is the average quanta generation rate (quanta/s), t is
the exposure time interval, and Q is the room ventilation rate (L/s). The PI is, in fact, the ratio
between the number of infections caused for E and the susceptible individuals. This model is
based on the concept of quanta which is the number of droplet nuclei required to cause infection
for 63% of all exposed susceptible individuals. The ratio PI provides the reproduction number
of the studied diseases which is frequently used to determine disease spreading dynamics for
the large population. The model parameter quanta generation rate ϑ is required to be estimated
from the real outbreak cases. This is very difficult for many diseases as it requires data from
real outbreak scenarios. The model is also limited due to its assumption that particles are
homogeneously distributed in the air, and that every particle reaches to the target infection site.
It does not consider the duration of particle generation.
There have been several modifications to overcome these limitations. The authors of [136]
incorporated the effect of respiratory protection system that may filter the inhaled infectious
particles by multiplying a fraction term with the intake dose as E = IgptθQ , where θ is the fraction
of infectious particles reached to a target infection site. Air disinfection and particle filtration are
used in the many buildings that reduce the effective infectious particles to cause infection. These
factors are included for the Wells-Riley equation in the work of [137]. However, collecting such
data is difficult and expensive for large scale simulation. The assumption about the homogeneity
of particle distribution in the interaction area is addressed by [138]. They considered the time-
weighted average pathogen concentration in the room air to incorporate the non-steady-state
conditions in the Wells-Reily equation. This model is given by
PI = 1 − exp
(
−pIg(Qt + e
−ϕt − 1)
VQ2
)
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whereQ is the air change rate or disinfection rate, ϕ is the particle accumulation rate andV is the
volume of interaction area. In spite of these improvements, the Wells-Reily model still requires
the total exposure during an outbreak to find the quanta generation rate and that is not possible
for many diseases.
Rudnick and Milton [139] developed a model where the exhaled air volume fraction is used
to estimate the number of quanta that the susceptible individuals are exposed to:
PI = 1 − exp
(
−gω¯It
N
)
where ω¯ is the average volume fraction of room air that is exhaled breath and N is the total
number of people in the premises. To find the quanta generation rate based on the ω¯, one
requires a knowledge of carbon dioxide concentration in the room. These models still follow the
well-mixed assumption of particle concentration. Some works [133, 140] address this problem
by experimenting the dispersion of tracer gas and integrating impacts with model.
In the models discussed above, the quanta generation rates are not well understood for many
diseases. However, the infectious particles generation rates, their formation, pathogen loads and
their survivable time etc. are now becoming available. The authors of [22] first introduce a dose
response model based on the infectious particles concentration instead of quanta. The model is
PI = 1 − exp
(
− Igθpt
Q
)
where g is the number of infectious particles released per infected per unit time and θ is the
fraction of infectious particles reaches the target site. In this equation, the quanta generation rate
g is replaced by θg. The authors defined the source strength g with cough frequency, pathogen
concentration in the respiratory fluids and the volume of expiatory droplets introduced into the air
in a cough. This model also based on the homogeneity. Recently, the authors of [141] have also
introduced a model based on the infectious particle concentration considering non-steady-state
conditions as
PI = 1 − exp
(
− I(g − r)θpt
Q
[
1 − V
QT
(
1 − e−QτV
)] )
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where g is the particles generation rate, r is the mortality rate of the generated particles, θ is the
deposition fraction of the inhaled particles, τ is the duration of particle generation, and t is the
duration susceptible individuals breath in infectious particles.
In the above equations, the temporal variation in the particle concentration is captured using
a non-steady-state model. However, this model assumes that all infected individuals arrive at
the same time and this may not happen in reality. The variations in the arrival time of infected
individuals also introduce the fluctuations in the particles concentration. The current models
also do not capture the exposure that susceptible individuals receive after infected individuals
leave the interaction locations. Thus, it would be more appropriate to find exposure level due
to contact with each infected individual and sum them up to find total exposure. Therefore, the
arrival and departure of each infected individual can be tracked independently and hence the
exposure during indirect interactions. This also allows one to assign a random value ofQ to each
contact to capture heterogeneous particle concentrations at different locations.
2.3 Dynamic contact graphs
Contact networks are often generated by graph models to study diffusion processes. However,
current graph models allow generating contact networks based on the contacts created by direct
interactions. Thus, it is required to develop graph model capable of supporting investigation of
diffusion processes having transmission of contagious items through indirect interactions. The
development of dynamic graph models for generating dynamic contact networks is still at an
early stage compared to the static models. There have been limited number of approaches to
develop dynamic graph model. This subsection presents a brief details of current dynamic graph
modelling approaches. In this thesis, dynamic contact graphs/networks represent temporal
or time-varying graphs/networks where edges between a pair of nodes are dynamic as their
availability for transmission are not permanent. The addition or removal of nodes to the graph is
not considered in this thesis.
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2.3.1 Dynamic graphs representation
The evolution of a dynamic contact graph can be captured in many ways. The evolution in
the graph can occur due to changes in the status of nodes and status of links. The links in the
static graphs represent a relationship between a pair of nodes and is created there is at least
one interaction during observation period [33, 34]. In dynamic graphs, however, the links are
often differentiated from contacts (links and contacts have different meaning) [35–37]. The
contacts indicate interactions between a linked pair of nodes occurring at certain times during an
observation period. Dynamic graph modelling is required to incorporate timing information of
these contacts with link dynamics. The development of a dynamic graph model often depends
on how the graph is represented. The dynamic contact graphs can be represented in the following
ways.
Contact sequences
Many real world interaction data sets comes with the entries containing identities of interacted
nodes and the time when the interaction happened, even with other some meta information
such as gender and locations. The interaction time can be a time stamp or a time interval
sequence. For examples, works of [24, 142] have collected interactions between two individuals
using RFID and wearable sensors. This representation is a straightforward and practical format
computationally. However, analysing diffusion processes on the graphs with this format would
be difficult as they do not count some properties such as contact duration. It is also difficult to
visualise the contact graphs and hence representing it to audience.
Multi-layer graphs
The dynamic graph can be visualised well if it is represented with as a sequence of static graphs.
In this method, the observation time is divided into discrete time steps and a static graph is
constructed for each time step [143, 144]. Thus, the dynamic graph becomes a multi-layer graph
with each sequence of the static graph as a single layer. This allows one to understand and analyse
the dynamic graph using static graph theories and then combine the results for the sequence of
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times to obtain overall results. This method is applicable where the time resolution is high (or
continuous) compared to dynamic process on the studied graph. For studying infectious disease,
this method has a limitation as the disease cannot be transmitted over a path during a sequence
of the graph and thus analysing multi-layer graphs cannot capture real dynamics. The time-lines
representation of contacts is one of the extended approaches where nodes are placed in one axis
and times in another axis. The advantage with this representation is that the time-respecting paths
(sequences of contacts of increasing times) between nodes are easy to identify as these are all
paths that do not turn backwards in the time dimension. The structure of time-respecting paths
can be represented as a binary matrix as it is in a static graph with an adjacency matrix. Thus,
the dynamic graph can be expressed as a binary tensor. The limitation is that the corresponding
adjacency tensor, as a data structure, takes a lot of memory and requires high computational
overhead to process such graph [23, 145].
Dynamic links graph
In this representation, temporal variations are captured with only one dynamic graphwhere nodes
and links change their status over time. The underlying graph is a static graph with the fixed
links among nodes. In fact, the underlying graph captures the fixed topology of the dynamic
graph and can be treated as the foot-print of nodes [146, 147]. Then, the static graph structure
evolves over time where contacts can appear and disappear. This means a time dimension is
added with the static network. This approach is considered for the class of graphs where the
targeted research question is to understand how the structure has evolved and how it affects the
diffusion process unfolded on the graph. The dynamic graphs are typically data-oriented where
the focus of study is on a data set, its structure, and how something behaves on it e.g. how
disease spreading would behave on the graph. In addition, these observations may vary with
used data sets and generalisation of results are often difficult. However, it is used widely due to
its flexibility to implement and capture properties of real contact networks.
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Time-node graphs
The recent trend of dynamic graph modelling is to extend the concept of node into temporal
node i.e at each time step the same node is considered as a different node. Then, the graph
is built among the temporal nodes. This approach is called the static expansion of a temporal
graph [148]. This type of graph can be practical since it is straightforward to apply static graph
methods also over the time dimension. Eventually one usually needs to map the time nodes back
to the original nodes. This requires high computational power which is available in the current
technology. However, the applicability is limited by the size of the networks.
2.3.2 Dynamic graph modelling approaches
Based on the above discussion, a general representation of the dynamic contact graph is de-
scribed here. Consider a dynamic contact graph GT that is built with a set of nodes Z , a set of
relationships L between these nodes (links, contacts), and a labelling sets Y which represents
any property such as links weights, set of node attributes; that is, L ⊆ Z × Z × Y . The relations
between nodes are assumed to take place over a time span Γ ⊆ T denoting the lifetime of the
system. The temporal domain T is generally assumed to be N+ for discrete-time systems or R+
for continuous-time systems. The dynamics of the system can be subsequently described by a
dynamic contact graph, GT = (Z, L, Γ, φ, ψ), where
φ : L × Γ→ {0, 1}
φ is called presence function, indicates whether a given link is available at a given time. The
status of node can also be varied over time where they can be active or inactive to create links at
a certain time. Thus, the model can be extended by adding a node status function
ψ : Z × Γ→ {0, 1}
where the activation function ψ of nodes depend on a given time. Given a GT = (Z, L, Γ, φ, ψ),
the graph G = (Z, L) is called underlying graph of GT . This static graph G should be seen
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as a sort of footprint of GT , which flattens the time dimension and indicates only the pairs of
nodes that have relations at some time in Γ. The connectivity of G = (Z, L) does not imply
that GT is connected at a given time instant with the connectivity of G. Within this general
graph definition, various contact networks can be generated by varying details in links and nodes
definition. Thus, graph models are often accompanied with a network generation method. This
network generation method handles incorporating details to links and nodes while graph defines
the relationships at the abstract level. Some network generation methods that have been designed
under the frameworks of various graph models are discussed here.
Static graphs with link dynamics
The simplest method of generating a dynamic graph is first to generate a static graph with links
using a static graph model and then define a sequence of contacts for each link generated. To
avoid complexity, contact generation process is often kept independent of the network position
of the links in this approach. The authors of [146] have applied the following procedures to
generate a dynamic graph.
i) a static graph is constructed from a multigraph that is generated using the config-
uration model [149] and deleting the duplicate links and self-links
ii) an active interval is generated for each link when contacts can occur i.e. nodes are
present in the graph. The duration of active intervals is generated using a truncated
power-law. For a link, the active interval starts at a uniformly random starting time
within a sampling time frame (observation period)
iii) a sequence of contact times is generated following an inter-event time distribution
over the observation period. This also generates burstiness in the contact patterns.
iv) finally the contact time sequence is wrapped with the corresponding active
interval of each link. The contact sequence times (step 2) which are within the
active time interval are taken and other are deleted for a link. The wrapping is done
for all links in the graph and a dynamic contact graph is obtained
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The authors of [147] used a similar method to generate contact graph. These methods easily
integrate contact dynamics and burstiness to the topology of a static graph. However, the
inter-event times are not influenced by the topology structure and node properties.
Temporal exponential random graphs
The exponential random graph model (ERGM) [150] is widely used to generate static graphs in
the study of social dynamics. The ERGM model parameters reflect the importance and weight
of selected topological elements and sub-graphs such as triangles and stars. The ERGM model
generates a class of graphs and the model parameter inferred from an empirical data capture
the corresponding graphs. A similar modelling framework is used by the authors [151, 152]
to generate temporal exponential random graphs (TERGM). Thus, the temporal dynamics of
links are influenced by the network topology in TERGM. In TERGM, a set of states of the
nodes observed over a time window for an ongoing dynamical process is applied to estimate
the model parameters. Thus, the probability of making a contact between a pair of nodes is
bounded with the time window of applied data set for modelling. The temporal exponential
random graph models are not node-oriented model (nodes connectivity is not build at the node
level, but connectivity is defined based on the network topology) that makes possible to change
the network with its basic building block such as links. Thus, it is difficult to achieve a good fit
unless the successive networks are close to each other [153].
Coordinated temporal graph models
The above models cannot implement node and link level operations such as which neighbour
nodes a host node contacts frequently, how recent changes in contact sequences affect the future
contacts, whether the contact creation and deletion follow any specific social mechanism. There
have been several works to incorporate these characteristics of dynamic contact graphs [34, 154–
156]. The work of [34] has developed a dynamic graph model for face-to-face interactions. This
is a spatio-temporal graph implemented with a two-dimensional random walk. In this model,
the propensity of walking closer to a node is proportional to the attractiveness assigned to it.
Therefore, the more attracted a walker is to its neighbour nodes, the slower its walk becomes.
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A similar approach is implemented in the dynamic graph model developed by [157]. This
model for online setting and their assumption is that some individuals are much more central
in a temporal graph than they are in an aggregated static graph. Thus, random communication
partners are assigned to a node by a basal rate and a positive feedback mechanism. The authors
have applied stochastic point processes to model dynamic contact graphs. In this model, a node
creates and breaks links according to a Bernoulli process with memory. The probability of an
event between two nodes increases with the number of events recently occured between them.
Activity-driven graph modelling
A comparatively simple dynamic graph modelling approaches is proposed by [107]. This model
is called activity driven network modelling (ADN). They adapt the graph sequence framework
of dynamic graph modelling and generate a simple graphGT at (it is a discrete time system) time
t. The graph generation procedures are as follows:
i) node i is assigned an activity potential ai. This is usually done with a power-law
distribution. The activity potential is assigned to all nodes in the graph
ii) the graph generation process goes through increasing a time counter to t and
assume that GT is empty, i.e. all N nodes have no link and contact memory from
previous time step
iii) activate node i with a probability ai∆t. If node i is activated, it is connected with
other m randomly chosen distinct nodes. Repeat the step 2 and step 3
The distinguishing characteristics of this model are that the activity of the nodes governs
the link creation. In contrast, the previous models are connectivity driven where the network’s
topology is at the core of the model formation. The ADN overcomes the timescale separation
assumption and explicitly accounting for the concurrent evolution of the interactions in a graph
and the dynamic process evolving on it [158]. The studies of [159, 160] show that many
important aspects of the system dynamics can be characterised using a heterogeneous mean-field
approach. Interestingly, it is found that some system properties are directly related to the activity
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potential of nodes. The diffusion dynamics are quite different from that of aggregated static
networks [160]. This thesis takes the ADN approach for developing an contact graph generative
model capturing indirect interactions. However, the basic ADN model has several limitations
such as nodes contact with a fixed number of links during each activation, the contacts are not
repetitive, and social structure among individual is not maintained. Thefore, it is required to
incorporate these properties with the basic model.
2.3.3 Realistic activity driven graph models
When nodes are active in the basic activity driven network, they randomly create connections
with other nodes. In other words, at any time, a node may connect with any other nodes in the
graphs. That means this method does not apply any prior knowledge of social or geographic
relationships that could alter the selection of one link over another. However, this assumption
severely challenges the feasibility of the ADN modelling when it is implemented for real graphs.
There have been great efforts to incorporate realistic features with the basic ADN. An individual
can interact with other individuals arbitrarily or by choice. Thus, some links tend to be persistent
in time and such links are generated in the household, at the office and with close friends. This
property is integrated introducing memory effects in the link formation. Therefore, social graphs
can have two types of links. The first class describes strong ties that identify time repeated and
frequent interactions among specific couples of nodes. The second class characterises weak ties
among agents that are activated only occasionally. It is natural to assume that strong ties are
the first to appear in the system, while weak ties are incrementally added to the contact set of
each node. This approach is studied in the work of [161] where it is assumed that a node will
connect to a new node with a probability P(n + 1) = ηη+n , where n is the current contact set sizes
of the node and η is the tendency to broaden their contact set sizes. Therefore, the probability of
contacting with a node from previously contacted nodes is 1 − P(n). This method of repeating
with the old contacted nodes and extending contact set size is called the reinforcement process.
In the above process, every node has the same tendency to extend the contact graph. In reality,
however, individual have heterogeneous tendency to extend the contact set size. This issue is
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addressed by the work of [162] where they proposed to assign a heterogeneous value of η. For
a node i, the probability of contacting a new node is given by
p(ni) =
(
1 +
ni
ηi
)−αi
where αi is the reinforcement of node i and ηi is the characteristic number indicating the size of
contact set size before reinforcement start. The value of ηi is often assigned with power-law and
the distribution of resultant contact set size will be a power-law.
In the social graphs, individuals have a tendency to make a close social circle and make a
community. Therefore, the underlying social structure of a dynamic contact graph also should
maintain community structure. The community structure emerges in a graph by creating triadic
closure when making a new connections [163]. One typical mechanism to make triadic closure
is to use common neighbours (CN) indices, where two nodes i and j are going to interact if their
neighbour nodes set has substantially overlap. This means that the probability of these two nodes
interacting is proportional to the number of common neighbours. In other words, triadic closure
can be created if the host node chose a new neighbour from its neighbour’s neighbour [163, 164].
The random new neighbour selection mechanism of basic activity driven graph can not emerge
the community saturate. The work of [36] has upgraded the basic ADN integrating a triadic
closure creation mechanism. If a host node i has not contacted any node yet, it randomly picks
another node from the entire graph j and creates a link. Otherwise, the host node tries to make a
new link with the triadic closure mechanism. As the first step, it selects randomly one neighbour
node j from his contact set with a probability. If node j is not selected or has no other neighbours
node except node i, node i looks for another random new node and creates a link. If node j is
elected and has neighbour nodes, then it selects a random neighbour node k from the neighbour
set of j. Then node i from a link with k and create triadic closure.
The basic activity-driven graph model assigns heterogeneous potentiality to nodes. This
generates a heterogeneous distribution of interactions. However, the research on social interaction
shows that individual’s interactions have bursty nature, i.e the inter-event time of activation of
nodes in ADN is required to be heterogeneous [106, 165]. This bursty activity has a strong
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influence on graph evolution and diffusion unfolded on it. The inter-event time ti is directly
connected with the activity of node i and can defined as ai = 1<ti> . The inter-event time
usually spans over several orders of magnitude. The authors of [166] shows a mechanism to
capture this bursty nature of human dynamics using a power-law distribution. The basic ADN
can generate heterogeneous contact degree distribution based on the value of ai. However,
the growing of contact set size is completely dependent on η. In addition, the model can
capture link heterogeneity of directed graphs where the in-link propensity can be different to
out-link density. This issue is addressed by the work of [167] where each node is assigned an
attractiveness. When a node selects a new neighbour node, a node will be chosen based on its
attractiveness. However, any current modification of ADN can generate contact networks with
links for indirect interactions. Thus, it is necessary to modify the ADN model to create links for
indirect interactions.
2.4 Controlling diffusion dynamics
2.4.1 Controlling diffusion in contact networks
Controlling diffusion dynamics on individual contact networks has a wide range of applications
ranging from marketing products to mitigating the spread of infectious diseases. The methods
developed for controlling diffusion depends on the context and applications. For example,
controlling diffusion for marketing a products focuses on maximising the spreading of items to
the largest proportion of populations [168, 169] while diffusion controlling for infectious disease
focuses on minimising the number of infections reducing the number of individuals received
spreading items [170]. However, the key task in all controlling methods is to find a set of
individuals and change their behaviours to alter spreading rates. These individuals often have
high spreading potential and are called super-spreaders. The size of the set should be minimal
to reduce vaccination cost as well as achieve the control goals.
Most of the efforts of developing a control strategy are put on finding the optimal set of
individuals. Accordingly, researchers search for the contact properties of individuals and their
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behaviours relevant to the spreading of contagious items [50, 117, 171]. Individual’s preference
and exposure intensity to contagious items, personal status and their surrounding environment
often define the spreading potential. Thus, the influential individuals are often searched based
on the individual’s behaviours [172, 173]. The network properties such as the number of
connection of individuals to others are also key factors to determine one’s spreading potential.
Understanding personal behaviours and modelling is a complex process. In addition, this thesis
focuses on understanding the impacts of contact properties on diffusion dynamics. Therefore,
the contact properties based methods are investigated to develop control strategies with indirect
interactions.
Various measures of network properties are applied to find influential individuals for control-
ling diffusion of contagious items. The widely used measures to find the important individuals
are degree centrality, betweenness centrality, k-core score and PageRank centrality etc [50].
Individuals contact degrees defined the number of connections to other individuals is frequently
used as topological measures of influence. In the social contact networks with broad degree dis-
tribution, it is observed that individuals with high degree determine the diffusion dynamics [174].
However, degree based methods sometimes underestimate the low degree individuals that can be
influential through connecting high degree individuals. The page ranking algorithm developed
to rank the content in the World WideWeb is also adapted to find the pivotal individuals in social
contact networks. The ranking mechanism of PageRank is simple and straight forward [175]
where the importance of page is measured by counting the number and quality of links to that
page. The PageRank algorithm is only applicable to directed networks. Betweenness central-
ity is also a good candidate in many applications as it is a measure of the number of shortest
paths passing through one individual [43]. Thus, it is most likely that individuals having high
betweenness centrality will play key roles in shaping the diffusion dynamics on the networks. It
is efficient but requires high computational resources. Moreover, it is applicable for undirected
networks. The K-core score present the positions of individuals in the social networks with the
k-index obtained by iteratively removing k-degree nodes [176]. These networks measures are
based on static networks and may not provide optimal performance in dynamic contact networks.
The one way of finding influential nodes in dynamic contact networks is to use temporal
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versions of traditional centrality metrics [117, 171]. In this work, time respecting paths, paths
are created based on the time order of links availability, are used to calculate the betweenness
centrality and closeness centrality. Eigenvector centrality is also modified for dynamic net-
works [177]. These methods require complete information regarding contact networks. The
random walk is applied in [178] for measuring temporal centrality. This does not require global
information. However, all these algorithms require huge computational resources. The temporal
centrality measurement is in the early stage and is not still feasible for applying in large social
contact networks.
Applicability of these methods depends on the application scenarios. For example, between-
ness centrality can be applied to find the influential individuals in online social contact networks
as the contact information often is available [50, 179]. However, it is difficult to apply this
approach for controlling disease spreading as it is quite difficult to collect contact information
of a population. The vaccination strategies are required to be developed based on the contact
information that can be obtained locally. The following section describes the current approaches
for controlling diffusion through vaccination strategies.
2.4.2 Diffusion control with vaccination strategies
Infectious disease spreading is controlled by implementing vaccination strategies. The key task
of a vaccination strategy is to choose a set of individuals based on the local contact information.
The simplest way of selecting a set of individuals is to choose randomly from the population and
is called random vaccination [180–182]. This approach does not consider the disease spreading
behaviours of the chosen individuals. Therefore, the information collection cost is minimal.
However, it requires a large set of individuals to be vaccinated for achieving hard immunity to
disease. Thus, the research is directed to select the individuals who have strong disease spreading
potentials [183]. These methods are called targeted vaccination. In the targeted vaccination,
the number of individuals to be vaccinated is often small and the effectiveness of strategies is
substantially high if an appropriate set of individuals are chosen. Therefore, the infection cost can
be substantially lower in a targeted vaccination strategy with the reasonable cost of information
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collection and vaccination cost.
There has been a wide range of vaccination strategies using obtainable contact informa-
tion [44, 184, 185]. All these methods do not develop vaccination strategies based on local
contact information. Sometimes global information is also used and methods are developed
to find the global metrics with locally obtainable contact data. There have been several other
methods that depend on the movement behaviours of individuals instead of collecting informa-
tion on interactions between individuals. Vaccination strategies are also varied based on the
implementation scenarios. There are two specific vaccination scenarios: preventive vaccination
(pre-outbreak) and reactive vaccination (post-outbreak). The vaccination strategies that apply
local contact information is now first discussed. Then, the implementation of vaccination strate-
gies is discussed. As examining vaccination strategies in the real-world scenarios are expensive
and difficult, empirical contact networks or synthetic contact networks are frequently applied to
test and validate developed vaccination strategies. The discussion includes the network model
based vaccination strategies.
Vaccination strategies
The authors of [44, 181] present an elegant way of implementing vaccination using local contact
information called acquaintance vaccination (AV). According to this strategy, a randomly picked
node is asked to name a neighbour node to be vaccinated. Therefore, no knowledge of the node
degrees and any other global information of network are required. In fact, it selects the node that
has a large number of connection to other nodes. Its efficiency greatly exceeds that of random
vaccination. The acquaintance method is also improved in few other ways. Instead of vaccinating
random acquaintance, it is more effective to vaccinate the acquaintance who has more frequent
contact [184]. That means the selected individual should be asked to name friends who contact
frequently. This method substantially improves the efficiency of AV strategy. The works of
[53, 186, 187] have shown that if neighbour nodes with many connections are vaccinated then
the performances are improved significantly.
The acquaintance based strategies still require a large number of individuals to be vaccinated
to achieve control goal. Thus, there have been a fair amount of works to search for other contact
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properties that can be obtained locally. The analysis of social contact networks shows that
individuals are connected to various communities [188, 189]. These properties of the contact
network are exploited by several works where the concept of the bridge nodes is introduced as
these nodes provide the pathways for a disease to propagate from one community to another
community. Therefore, vaccinating such nodes will be a more effective strategy than of selecting
random acquaintance. However, it requires the searching methods that use only the local contact
information. The searching algorithm developed by the work of [190] can find the bridge nodes
using stochastic searching methods that need only local structural information. They found that
the developed strategy based on these bridge nodes is more efficient than random strategies.
A similar approach is applied in [191] where bridge hub nodes, nodes bridging between two
communities, are chosen for vaccination.
The above vaccination strategies have been developed based on static network properties.
However, the real-world social contact networks are dynamicwhich has a strong impact on disease
spreading and hence designing a vaccination strategy. The study [142] shows that the contact
rates between a pair of nodes are broadly distributed. Therefore, the selection of an acquaintance
in AV strategy is not sufficient to find the appropriate nodes to be vaccinated. For example,
the infection risk for being in a contact with an infected individual is relevant to the contact
duration. Moreover, there is a higher risk if one susceptible interacts frequently with the infected
individual. The works of [119, 192, 193] consider this information in neighbour selecting
instead of selecting random neighbours. The authors of [192] use the most recent contact for
vaccination and they also apply weight to capture the contact rates with the neighbouring nodes.
Theses vaccination strategies outperform acquaintance vaccination.
The collection of contact information is often difficult. Thus, vaccination with detailed local
contact information may be infeasible in real-world scenarios and lose the benefit of using the
local contact information. There have been several other vaccination models based on individual
movement behaviours where individuals contact properties are not consider explicitly [185].
Beyond the contact properties, the work of [194] consider the individuals who travel long
distance for vaccination. The similar approach is taken by [51] where individuals who visit
many locations are vaccinated.
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Vaccination implementation
Vaccination is implemented for two types of scenarios: preventive vaccination and post-outbreak
vaccination [195]. In the preventive vaccination, a set of individuals are vaccinated to protect
the population from future outbreaks. In the vaccination processes, there are three costs: i)
information collection cost, ii) vaccination cost, and iii) infection cost [196]. Using a ranking
procedure, the implementation target is to achieve the optimal costs of vaccination. Thus, vac-
cination implementation procedure defines the cost of a specific ranking method. For example,
the degree based method can be applied to collecting degrees of all individuals and vaccinating
top-ranked individuals. In a second way, a threshold can be set for degree centrality. If an indi-
vidual has degree greater than the threshold, the individual will be vaccinated. Using threshold
information collection cost can be reduced. The other approaches to applying vaccination to the
more vulnerable region.
In the post-outbreak scenario, the vaccination is implemented after noticing disease emer-
gence. The purpose of vaccination is to eradicate the disease as early as possible with causing
minimal infection cost. The post-outbreak vaccination can be implemented by mass vaccination
called population level vaccination and node level vaccination [197, 198]. Mass vaccination
can be implemented by top-ranked individuals of targeted vaccination strategies. The other
popular approach is to find the infected individual and vaccinate their acquaintance randomly.
The above section has described several approaches to improve acquaintance vaccination. The
acquaintance can be deployed selecting high ranked neighbours. In the post-outbreak scenarios,
the strategies should perform well if partial information about the infected nodes is obtained.
The node level vaccination may not provide strong protection from disease spreading as the
outbreak can start again from the non vaccinated individual. Thus, population vaccination can
be applied with the combination of ring vaccination [198, 199] where a proportion of neighbours
is vaccinated. Similar to preventive vaccination, post-outbreak vaccination can be applied to the
endemic region.
The review of the vaccination strategies shows that node ranking is conducted based on the
contact information about neighbouring nodes. However, in the diffusion processes with indirect
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interactions, it is difficult to identify the neighbours contacted through indirect interactions.
Thus, there is a need for an investigation to understand the efficiency of strategies with indirect
interaction and find the best strategy.
2.5 Research gaps and questions
2.5.1 Research gap analysis
Diffusion process modelling on dynamic contact networks is an attractive research domain due
to its wide range of applications. The underlying contact patterns are considered as the key
factors for shaping the diffusion on contact networks. The literature review shows that there has
been a large body of works to capture real contact properties with diffusion models ranging from
epidemic models to dynamic contact network models. This trend of research has been fuelled by
the recent mass gathering of individual contact data and researchers deep dive into microscopic
contact mechanisms relevant to diffusion. However, there is no comprehensive study in the
current literature for a class of diffusion processes where contagious items can be transmitted
through indirect interactions. If the indirect interactions are included with the diffusion model, it
changes the network properties and hence diffusion dynamics. Therefore, there are several open
research issues for including indirect links with the diffusion model. Some of the key research
gaps are discussed below.
Diffusion dynamics
The literature review shows that indirect transmission is a strong transmission route for airborne
disease spreading. The transmission route becomes stronger as the airborne particles stay a
long time at the visited places of the infected individual and disperse spatially. There have
been few works that indicate the importance of indirect routes for disease spreading [18–20].
However, there is no study on how these routes play roles at the individual-level and their impacts
on diffusion dynamics. For studying diffusion dynamics, it is required to determine infection
risk for each interaction between infected and susceptible individuals. There have been several
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models to calculate the infection risk for direct interactions with infected individuals [136, 137,
139]. The model proposed by Wells-Riley and its variations are widely used to assess infection
risks [17, 136]. However, these models do not consider the stay times of infected and susceptible
individuals at the interaction locations separately. It is assumed that all individuals arrive at
the same time. Thus, they can not identify the indirect periods and capture the transmission
during indirect interactions. The infection risk assessment model, therefore, has to be upgraded
to include indirect transmissions. The indirect transmissions create the opportunities to spread
disease at different locations in parallel by an infected individual, such as at the locations they
recently left as infectious particles may prevail creating indirect transmission, and at the current
location for direct transmission. Therefore, disease transmission can occur at multiple locations
by the same infected individual at the same time. No model discussed in the literature account
for this approach of diffusion. There is, therefore, a need for a new diffusion model.
Contact graph modelling
The analysis of graph models has shown that the dynamic graph models capture the realistic
contact patterns among individuals [35, 146, 146]. However, the limitations of these graph
models are that they do not consider creating links with indirect transmissions. The other
features of contact networks with indirect transmission links are that individuals create links
at multiple locations in parallel. This feature is not addressed by current graph models. In
the spreading of airborne diseases, infected individuals move at various locations and spread
disease. Therefore, the activity driven time-varying network model (ADN) can capture these
movements of individuals through the mechanism of activating nodes at a time step with a certain
probability [107]. In the case of disease spreading, however, the node is required to be active for
consecutive time steps to form a visit to a location. Thus, the current models are required to be
extended to stay active for a consecutive time step. During the active states in ADNmodel, nodes
create links with other nodes. However, the arrival of an infected individual at a location may
not create links with neighbours as susceptible individuals may arrive at the location later on.
It also requires a mechanism to allow creating links after a node leaves the location. Thus, the
node can create indirect transmission links. The ADN model deletes all links from the previous
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time step. But, neighbours can stay at a location for a consecutive time steps. Thus, there is a
need to preserve links form the previous time step.
Diffusion phenomena
The network architecture defined by the contact patterns has profound impacts on the diffusion
phenomena [107]. The inclusion of indirect links may bring changes in the network properties.
The direct transmission links between two individuals get stronger with adding indirect trans-
mission links. Thus, the spreading power of the infected individual may increase. Secondly,
new neighbours can be connected to the host individual for adding indirect transmission links.
This changes the degree distributions, clustering coefficient, and path lengths etc. in the net-
works [42, 43, 46]. This also modifies the node’s position in the network. Thus, the spreading
behaviours of nodes change when considering indirect transmissions. Then, there is a question
of what potential the indirect transmission links have to characterise network properties and
diffusion dynamics. Does they bring any new network properties? How do these changes affect
the diffusion phenomena such as super-spreaders and the emergence of diffusion? There is no
analysis in the literature for these questions on diffusion dynamics with indirect transmissions.
Diffusion controlling
The literature review has shown that the contact mechanism is the key features to design the
diffusion controlling methods [44, 53]. The controlling strategies of disease spreading are
studied through vaccination strategies. The higher order network metrics are not applicable in
vaccination strategies as they are very complex and expensive to collect. Thus, local contact
information based strategies are developed. The literature review shows that current vaccination
strategies frequently use contact information about neighbouring individuals [44, 181]. However,
there might be neighbours who are connected with indirect interactions only. Then, it may not
possible by the host individuals to identify these neighbours. Thus, the current vaccination
strategies may not be effective in realistic networks with indirect links. There is a need for a
vaccination strategy working with both direct and indirect interactions.
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2.5.2 Research questions
Based on the research gaps analysed above, this study formulates four research questions to
investigate in this thesis. Each research question below is followed by the general methodology
that will be applied to answer that question. The more specific methodologies for individual
tasks will be described in the relevant chapter.
RQ1: How can diffusion dynamics on dynamic contact networks capture indi-
rect transmission opportunities?
Current diffusion models only consider direct transmission links. Therefore, it is
required to integrate the indirect transmission opportunities to the diffusion dynam-
ics. The current SPST diffusion models calculate the transmission probability of
a link based on the duration susceptible individual stay together with the infected
individuals (direct interactions only). The risk assessment models of airborne dis-
ease do not account the arrival and departure time of both susceptible and infected
individuals at the interacted locations (Section 2.2.2). Therefore, this model can not
capture indirect transmission. The task of Question 1 is to find a way to integrate
arrival and departure time with the risk assessment model. Therefore, they would
be capable of capturing transmission during indirect interactions. Secondly, each
visit for locations is required to distinguish and account transmission separately.
RQ2: How can the underlying dynamic contact network for a diffusion process
be modelled including indirect interactions among individuals?
The synthetic contact network is a widely used tool to study the diffusion process.
However, the current contact graph models can only generate contact networks with
direct transmission links. In the SPDT diffusion model, infected individuals visit
various locations and transmit disease. Therefore, the activity driven time-varying
networkmodel can be adapted formodelling contact graphwith indirect transmission
links. The activation of nodes resembling the activation of an infected individual at
a location. Activation of a node at a location creates one copy of it. This copy of
the node is responsible for creating links with other nodes for that location.
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RQ3: What is the importance of indirect links in developing diffusion phenom-
ena on dynamic contact networks?
The SPDT model includes indirect transmission links with the existing direct trans-
missions links and hence transmission probability is increased. Therefore, the
probability of emerging diffusion is increased as each individual has stronger trans-
mission opportunities as well as receiving opportunities. In the SPDT model, there
are some nodes who do not have direct transmission links during their infectious
periods. These nodes are invisible in the SPST model and are called hidden spread-
ers. As the hidden spreaders are connected through direct links only, their potential
indicates the potential of indirect links. The potential of indirect links is studied
through the behaviour of hidden spreaders.
RQ4: How can diffusion dynamics be controlled on dynamic contact networks
having indirect transmission links?
The diffusion controlling strategy in a contact network is strongly influenced by
the contact properties among individuals. The previous controlling strategies in
the literature are developed with contact properties formed with direct transmission
links. The disease spreading is controlled through vaccination strategies. The
literature review shows that contact information with the neighbour is collected.
However, the neighbour contacted through indirect interactions cannot be seen by
the host individuals. Thus, the neighbour based method may not be effective. It is
also found that several vaccination strategies considering movement based methods
that can be adopted for vaccination in the SPDT diffusion model.
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Chapter 3
SPDT Diffusion Model
This chapter describes a diffusion model called the same place different time transmission based
diffusion (SPDT diffusion) for including the indirect transmission opportunities of contagious
items in diffusion phenomena on dynamic contact networks. An infection risk assessment
method for links is integrated with the SPDT model. Then, the SPDT diffusion behaviours
are investigated simulating airborne disease spreading on data-driven contact networks which
are built using GPS location updates of users from a social networking application Momo.
Finally, SPDT diffusion dynamics are characterised investigating diffusion on networks where
underlying connectivity are varied. This chapter addresses the first research objective of this thesis
and answers the question of how can diffusion dynamics on dynamic contact networks capture
indirect transmission opportunities? The simulations setup and developed contact networks are
often used in the next chapters as well.
3.1 Introduction
The proposed SPDT diffusion model is studied in the context of the spreading of airborne
infectious diseases. The spreading processes of airborne diseases on dynamic contact networks
capture elaborately various aspects of SPDT diffusion. Thus, the defined SPDT diffusion
model captures disease transmission events occurring for both the direct interactions where
susceptible and infected individuals are present at visited locations and indirect interactions
where susceptible individuals are present or arrive after the infected individuals have left the
locations. In this model, the disease transmission probabilities of links depend on various factors
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such as the presence of susceptible and infected individuals at the interaction location, removal
rates of infectious particles from the interaction area and environmental conditions of interaction
area [9, 17, 141]. To assess the infection transmission risk for interaction between infected and
susceptible individuals in airborne disease spreading, the Wells-Riley model and its variants are
widely used [17, 141]. These models determine infection risks based on direct transmission
only. Thus, a new SPDT infection risk assessment model is developed based on the Wells-Riley
model that accounts for indirect transmission among susceptible and infected individuals as well
as the impacts of environmental and structural factors of interaction locations through a model
parameter called particles decay rate.
The SPDT and SPST diffusion dynamics are analysed through simulations of airborne dis-
ease spreading on real contact networks constructed from location updates of a social networking
application called Momo [200]. About 56 million location updates from 0.6M Momo users of
Beijing city are processed to extract all possible direct and indirect disease transmission links.
The constructed SPDT contact network has 6.86M SPDT links connecting 364K individuals.
Exclusion of indirect links from the above SPDT network provides the corresponding SPST net-
works with only direct transmission links. These networks are reconfigured to build four other
contact networks, controlling link densities, for characterising and comprehensively understand-
ing SPDT diffusion dynamics. To simulate SPDT based airborne disease spreading on these
networks, a generic Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) epidemic model [201] is adopted.
Realistic disease parameters from the literature are used for the simulations [1, 128, 130, 202].
Integration of indirect transmission links makes the underlying connectivity of SPDT model
denser and stronger comparing to SPST model. This is because the individual may connect with
the new neighbouring individuals through the indirect transmission links andmay have additional
links with the already contacted neighbours. Hence, SPDT diffusion dynamics are amplified
relative to the SPST diffusion dynamics. However, the underlying contact dynamics of SPDT
model vary with the transmission decay rate of contact links as the delayed indirect interaction
opportunities shrink at the faster decay rates. The variation in the underlying connectivity affects
the diffusion dynamics [203, 204]. Therefore, the amplification of SPDT diffusion is studied
for various transmission decay rates of SPDT links. The airborne disease parameters such as
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infectiousness of particles and infectious period of a disease [205] also influence the spreading
dynamics and interact with the effects of transmission decay rates of SPDT links. Thus, the
impact of decay rates varying with biological disease parameters is studied in this chapter
as well. Then, the SPDT diffusion is compared with the SPST diffusion to identify the novel
behaviours that the SPDTmodel introduces. The identified novel behaviours are verified through
various simulations with controlling underlying contact dynamics. Finally, the reproducibility
of the SPDT diffusion dynamics by the current SPST models is studied. The key contributions
of this chapter are:
• Introducing an SPDT diffusion model;
• Integrating indirect transmission in SPDT diffusion;
• Understanding SPDT diffusion dynamics in various scenarios;
• Identifying novel SPDT diffusion behaviours.
3.2 Proposed diffusion model
This section first describes the SPDT model and its link creation mechanism. Then, an SPDT
infection risk assessment model is developed to include the indirect transmission links in the
diffusion dynamics. The SPDT risk assessment model considers the characteristics of SPDT
links in determining the transmission probability.
3.2.1 SPDT diffusion processes
The SPDT diffusion is a representative of a broad range of applications. In the case of respiratory-
based infectious diseases spreading, the SPDT diffusion may occur as the infected individuals
leave their organisms in the environment which can transfer to the susceptible individuals and get
contrast with the disease [206]. In online social networks, information diffusion within virtual
spaces such as groups can include indirect spreading as the influence of a post in a group affect a
newly joined members after the original poster has left the group. Similar processes occur in the
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communication of ant colonies [21]. Without loss of generality, the SPDT diffusion mechanism
can be described by considering the spread of airborne diseases where infected individuals
deposit infectious particles at locations they visit. These particles persist in the environment and
are transferred to susceptible individuals who are currently present nearby (direct transmission)
as well as to individuals who visit the location later on (indirect transmission) [9, 206]. Therefore,
the contagious items transmission network in the SPDT diffusion model is built at the individual
level with the direct and (delayed) indirect transmission links.
𝒕𝟏 𝒕𝟐 𝒕𝟑
𝒕𝟒 𝒕𝟓 𝒕𝟔
A active A virtually active
v exposed
direct indirect
w exposed
indirect
𝒕𝟏 𝒕𝟐 𝒕𝟑 𝒕𝟒 𝒕𝟓 𝒕𝟔
u exposed
Infected individual
Virtual presence of 
infected individual A
Susceptible individual
Areas infectious particles
available from infected
Temporal snapshots of
individual interactions
Figure 3.1: Disease transmission links creation for co-located interactions among individuals in SPDT
model. The upper part shows the six snapshots of interactions over time and the lower part shows the
periods of exposure through direct and indirect interactions. Susceptible individuals are linked with the
infected individual if they enter the blue dashed circle areas within which infectious particles are available
to cause infection
The link creation procedure for this model is explained by airborne disease spreading phe-
nomena as shown in Fig. 3.1. In this particular scenario, an infected individual A (host individual)
arrives at location L at time t1 followed by the arrival of susceptible individuals u and v at time
t2. The appearance of v at L creates a directed link for transmitting infectious particles from A
to v and lasts until time t4 making direct contact during [t2, t3] and indirect contact during [t3, t4].
The indirect contact is created as the impact of A still persists (as the virtual presence of A is
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shown by the dashed circle surrounding A) after it left L at time t3, due to the survival of the
airborne infectious particles in the air of L. But, the appearance of u has only created direct links
from A to u during [t2, t3]. Another susceptible individual w arrives at location L at time t5 and a
link is created from A to w through the indirect contact due to A’s infectious particles still being
active at L. However, the time difference between t5 (arrival time of w) and t4 (departure time of
A) should be the maximum δ such that a significant particles concentration is still present after
A left at t4.
The infected individualmakes several such visits, termed as active visits, to different locations
and transmits disease to susceptible individuals. However, visits of infected individuals at
locations where no susceptible individuals are present or visit after the time period δ do not
lead to transmissions and hence are considered as invalid visits. During the active visits,
directed transmission links between infected individuals and susceptible individuals are created
through location and time. These links are called SPDT links that can have components: direct
transmission links where both susceptible and infected individuals are present and/or indirect
links where susceptible individuals are only present or arrive after the infected individual has
left the location L. Unlike SPST diffusion, that only considers the concurrent presence of
interacting individuals for contacts, defining the link duration and their impacts on diffusion in
the SPDT model is not straight forward. The disease transmission probability over an SPDT
link is influenced by the indirect link duration along with the direct link duration, the time delay
between neighbour and host appearance at the interaction location, removal rates of infectious
particles from the location, and spatial features of the location. The removal rates of infectious
particles depend on air exchange rates at the interacted areas, temperature, humidity and wind
flow directions etc. [9, 55].
3.2.2 Infection risk for SPDT links
A new infection risk assessment model is developed to determine the transmission probability of
the SPDT links. The proposed model incorporates the above characteristics of SPDT link in de-
termining infection risk. The Wells-Riley model and its variation with homogeneous infectious
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particles distributions in the interaction area are simple and are widely used [17, 140]. On the
other hand, the models capturing heterogeneous distributions of particles can provide more ac-
curate results. However, heterogeneous models are inconvenient for simulating airborne diseases
on large scale contact networks as finding the appropriate parameters is complex and expensive.
An infection risk assessment model is developed considering the arrival and departure times of
infected individual and susceptible individuals, impacts of suspended infectious particles and
environmental conditions. Thus, it can determine the infection risk for a susceptible individual
that has SPDT links with the infected individuals. For airborne diseases such as Influenza A,
the infectious particles containing viruses take time ranging from minutes to hours [9, 11] to
settle down to the ground. The settle periods depend on the temperature, humidity and airflow
etc. at the interaction areas. The existence of the particles in the generated proximity is highly
dependent on the air exchange rates. In addition, the generated particles also lose their infec-
tivity as time goes [11]. Therefore, the generated active virus particles (concentration of active
infectious particles in the air of interaction location) are reduced since they were generated. For
large scale simulations, it is hard to distinguish the architecture of each interaction area. Thus,
in the proposed model definition it is considered that the infectious particles are continuously
added to the air at the interaction area because the presence of infected individuals and homoge-
neously distributed into the interaction area. Concurrently, the generated particles are removed
from the proximity of infected individual with a rate representing reduction for all factors. The
formulation of the proposed model is explained as follows.
The disease diffusion system is analysed over the discrete time of time step ∆t. Suppose that
an infected individual A arrive at a location L at time ts and deposits airborne infectious particles
into his proximity with a rate g (particles/s) until he leaves the location at tl . These particles
are homogeneously distributed into the air volume V of proximity and the particle concentration
keeps increasing until it reaches steady state. Simultaneously, active particles decay at a rate b
(proportion/s) from the proximity due to various reduction processes such as air conditioning,
settling down of particles to the ground and losing infectivity of particles. Thus, the accumulation
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rate of particles in the proximity can be given by
V
dC
dt
= g − bVC (3.1)
where C is the current number of particles in one m3 of air at L.Thus, the particle concentration
Ct at time t after the infected individual A arrives at L is given by [141, 207]∫ Ct
0
dC
g − bVC =
1
V
∫ t
ts
dt
This leads to
Ct =
g
bV
(
1 − e−b(t−ts)
)
(3.2)
If a susceptible individual u (as Fig. 3.1) arrives at location L at time t′s ≥ ts and continues
staying with A up to t′l < tl , the number of particles Ed inhaled by u through this direct link is
Ed =
gp
bV
∫ t ′
l
t ′s
(
1 − e−b(t−ts)
)
dt
where p is the pulmonary rate of u. Thus, the integration gives
Ed =
gp
bV
[(
t′l +
1
b
e−b(t
′
l
−ts)
)
−
(
t′s +
1
b
e−b(t
′
s−ts)
)]
Ed =
gp
bV
[
t′l − t′s +
1
b
e−b(t
′
l
−ts) − 1
b
e−b(t
′
s−ts)
]
(3.3)
If a susceptible individual v (as Fig. 3.1) stays with the infected individual A up to tl when A
leaves L,where (t′l ≥ tl), and continues staying at L after A departs, he will have both direct and
indirect transmission links. The value of Ed for v within the time t′s and tl is given by
Ed =
gp
bV
[
tl − t′s +
1
b
e−b(tl−ts) − 1
b
e−b(t
′
s−ts)
]
(3.4)
For the indirect link from time tl to t′l , the particle concentration are first computed during this
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period which decreases after A leaves at tl . The particle concentration Ct at time t is given by
Ctl =
g
bV
(
1 − e−b(tl−ts)
)
The particle concentration decreases after the infected individual leaves the proximity at time tl
and is given by
dC
dt
= −bC
Thus, the concentration at time t will be∫ Ct
Ctl
dC
C
= −b
∫ t
tl
dt
This leads to
Ct = Ctle
−b(t−tl) =
g
bV
(
1 − e−b(tl−ts)
)
e−b(t−tl)
The individual v inhales particles Ei during the indirect period from tl to t′l is
Ei =
∫ t ′
l
tl
pCtdt
=
gp
bV
(
1 − e−b(tl−ts)
) ∫ t ′
l
tl
e−b(t−tl)dt
Ei =
gp
Vb2
(
1 − e−b(tl−ts)
) [
1 − e−b(t ′l−tl)
]
(3.5)
If a susceptible individual w is only present for the indirect period at the proximity (as Fig. 3.1),
the number of inhaled particles for the indirect period from t′s to t′l is given by
gp
bV
(
1 − e−b(tl−ts)
) ∫ t ′t
t ′s
e−b(t−tl)dt
=
gp
Vb2
(
1 − e−b(tl−ts)
) [
e−b(t
′
s−tl) − e−b(t ′l−tl)
]
(3.6)
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To generalise the intake dose equations into one equation that counts any configuration of SPDT
link: direct and/or indirect transmission components, a link characterising time ti is introduced.
Based on the ti, the above equations for direct and indirect transmission links can be written as
Ed =
gp
bV
[
ti − t′s +
1
b
e−b(ti−ts) − 1
b
e−b(t
′
s−ts)
]
Ei =
gp
Vb2
(
1 − e−b(tl−ts)
) [
e−b(ti−tl) − e−b(t ′l−tl)
]
Value of ti is given as follows: ti = t′l for the SPDT links with only direct component, ti = tl if
SPDT link has both direct and indirect components, and otherwise ti = t′s. Thus, the total inhaled
particles can be given for a susceptible individual due to a SPDT link by
El = Ed + Ei
El =
gp
Vb2
[
b
(
ti − t′s
)
+ ebtl
(
e−bti − e−bt ′l
)
+ ebts
(
e−bt
′
l − e−bt ′s
)]
(3.7)
The equations determine the received exposure for one SPDT link with an infected individual,
comprising both direct and indirect links. In this equation, ts can not be greater than t′s as SPDT
link is created after infected individual arrive at a location. If ts > t′s, it is required to set ts = t′s
for calculating appropriate exposure. If a susceptible individual has m SPDT links during an
observation period, the total exposure is
E =
m∑
k=0
E kl
where E kl is the received exposure for k
th link. The probability of infection for causing disease
can be determined by the dose-response relationship defined as
PI = 1 − e−σE (3.8)
where σ is the infectiousness of the virus to cause infection. The infectiousness depends on the
disease types and even virus types [9, 208].
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3.3 Empirical networks
In this study, empirical contact networks are applied to studying SPDT diffusion. These networks
are constructed using the location updates of users from a social networking application called
Momo. These location updates are processed to find the possible direct and indirect transmission
links. Then, the obtained links are used to build various contact networks. The used data set and
the network construction procedures are explained in this section.
3.3.1 Data set
This study applies location update information from users of a social discovery networkMomo1.
Momo App enables users to interact with nearby users by sharing their current locations. When-
ever a user launches the Momo app, the current location is forwarded to the Momo server. The
server sends back the latest location updates of all users from the close geographical area. These
location updates have been previously collected by the authors of [200] using a set of network
API communicating with Momo server. The API retrieved location updates every 15 minutes
over a period of 71 days (fromMay to October 2012). The data set contains 356 million location
updates from about 6 million Momo users around the world, but primarily in China. Each
database entry includes GPS coordinates of the location, time of update and user ID. For this
study, the updates from Beijing are separated as it is the city with the highest number of updates
for the period of 32 days from 17 September, 2012 to 19 October, 2012. The 32 days period is
sufficient for studying the disease spreading of influenza-like diseases [1]. This data contains
almost 56 million location updates from 0.6 million users.
3.3.2 Disease transmission links
All possible disease transmission links according to SPDTdiffusionmodel definition are extracted
from the location updates of Momo users. To create an SPDT link between a host user (assumed
infected with disease) v and a neighbour user u (susceptible user), it is required to find the arrival
times (ts, t′s) and departure times (tl, t′l ) of two users. As the first step, it is identified that an infected
1https://www.immomo.com
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host user v is staying at a location. Consecutive updates, X = {(x1, t1), (x2, t2), . . . (xk, tk)} where
xi are the co-ordinate values and ti are the update times, from a user v within a radius of 20m
(travel distance of airborne infection particles [11]) of the initial update’s location x1 are indicative
of the user staying within the same proximity of x1. A threshold is set for time difference of any
two updates to 30 minutes to make sure infected host remain within the same proximity, as longer
gaps may indicate a data gap in the user pattern. Then, the central co-ordinate in the update X
is searched where the distances from each update to all other updates are added together and
the update xc with the minimum sum is selected as central co-ordinate. For the host user v, its
visit to the proximity of xc will represent a valid visit if a susceptible user u has location updates
starting at t ′1 while v is present, or within δ seconds after v leaves the area. The user u should
have at least two updates within 20m of xc to be valid to ensure that it is in fact staying at the
same proximity, and therefore can be exposed to the infected particles, rather than simply passing
by. The stay period of host user v at the proximity of xc is (tl = tk, ts = t1), where tk represents
the end of the current stay period. If u’s last update within 20m around xc is (x ′j, t
′
j), the created
SPDT link has a link duration (t′l = t
′
j, t
′
s = t
′
1) due to active visit (tl = tk, ts = t1). All links to
other users for this active visit (tl = tk, ts = t1) are computed. In the similar way, all visits made
by v are searched over the updates of 32 days and SPDT links are extracted. This process is
executed for all users present in the data set to find the all possible SPDT disease transmission
links and provides a real contact network with SPDT links among users. A SPDT link is noted
as evu =
(
v(ts, tl), t′s, t′l
)
which means that a user v visit a location during (ts, tl) where another
user u is present for the duration (t′s, t′l ) where t′s ≥ ts. Each link between the two same users are
distinguished by the time intervals (ts, tl) and (t′s, t′l ) as there can be multiple links to a neighbour
for the same stay interval (ts, tl) of the host user.
3.3.3 Contact networks
Real individual SPDT contact network is obtained from the above procedure. This network
connects 364K individuals through 6.86M SPDT links. A corresponding SPST network which
excludes the indirect transmission links from the SPDT network is built. The SPST network
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can connect 264K individuals and has 2.10M direct links. The number of connected individuals
reduces because many individuals are isolated when the indirect transmission links are removed.
The analyses show that the users stay in the system only 3-4 days on average and then disappear
for the remainder of the simulation period. Thus, these networks have low links density and are
called Sparse SPDT network (SDT network) and Sparse SPST network (SST network). It can be
assumed that links captured in the SDT network are the typical behaviours of individual. Thus, a
Dense SPDT network (DDT network) is constructed from the SDT network where the links from
the available days of a user are repeated for the missing days for that user. The corresponding
Dense SPST network (DST network) is built excluding indirect links from the DDT network.
Now, the DDT network has 47.11M links connecting 364K users while DST network has 13.24M
links connecting 264K users. Thus, the link densities increase in these dense networks. As the
users are present every day in these networks, the diffusion dynamics obtained through these
networks will be more realistic.
Table 3.1: Network properties for the constructed networks
Networks SDT SST DDT DST LDT LST
Total links (M) 6.86 2.10 47.11 13.24 47.11 47.11
Connected users (K) 364 264 364 264 364 364
Link density per user 18.86 7.95 129.42 50.15 129.42 129.42
The users who are connected with other users through only indirect links in the above SPDT
networks become isolated in the SPST networks as indirect links do not exist in SPST networks.
In addition, link density reduces in SST network to 7.95 links from 17.86 links of SDT network
and 50.15 links for DST network from 129.42 links of DDT network. The underlying social
structure is also reshaped since connected users reduce in the SST and DST networks. Thus,
two other networks termed as LDT and LST networks are reconstructed that maintain the same
link densities as that of the DDT networks. In this format, neighbour user’s arrival time t′s of
the SPDT link that has only indirect components in DDT networks is set to ts of host user and
an LDT network is obtained. Then, indirect components of links are removed from the LDT
network to built the LST network which now has the same link density of 129.42 and no isolated
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user. The LDT network can be considered as the extension of the LST network where some of
the direct links of LST network is appended with the indirect links. Thus, the underlying contact
structures are the same in both LST and LDT networks. A summary of the constructed networks
is presented in Table 3.1.
3.4 SPDT diffusion analysis
Now the spreading dynamics of airborne infectious disease based on the SPDT diffusion model
are explored on real contact networks. Intensive simulations are conducted on the both SPDT
and SPST networks with various configurations to characterise spreading dynamics and reveal
interactions between diffusion dynamics and disease modelling parameters: particle decay rates,
the infectiousness of inhaled particles, and infectious periods of infected individuals.
3.4.1 Disease simulation setup
The diffusion dynamics of airborne disease are studied using the SPDT model Equation 3.8.
The disease propagation model, SPDT infection risk assessment model parameters and diffusion
characterising metrics are described here.
Propagation model
A simplified Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) epidemic model is adapted to emulate air-
borne disease propagation on the constructed contact network. Individuals are in one of the
three states any time and change the states as in a stochastic process through the three possible
disease states, namely, susceptible, infectious and recovered. If an individual in the susceptible
state comes within close proximity where an infected individual have been, the former will be
exposed to the infectious particles and may contract with the disease i.e individual may move
to the infectious state. The probability of getting infected due to be in contact with an infected
individual is derived by Eqn. 3.8. Then, the infectious individual continues to produce infectious
particles over its infectious period τ days until they enter the recovered state, where τ−1 is the
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rate of recovering from the disease. Recovered individuals are immune to all possible strains
of the disease. As the values τ can vary for each individual even for the same disease, the
parameter τ is derived from a uniform random distribution within the observed empirical ranges.
The uniform distribution allow to maintain a constant recovery rate in the networks and allow to
quantify the reproduction number easily. In this model, no event of births, deaths or entries of a
new individual is considered.
The user’s disease states change stochastically in the conducted simulations. There are two
approaches to simulate such stochastic process [209]. In the first approach, execution times of
next events are defined by knowing the combined rate of all possible events at the current time
and are selected from an exponential distribution with that rate. Then, the transition events
are occurred randomly and assigned time from the above event time set. For the large scale
simulation, it becomes computationally expensive and complex. In the second approach, the
simulation is step forwarded in time over time intervals (the observation period is divided into
several time intervals). At each time step, the transition probability for changing from one
disease state to another possible state in the next interval is calculated. Then, the state transition
events that will occur in the next interval is generated using a random number generator (e.g.
using a Bernoulli process with transition probability). The limitation of this approach is that
multiple events can happen during a large interval and the new events could bring another event.
In the conducted simulations, the second approach is selected with the step forward interval of
one day. The authors of [24, 109] have studied that aggregating contact information in one
day interval provides similar disease spreading dynamics. Besides, newly infected individuals
in influenza-like disease do not start infecting susceptible individuals immediately [109]. Thus,
the large interval would function as a latent period that susceptible individuals require to be
infectious.
Parameters setting
Various practical experiments have been conducted to understand the viral load of influenza
A disease in the literature. The experiment of [202] have analysed breath for the influenza A
patients and found that 65% virus is contained within the droplets of sizes < 5µm. These droplets
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can be airborne and suspended in the air for a long time. During the 30 minutes of breathing,
patients have generated about 140 PFU (plaque-forming unit) virus contained particles. In the
experiment of [128], 5-538 PFU viable influenza A virus is found in the samples of six coughs
from each patient. Thus, the average generation of virus for each cough is 269/6 = 44.8 PFU
per cough. The mean cough frequency for a human is 18 per hour. Therefore, virus generation
rate per second by an influenza A patient through breathing and coughing will be
g = (140/1800) + (44.8 ∗ 18/3600) = 0.304PFU/s
These generated particles are removed from the interaction location in various ways. The
main particles removal mechanism often comes from the air change rates (ACR) in the proximity.
In the residential areas, air change rates are measured below 1h−1. However, it becomes higher up
to 3h−1 with opening the windows and doors [210, 211]. In the classroom setting, ACR is found
from 2 to 6h−1 with the median 3h−1. The air exchange rates in the office buildings are 3-4h−1.
In the open public places, ACR is varied for a wide range of 0.5 to 6h−1. The present particles of
proximity also lose their infectivity over time. The other removal mechanism is to settle down
on the surfaces. Considering all removal mechanism, it is assumed that, in this study, the upper
bound of particle decay rates (combining all removal rates) from interacted proximity can be up
to 8h−1. As many studies found the suspended particles remain in the proximity up to several
hours. Thus, the lower limit of particles decay rates is considered to be 0.2h−1 after that there will
not active infectious particles in the proximity. Therefore, the deposited particles may require 7.5
min to 300 min to be removed from interaction areas after their generation. In the simulations.
the particle decay rates b for SPDT links are selected as b = 160r where r are particle decay time
(in minutes) randomly chosen from [7.5-300] min given a median particle decay time rt . The
particle decay rates b in this thesis, for convenience, are discussed with r and rt where particle
decay rate r means the corresponding b and particle decay rates rt mean the corresponding
particle removal rates b drawn from the above process for all links in the network. The volume
V of proximity in Eqn. 3.7 is fixed to 2512 m3 assuming that the distance, within which a
susceptible individual can inhale the infectious particles from an infected individual, is 20m and
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the particles will be available up to the height of 2m [9, 11]. The other parameters are assigned
as follows: the pulmonary rate of susceptible individual p = 7.5 litre/min [11, 128, 202]. and
infectiousness of particle σ is set to 0.33 as the median value of required exposures for influenza
to induce disease in 50% susceptible individuals is 2.1 PFU [130].
Simulation progression
The simulations in each experiment start with randomly selected 500 seed individuals (initially
infected). All simulations are run for a period of 32 days. The simulations are step-forwarded
with the one-day interval. During each day of disease simulation, the received SPDT links for
each susceptible individual from infected individuals are separated and infection probabilities
are calculated by Eqn. 3.8. Susceptible individuals stochastically switch to the infected states in
the next day of simulation according to the Bernoulli process with the infection probability PI
(Eqn 3.8). Individual stays infected up to τ days randomly picked up from 3-5 days maintaining
τ¯ = 4 days (except when other ranges are mentioned explicitly) [1]. The daily simulation
outcomes are obtained for the epidemic parameters: the number of new infections In, the disease
prevalence Ip as the number of current infections in the system and the cumulative number of
infections Ia which is the total number of infection up to the current simulation day.
Diffusion characterisation metric
The obtained simulation outputs are characterised with the disease reproduction rate in the
networks. The disease reproduction rate R is derived in the following way. Assuming that the
average infection rate by the current infected individuals at a time t is β(t) (as β changes in the
heterogeneous network over time) and the recovery rate τ−1 which is constant over the simulation
period, the dynamics of disease prevalence Ip is given by
dIp(t)
dt
=
(
β(t)S(t) − τ−1
)
Ip(t) (3.9)
where S(t) is the number of susceptible individuals at t. If β(t)S(t) > τ−1, the disease prevalence
get stronger. The ratio β(0)S(0)/τ−1 is called basic reproduction number and termed as R0 where
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S(0) is the total susceptible individual in the network at t = 0. As it is difficult to quantify the
reproduction number for the dynamic heterogeneous networks, every day’s R0 is computed and
the average reproduction rate R is taken as the measure of infection reproduction ability by a
network. Thus, the reproduction rate R(t) is given by
dIp(t)
dt
= τ−1 (R(t) − 1) Ip(t)
I−1p (t)
dIp(t)
dt
=
d ln
(
Ip(t)
)
dt
= τ−1 (R(t) − 1)
Now integrating over the ∆t time leads to∫ t+∆t
t
d ln
(
Ip(t)
)
dt
=
∫ t+∆t
t
τ−1 (R(t) − 1)
ln
(
Ip(t + ∆t)
Ip(t)
)
≈ τ−1∆t (R(t) − 1)
Therefore, the disease reproduction rate for a period ∆t can be given by
R(t) ≈ 1 + τ
∆
ln
(
Ip(t + ∆t)
Ip(t)
)
(3.10)
If ∆t = 1 day, the R(t) is the average reproduction rate over a day. In this study, R(t) is calculated
for every day of simulation periods and find the average R as the measure of disease reproduction
abilities of infected individuals for a network.
3.4.2 SPDT contact dynamics
The inclusion of indirect transmission links makes the underlying transmission network of SPDT
model strongly connected compared to the SPST model. Individuals who are not connected in
the SPST model may get connected in the SPDT model while adding indirect transmission links.
Hence, the underlying connectivity becomes denser in SPDT model. Secondly, the number of
links between two connected individuals may increase in the SPDTmodel due to the inclusion of
indirect links. Besides, a direct link connecting two individuals can be extended by appending an
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Figure 3.2: A) increase of the virus concentration when infected individual is present at the proximity
and B) decrease of concentration of particles after he leaves the proximity having stayed 200 minutes, C)
variation in exposure for changing stay time, and D) variation in concentration for changing stay
indirect transmission link. These enhancements increase the disease transmission probabilities
among individuals in the SPDT model. Therefore, the diffusion dynamics will be amplified in
the SPDT model compared to the SPST model. However, the extent of these enhancements
and their impacts on diffusion dynamics are subject to the particle decay rates at the interaction
locations. The underlying reasons are analysed here.
Links dynamics
The range of influence of particle decay rate r is analysed through the variations of particle
concentrations at a location where an infected individual has been (Fig 3.2). The Fig 3.2A
shows the increase of particle concentrations over the stay time due to the visit of the infected
individual for r = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60}min. These values are estimated using the Equation 3.2.
If the stay time is below 10 min, the particle concentrations are similar for all r . However, the
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variations in particle concentrations are increased as stay times are increased. At r = 10 min,
the particle concentration quickly reaches to the saturated value 0.12 particles/m3. This steady
state value is very low comparing to the 0.72 particles/m3 at r = 60 min. Therefore, the
particle concentration varies significantly with r and the maximum variation is found to be 3.35
particles/m3 for changing the lower limit r = 7.5 min to upper limit r = 300 min in the defined
limits. The upper bound of variations in particle concentrations is shown in the Fig 3.2C where
the variation is found between r = 7.5 min and r = 300 min. Therefore, the maximum 97%
variation can happen in particle concentrations for changing r if the stay time of an infected
individual is long. Simultaneously, the variations in inhaled exposure by a susceptible individual
are estimated assuming that the susceptible individual is staying with the infected individual
concurrently. Large variation is found in inhaled exposure for changing r .
Now, the variation in particle concentrations during the indirect transmissions period are
shown in the Fig 3.2B and Fig 3.2D. The variations at the different r are shown in the Fig 3.2B
where it is assumed that the infected individual has been at the visited location for a long time
so that the particle concentration reaches the steady state. There are also large variations in the
particle concentrations for varying r = 10 min to r = 60 min. At r = 10 min, the particle
concentration reduces to 0.01 particles/m3 (that can cause infection found empirically) at 24
min. But, the particle concentration reduces to 0.01 particles/m3 at 156 min at r = 60 min.
The time difference for reducing the particle concentration to 0.01 particles/m3 is about 350
min for changing r = 10 min to r = 300 min. The variations in the inhaled exposures and
particle concentrations are very high during the indirect transmission period (Fig 3.2D). The
initial variation is about 98% for changing r = 7.5 min to r = 300 min.
Connectivity dynamics
It is seen that the link creation window δ after infected individual leave interaction proximity is
strongly varied with particle decay rate r . Thus, the number of neighbour individuals visiting
the locations increases as r increases and hence the underlying network connectivity of SPDT
get denser. The enhancements in the underlying connectivity of the SPDT model are analysed
exploring two network metrics: degree centrality and local clustering coefficient. These metrics
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Figure 3.3: Comparing SPST and SPDT networks properties: A) degree distribution in static networks,
B) clustering co-efficient distribution in static networks, C) daily average degree in dynamic networks,
and D) daily average clustering co-efficient in dynamic networks
are studied for static and dynamic representations of sparse networks (SST and SDT) over 32
days. In static networks, an edge between two individuals is created once they have a link.
A SPDT link will be an edge when the inhaled exposure El by the susceptible individual is
El ≥ 0.01 particles (as Eqn.3.8 shows PI negligible at El = 0.01). The particle decay rates rt is
set to 60 min for understanding the maximum enhancements by the SPDT model. The degree
distribution, number of individual neighbours an individual has contacted over 32 days, and
the local clustering coefficient, which is the ratio of the number of triangles present among the
neighbours and the possible maximum triangles among neighbours are calculated. To compute
the clustering coefficient, the directions of links are neglected as the main goal is to understand
the changes in the network connectivity. The results are obtained using NetworkX [212] and are
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shown in Fig. 3.3A and Fig. 3.3B. In the SPDT network, the number of individuals with low
degree decreases while the number of individuals with high degree increases compared to that of
SPST network (Fig. 3.3A). This is because the individuals are connected with more neighbour
individuals for adding indirect links. The same changes are found for the clustering coefficient
as well (Fig. 3.3B).
The dynamic representations are created by aggregating networks over each day where an
edge between two individuals is created once they have a link on that particular day. Then,
the daily average degree and clustering coefficient are measured for the SDT network changing
the values of rt = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60} min and also for the SST network, rt is changed for
SST. The results are shown in Fig. 3.3C and Fig. 3.3D. The daily average individual degree
and clustering coefficient in the SPDT model is significantly larger than that in the SPST model
and the difference increases as rt increases. The inclusion of indirect links increases the degree
and clustering coefficient of individuals. As higher rt increase opportunities to create SPDT
links, these metrics values are increased. However, the growth in average degree and clustering
coefficient decrease at the higher values of rt as the particle concentration reaches decay rates do
not have the impact for the short stays at certain rt . Both the static and dynamic networks show
the stronger connectivity in the SPDT model than in the SPST model and vary with rt .
3.4.3 SPDT diffusion dynamics
The underlying network connectivity of SPDT model becomes denser with increasing r . In
addition, the exposure through indirect links become stronger as r increases at the interaction
area. These variations influence diffusion dynamics on the SPDT networks. The first experiment,
therefore, study the variations in the diffusion dynamics with particle decay rates rt . The disease
parameters are known to influence the spreading dynamics as well [205]. The SPDT model
definition shows the interaction between the infectiousness of disease and the particle decay rates
(Eqn 3.8). For example, the higher value of infectiousness σ will increase infection risk of SPDT
links. Thus, the required threshold of the particle concentration to cause infection through an
SPDT link reduces and the indirect link creation window δ will be longer. This means that more
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susceptible individuals will create links with the infected individual. Therefore, the underlying
connectivity gets stronger with high σ for a given particle decay rate rt . Besides, the other
disease parameter infectious period τ also affects disease spreading varying the recovery rates
of infected individuals. Thus, the second experiment studies how the SPDT model behaves with
stronger disease parameters and various rt . The final experiment investigates the novel SPDT
diffusion behaviours and studies the reproducibility of SPDT diffusion with the SPST model.
Diffusion for various particle decay rates
This experiment explores the influence of particle decay rates on diffusion varying rt in the range
[10, 60] minutes with step of 5 minutes. 1000 simulations are run for each rt on the both SPDT
and SPST networks with sparse and dense configurations. Fig. 3.4 shows the overall diffusion
characteristics for all rt . In total, the new infections in SPDT model increases linearly with rt
(Fig. 3.4A). The amplification with the SPDT model is up to 5.6 times for sparse network and
4.3 times for dense network at rt = 60 min (Fig. 3.4B). The individuals in the SPDT model
achieve strong disease reproduction abilities relative to SPST (Fig. 3.4C). Thus, outbreak sizes
are amplified in the SPDT model. The initial disease reproduction abilities (Fig. 3.4D), which
is calculated at the first simulation day, shows how the contact networks become favourable for
diffusion with increasing rt in both SPDT and SPST models. The initial disease reproduction
abilities in SPDT model are strongly influenced by rt .
The temporal variation of disease prevalence for rt = {15, 30, 45, 60} min are presented in
Fig. 3.5 while Fig. 3.6 shows the variations in disease reproduction rate R. The results show that
the diffusion dynamics are strongly governed by rt . The SDT network shows growing of disease
prevalence Ip from the initial 500 infected individuals for values of rt ≥ 45 min while Ip drops
for all other values (Fig. 3.5B). In the heterogeneous contact networks, disease gradually reaches
to the individuals, called higher degree individuals, who have high contact rates and hence the
value of R gradually increases [213, 214]. This growth of R is faster at high rt due to strong
underlying connectivity (Fig. 3.6B). However, individuals with a high degree get infected earlier
and the number of susceptible individuals reduces through time. Hence, an infection resistance
force grows in the network and the rate R of infected individuals decreases. Therefore, an initial
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Figure 3.4: Diffusion dynamics including interquartile ranges on SPST and SPDT networks with
particles decay rates rt : A) total number of infections - outbreak sizes, B) amplification by SPDT model,
C) disease reproduction number, and D) initial disease reproduction number
small R for rt ≥ 45 min quickly increases above one which grows Ip as long as R remains above
one and then decreases (Fig. 3.6B). For rt < 45 min, R slowly grows above one due to the weak
underlying network connectivity with low rt and Ip decreases significantly with time. As a result,
Ip increases slightly and then start dropping. In the SST network, Ip could not grow for any
value of rt due to very small initial R and lack of connectivity for considering only direct links
(Fig. 3.5A and Fig. 3.6A). The SDT network at rt = 10 min shows similar trend for the SST
network (Fig. 3.6A and Fig. 3.6B). This is because the SDT network becomes similar to the SST
network due to weak underlying connectivity for this low rt
The impact of SPDT model becomes stronger in the dense DDT network where infected
individuals apply their full infection potential staying every day in the network. Hence, the total
new infections and disease prevalence Ip increase significantly (Fig. 3.4A and Fig. 3.5D). The
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Figure 3.5: Daily variations in disease reproduction rate Rt with particle decay rates rt : A) sparse
SPST network (SST), B) sparse SPDT network (SDT), C) dense SPST network (DST), and D) dense
SPDT network (DDT)
DDT network is capable of increasing Ip even at lower rt ≥ 20 min. Due to high link density,
disease reproduction rate R in the DDT network reaches one very quickly and then increases
faster as time goes (Fig. 3.6D). The rate R has multiple effects on the disease prevalence Ip. At
the higher value of Ip and R > 1, for small changes in R have a large increase in Ip. Thus, small
variations in rt change R which in turn significantly changes Ip in the DDT network. On the
other hand, initially, Ip drops for all values of rt in the DST network and then starts increasing
after some days as the high degree individuals are infected. However, this increase is not within
the same range than the DDT network due to a weak R and a lack of underlying connectivity.
Similarly, the DDT network with low rt < 20 min behaves comparatively to the DST network as
the underlying connectivity becomes weak.
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Figure 3.6: Daily variations in disease reproduction rate Rt with particle decay rates rt : A) sparse
SPST network (SST), B) sparse SPDT network (SDT), C) dense SPST network (DST), and D) dense
SPDT network (DDT)
Diffusion for various disease parameters
The impact of rt on SPDT diffusion increases with σ. For analysis, simulations are run for
σ = {0.33, 0.4, 0.5} on both SPST and SPDT networks. The results are presented in Fig. 3.7.
The amplification by SPDT model increases as σ increases (Fig. 3.7A). The required rt to grow
disease prevalence Ip in SPDT model reduces with high σ. It is also noticed that the SPDT
models a longer linear amplification by causing large infection with rt in dense networks. Except
for DDT network, the growth in the total infection gain at low rt due to increasing in σ is higher
compared to that at high rt . This is shown in the Fig. 3.7B through the ratios of total infections
at rt = 60 min and rt = 10 min. The DDT network shows opposite behaviour with the growth in
total infection gain at high rt still increases as σ increases. Having high link density and more
high degree individuals, the DDT network can achieve stronger infection force to override the
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Figure 3.7: Diffusion dynamics for various disease parameters in the different networks: A) outbreak
sizes for various infectiousness σ - different pattern showing amplification for increasing σ, B) gains
in outbreak sizes for changing rt from 10 min to 60 min for various σ, C) outbreak sizes for various
infectious period τ - different pattern showing amplification for increasing τ, and D) gains in outbreak
sizes for changing rt from 10 min to 60 min for various τ
infection resistance force coming from the reduction in susceptible individuals. However, the
other three networks are affected by the infection resistance force at high rt more strongly than
the low rt as they have lack of underlying connectivity (the sparse networks SST and DST only
account indirect links and SDT has low link density).
Longer infectious period τ also increases disease reproduction abilities R of infected indi-
viduals as recovery forces from infection reduce. The diffusion behaviours for τ¯ = {3, 4, 5} days
with constantσ = 0.33 are shown in the Fig 3.7C and Fig 3.7D. This also increases total infection
and reduces rt to grow disease prevalence Ip. In this case, the DDT network support longer linear
amplification as well while for other networks it reaches to the steady state. Besides, the delays
to reach peak Ip become longer as τ¯ increases. This is because R is maintained over one for a
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long time which grows Ip for a longer time. As a result, the disease persists within the population
for a long time in SPDT model than SPST model.
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Figure 3.8: Reconstructing SPDT diffusion dynamics by SPSTmodel and their differences over various
particle decay rates rt : A) comparing SPDT diffusion with σ = 0.33 and SPST diffusion with σ = 0.85,
B) comparing outbreak sizes of SPDT model with σ = 0.33 and that of SPST model with σ = 0.60
and σ = 0.85, C) comparing LDT diffusion with σ = 0.33 and LST diffusion with σ = 0.55, and D)
comparing outbreak sizes of LDT model with σ = 0.33 and that of LST model with σ = 0.55 and
σ = 0.40
New SPDT diffusion dynamics
The SPDT model introduces diffusion behaviours that are not observed in the SPST diffusion.
The underlying network connectivity in the SPDTmodel is changedwith the particle decay rate rt .
The impacts of this property on diffusion dynamics are not reproducible by the SPSTmodel. This
is observed by reconstructing equivalent SPDT diffusion dynamics on the corresponding SPST
network with strong σ (Fig. 3.8A and Fig. 3.8B). With σ = 0.85, the SPST diffusion dynamics
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become similar to that of SPDT model at rt = 60 min and total infections in both models are
close. However, diffusion dynamics and total infections in SPST model are overestimated at
low rt . On the other hand, the SPST model with σ = 0.6 shows same total infection of SPDT
model at rt=10 min but underestimates at higher values of rt . This is because the underlying
connectivity in SPST model does not vary with rt and spreading dynamic variations are limited.
The inclusion of indirect transmission links also significantly increases diffusion dynamics
even if the underlying connectivity in the SPST and SPDT model is the same. This is observed
from the diffusion dynamics on the LST and LDT networks which maintain the same number of
active users (having links every day) and the same link densities. Besides, the LDTnetwork can be
described such that some direct links of LST network are appendedwith indirect links. Therefore,
the underlying connectivity is not changed with rt , but the links get stronger with increasing
rt . The LDT network still shows stronger disease prevalence relative to LST (Fig. 3.9A and
Fig. 3.9B). Due to including indirect links, the LDT network achieves strong disease reproduction
rate R and produces high disease prevalence Ip.
Our experiments also show that indirect transmission links are more sensitive to rt comparing
to direct links. Its effect is also not reproducible by SPSTmodel which is observed reconstructing
LDT diffusion dynamics on the LST network with increasing σ (Fig. 3.8C and Fig. 3.8D). With
σ = 0.55, the LST diffusion dynamic becomes similar to the LDT diffusion and causes same
number of infections at rt = 60 min. However, the diffusion dynamics and total infections are
overestimated at low rt . In contrast, LST network with σ = 4 shows same total infection of LDT
network at rt=10 min but underestimates at higher values of rt . This difference is happening
because the indirect link propensity is strongly sensitive to rt than direct links. However, the
variations in the reconstructed LST diffusion is small comparing to D-SPST network as the
underlying connectivity are diminished in LDT network.
The SPDTmodel assumes longer linear amplifications of infections with rt . It is seen that the
growth in SPDT amplification increases at high rt as σ increases while it drops in SPST network
(Fig. 3.7). The underlying cause is found studying diffusion on LST and LDT networks for
σ = {0.33, 0.4, 0.5} (Fig. 3.9C and Fig. 3.9D). Unlike the previous diffusion dynamics (Fig. 3.7),
the gain across rt (total infections at rt = 60/total infections at rt = 10) slightly drops in LDT
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Figure 3.9: Diffusion on SPST and SPDT networks with controlled links densities: A) diffusion
dynamics on LST network at σ = 0.33 varying rt , B) diffusion dynamics on LDT network at σ = 0.33
varying rt , C) gain by SPDT model over SPST model (LDT/LST) at various σ when both have same link
densities, and D) infection gains for changing rt = 10 min to rt = 60 min at various σ
network which is the behaviour of SPST model where the growth in amplification at low rt is
more than that at high rt whenσ increases. Due to having strong R for indirect links, the infection
force in LDT network over rules infection resistance force atσ = 0.4, but it is affected atσ = 0.5.
The LDT network gain reaches to steady state which did not happen in DDT network. Thus, the
SPDT model with underlying network dynamics supports extended spreading opportunities.
3.5 Discussion
This chapter has introduced a SPDT diffusion model which account for the indirect transmissions
created for visiting the same locations where infected individuals have been. A new risk assess-
ment model has been added with the SPDT model to account for indirect links. The developed
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risk assessment model is simple to implement and capture the heterogeneities of real scenarios
by selecting random values of the parameter. Using the developed SPDT model, diffusion dy-
namics for an influenza-like disease has been studied on real contact networks constructed by
the Momo users. The simulation has shown that the inclusion of indirect transmission amplifies
the spreading dynamics compared to that of the SPST models. The SPDT model has up to 4
times amplification in the total infections over the SPST model. The SPDT model has shown
strong amplification with the dense networks where outbreaks can occur for a value of rt as low
as 10 min. The amplification is also varied with disease parameters. The SPDT model has intro-
duced new network dynamics to the underlying contact network. The underlying connectivity
is changed with particle decay rates. This is because the stay time of infectious particles at a
location is modified by the particles decay rates. The stay time, in turn, defines the number of
individuals connected to the infected individual through this visit. Thus, the connectivity in the
network is defined with the decay rates. The impact of the network dynamics is not reproducible
by the SPST model as the direct links cannot capture the dynamic of indirect links.
Chapter 4
SPDT Graph Model
Graph models are widely used to study the diffusion processes on the contact networks. In the
graph models, individuals are represented as nodes and relationships between the individuals as
edges or links. Most of the current graph models create links for the concurrent presence of two
nodes in physical or virtual space. Thus, these graph models do not support the study of SPDT
processes where individuals have opportunities to create links with the delayed interactions. A
dynamic contact graph model called the SPDT graph is developed in this chapter. The graph
model developed can generate individual dynamic contact networks with SPDT links and is
capable of capturing the socio-temporal dynamics of observed empirical SPDT graphs from the
Momo data set. The SPDT graph model is developed adopting an activity driven time-varying
network modelling approach and is able to generate dynamic contact networks using simple
statistical distributions. This model is tunable and fitted with empirical data using maximum
likelihood estimation methods. The SPDT graph model allows one to study SPDT diffusion with
various scenarios of diffusion. The SDPT diffusion study based on the developed graph model
can also avoid the limitations of the empirical contact networks applied in the previous chapter
where the available SPDT links of original SDT network are repeated for the missing days for
the same users to construct dense networks. However, the links repetition to the missing days
of links cannot grow the contact set sizes, number of neighbours, of a user over the observation
period. In addition, the time of interactions is the same for repeated links every day. These
empirical contact networks cannot be reconfigured to study the diffusion dynamics with various
network properties. Thus, the graph model developed provides greater opportunities to study
SPDT diffusion in various scenarios. This chapter answers the question of how indirect links
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can be included with the dynamic contact network underlying a diffusion process.
4.1 Introduction
The study of SPDT diffusion processes requires detailed information about co-located interaction
patterns among individuals and their temporal behaviours. The co-located interaction patterns
are extracted from the GPS locations or RFID data [28, 215]. However, these data are often
incomplete and limited due to privacy. For example, the location updates from social networking
application Momo provides sparse contact information where users did not update their location
regularly [37, 200]. This data might miss some disease transmission opportunities and might
vary the outbreak sizes. Thus, synthetic contact traces are often an alternative to validate the
results of empirical data and explore the diffusion in wider scenarios. The synthetic contact
network is generated by a graph model where individuals are represented as actors (i.e., nodes)
and relationships among them as edges (i.e., links). In the traditional approach, the links between
nodes are static. However, links between two individuals are not permanent over time for SPDT
interactions. There have been various attempts to construct dynamic contact graphs to capture
the temporal dynamics of interactions [33, 35, 216, 217]. These dynamic contact graphs are
frequently generated using statistical methods. The resulting models provide realistic dynamic
contact networks for hypothesis testing, "what-if" scenarios, and simulations, but are often
mathematically intractable.
Dynamic models make graph entities and links evolve over time and simultaneously maintain
the underlying social structure [35, 155]. There have been several approaches to maintain the
dynamics of nodes and links in the graph. The simplest method is to construct the static graph
and make the links dynamics [146]. The authors of [151] also show the methods to produce
dynamic networks from the exponential random graph model. The random graph model is fitted
with a real data set. However, all these models are connection oriented. The authors of [107]
have shown that the dynamic graph model is required to account for the status of nodes as well.
They proposed an activity driven temporal network (ADN) model to generate dynamic contact
graphs. In this model, nodes are activated with a probability at a time step and links to other
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nodes are created. The basic ADN model cannot capture many real-world network properties
and it is updated adding memory and clustering co-efficient etc [36, 161].
Current co-located interaction graph models, however, assume that links between two nodes
are created when they are both present at the same location. Thus, the contagious items can be
transmitted through a link when both infected and susceptible nodes are only present [35, 216].
The diffusion on the contact graph based on these node to node level transmissions is known as
SPST diffusion. The focus on concurrent presence, however, is not sufficiently representative of
the class of SPDT diffusion processes. There is, therefore, a need for a novel dynamic contact
graph model to study SPDT diffusion processes. This chapter proposes a dynamic contact graph
model that considers both concurrent (direct) interactions and delayed (indirect) interactions
among nodes in forming transmission links. This graph is called the same place different time
interactions graph (SPDT graph) and can be represented with the time-node framework.
An SPDT graph generation method is also developed based on the principle of activity driven
temporal network model. In the SPDT graph, the activation of a node means its arrival at a
location where at least one other node is present. As individuals stay at a location for some
time, the node’s activation is done in such a way that a node activates for a consecutive of time
steps. The node’s stay duration (number of time steps) at a location with a potential to spread
contagious items is termed as an active period. Therefore, the concept of activating nodes at
a time step in ADN is extended to activating nodes for a period of time. In order to represent
both direct and indirect transmission opportunities, an active copy of a node is created for each
active period of the node. In the proposed model, links are created between the active copy of
the host node and neighbour nodes. The active copy survives for the active period, when the
host is present at the interaction location, in addition to an indirect transmission period, when
the host leaves the location yet the contagious items persist at the location. In the SPDT graph,
an active copy creates links at a time step within the active period and indirect transmission
period. Thus, the SPDT graph evolves according to temporal changes of link and node’s status.
SPDT graph generation methods are developed using simple statistical distributions and are fitted
with the real graph constructed using Momo data. The model is validated analysing generated
network properties and by the capability of simulating SPDT diffusion processes. The results
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are compared with the ADN models and SPST diffusion. The contributions of this chapter are
as follows:
• Developing a graph model to include indirect transmission links
• Fitting the graph model with the real dynamic contact graph
• Analysing the network properties generated by the developed graph model
• Validating model and analysing sensitivity of the model’s parameters
4.2 SPDT graph model
According to the definition of SPDT diffusion model, visits of an infected individual to the
locations where at least one susceptible individual is present create SPDT links. The SPDT links
are created through space and time and may have components: a direct transmission link and/or
an indirect transmission link. However, visits of an infected individual to the locations where
no susceptible individuals are present do not lead to transmission of disease. The SPDT graph
model is based on these contact opportunities and is defined as follows.
4.2.1 Graph definition
Individuals may move to various places during their infectious periods while travelling to public
places such as offices, schools, shopping malls and bus stations and tourist destinations. The
main goal is to develop a graph model that is capable of capturing the indirect transmission
links along with direct links for co-located interactions among individuals. Thus, the proposed
model focuses on link creations in the time domain to ensure scalability and abstracts spatial
aspects implicitly. Temporal modelling is sufficient to identify the nodes participating in possible
disease transmission links. Accordingly, the link creation events in the proposed scenario can
be represented as a process where an infected node activates for a period of time (staying at
a location where susceptible nodes are present) and creates SPDT links. Then, the infected
nodes become inactive for a period during which it does not create SPDT links. Inactive periods
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Figure 4.1: Status of a node at each time step and the consecutive same states form the active periods
(a1, a2) and inactive periods (w1,w2). The active periods can represent the stay of a node in a location
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Figure 4.2: Active periods with the corresponding indirect periods and their parallel presence. Indirect
links during the inactive periods can transmit disease at the previous location and direct links transmit
disease at the current location
represent the waiting time between two active periods. Thus, the co-located interaction status
of an infected node during an observation period can be summarised by a set {a1,w1, a2,w2, ..}
where a is active period and w is inactive period (see Fig. 4.1).
The proposed SPDT graph is defined as GT = (Z, A, L,T) to represent all possible disease
transmission links among nodes, where Z is the set of nodes. The number of nodes in the graph
is constant; however, nodes may have one or more active copies in the graph which captures
their ability to spread diseases both at locations they are present and at locations from which they
recently departed. The set of active copies for all nodes is represented by A. L is the set of links
in the graph. The graph is represented over a discrete time set T={t1, t2, . . . tz}. Each node in the
graph creates a set of active and inactive periods {a1,w1, a2,w2 . . .}. An active copy vi = v(tis, til )
is defined for an active period ai of node v, where ai starts at time step ts and finishes at tl . Thus,
each node will have several such temporal copies for the observation period. For an active copy
vi+1 of a node v, ti+1s should be greater than til of vi to capture the requirement that a node should
have left the first location before arriving in another location. In this graph, a link evu ∈ L is
defined between an active copy vi of host node v and neighbour node u (node u visits the current
or recent location of node v) as evu = (vi, u, t′s, t′l ) where t′s is the joining time and t′l is departure
time of u from the interacted location. The value of t′s should be within tis and til + δ where δ is
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the time period allowed to create indirect transmission links. Thus, an active copy vi of a node v
expires after til + δ, where δ captures the decaying probability of infection after v departs. During
the indirect transmission period δ, node v can start another active period at another location (see
Fig.4.2). However, if the infected node v leaves and returns to the location of u within a time
period δ, then there will be two active copies of v, each with a link to the susceptible node u.
The first copy is due to the persistent of particles from v’s last visit, while the second copy is due
to v’s current visit.
The evolution of the proposed graph is governed by two dynamic processes: 1) switching of
nodes between active and inactive states, as in Figure 4.1; and 2) link creation and deletion for
active copies of nodes. The total number of time steps a node remains in one state determines
the current active or inactive period, leading to a set of alternating active and inactive periods
{a1,w1, a2,w2 . . .} for an observation period (see Fig.4.1). As stay times at locations are not
fixed, a transition probability ρ is defined to determine switching from active state to inactive
state (modelling stay and departure events of a node at a location). This induces variable lengths
of active periods. Similarly, another transition probability q is defined to determine when a node
switches from inactive to an active state (modelling arrival of a node at location). A similar
approach is taken to define link update dynamics in the graph. An active copy of a node creates
a link to a newly arriving neighbour node with probability pc at each time step until it expires.
During an activation period, multiple neighbours can arrive at interaction locations. Thus, an
activation degree probability P(d) is defined to model the arrival of multiple new neighbours
for an active copy. The created links break (neighbour node leaves the interaction area) with
probability pb at each time step.
4.2.2 Network generation
Based on the above SPDT graph model definition, dynamic contact networks among a set of
nodes can be generated in various ways ranging from homogeneous to complex heterogeneous
scenarios. The simplest homogeneous version (where node properties are the same) of a model
often provides the significant insight about the studied processes, but cannot capture many
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properties of the actual system. On the other hand, the heterogeneous system (where node
properties are different) often captures broad properties with some complexities. The proposed
network generation procedures consist of simple to complex network generations. To generate
the SPDT contact network, first geometric distributions are used, as they are easy to implement in
the computer systems, and then a power-law distribution is added to bring the heterogeneity in the
generated networks. The SPDT graph contains a fixed number N of nodes interacting with each
other over the observation period [0,T]. The graph is implemented over discrete time with the
step of ∆t time. The links generation procedure in SPDT graph model is implemented through
a set of defined co-location interaction parameters (CIP) namely: active periods(ta), waiting
periods(tw), activation degree(d), link creation delay (tc) reflecting time difference between the
arrival of infected and susceptible individual, and link duration(td). The generation procedures
are as follows:
Node activation
Active copies of nodes are the building blocks for constructing an SPDT graph. The active
copies of nodes are created over time according to the active periods. Thus, it is first required
to generate active periods and intervening inactive periods. In the proposed model, determining
whether a node will stay in the current state or transit into the other state at the next time step
resembles a Bernoulli process with two outcomes. Thus, the number of time steps a node stays
in a state can be obtained from a geometric distribution. With the transitional probability ρ
of switching from active to inactive state, the active period duration ta can be drawn from the
following distribution as:
Pr(ta = t) = ρ(1 − ρ)t−1 (4.1)
where t = {1, 2, . . .} are the number of time steps. Similarly, the inactive period duration, tw,
with the transition probability q can be drawn from the following distribution as:
Pr(tw = t) = q(1 − q)t−1 (4.2)
where t = {1, 2, . . .} are the number of time steps.
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Knowing the active and inactive period duration, the graph generation process requires the
initial states of nodes to generate the active copies of nodes. The model’s state dynamics can be
described with a two state Markov-process with transition matrix
P =

q 1 − q
ρ 1 − ρ

for which the equilibrium probabilities that the node is in inactive state and active state are pi0
and pi1 respectively, where
pi0 =
ρ
q + ρ
and pi1 =
q
q + ρ
(4.3)
If the initial state of node v is active, the first active copy v1 is created for the time interval
(t1s = 0, t1l = ta). Otherwise, v1 will be created for the interval (t1s = tw, t1l = tw + ta). Active copy
creation continues over the observation period and the corresponding interval (ts, tl) is defined
according to the drawn ta and tw. Active copies are generated for each node independently. The
values of ρ and q are fitted with real data.
Activation degree
The next step in the graph generation process is to define interactions of neighbour nodes with
an active copy. Multiple neighbour nodes can be connected with an active copy. The number of
neighbour nodes interacting with an active copy is noted as activation degree d. The value of d
can be used to capture the spatio-temporal dynamics of the real-world social contact networks.
The activation degree d are drawn from a geometric distribution (Eq. 4.4) instead of finding the
arrival times of neighbour nodes separately.
Pr (d = k) = (1 − λ) λk−1 (4.4)
where k = {1, 2, . . .} are the number of neighbour nodes of an active copy and λ is a scaling
parameter. If the same parameter λ is assigned to all nodes in the network, it is a homogeneous
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contact network where contact set sizes of all nodes are same. However, individuals in the real
world contact scenarios have heterogeneous propensity to interact with other individuals. This
heterogeneity is incorporated into the model by drawing heterogeneous λ from a power law
distribution of Equation 4.5:
f (λi = x) = αx
−(α+1)
ξ−α − ψ−α (4.5)
where λi of a node i can be applied to draw heterogeneous degree from Equation 4.4, α is
the scaling parameter of power law distribution, ξ is the lower limit of λi and ψ is the upper limit
which is approximately 1. The value of λi defines the range of variations of d for active copies
of a node i and Equation 4.4 ensures wide ranges for large values of λ. Combining geometric
and power law distributions is known to generate more realistic degree distribution [218] as is
demonstrated in the model fitting section. Given the degree distribution, a link creation delay tc
indicating time gap (ts− t′s) between arrivals of host node and neighbour node, and a link duration
td indicating the stay time (t′s − t′l ) of neighbour node at the interacted location are assigned to
each link.
Link creation
With the activation neighbour set, the graph generation process defines the arrival and departure
dynamics of neighbour nodes for each link created with an active copy. A similar approach to the
definition of active and inactive periods creation with transition probabilities is adapted. Here
the assumption is that each link is created with probability pc at each time step during the life
period (ts, tl + δ) of an active copy and is broken with probability pb after creation. For drawing
link creation delay tc, the time gap (ts − t′s) between arrivals of host node and neighbour node,
the truncated geometric distribution is used:
P (tc = t) = pc (1 − pc)
t
1 − (1 − pc)ta+δ (4.6)
where t = {0, 1, 2, . . . , ta + δ} are the number of time steps and ta is the active period duration of
corresponding active copy. Truncation ensures that links are created within tl + δ, i.e. before the
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active copy expires. In contrast, the link duration td , the stay time of neighbour at the interacted
location, does not have a specific upper bound and is generated for each link upon creation
through a geometric distribution:
P (td = t) = pb (1 − pb)t−1 (4.7)
where t = {1, 2, . . .} are the number of time steps. For simplicity, pb is set to ρ as both
probabilities relate to how long nodes stay at a location. Each link with an active copy, thus, has
timing characteristics as t′s = ts + tc and t′l = t
′
s + td . A link with t′s ≥ tl is an indirect transmission
only component. Link can also have indirect component if t′s < tl and tl > t′l . The above graph
generation steps capture the temporal behaviour of SPDT links. The social mixing patterns are
integrated by selecting the neighbouring node, as it is described below.
Social structure
The underlying social structure of the generated graph depends on the selection of a neighbour
node for each link. The simplest way of selecting the neighbour node is to pick a node randomly.
However, social network analysis has shown that the neighbour selection for creating a link follows
amemory-based process. Thus, the reinforcement process [161] is applied to realistically capture
the repeated interactions between individuals. In this process, a neighbour node from the set
of already contacted nodes is selected with probability P(nt + 1) = nt/(nt + η) where nt is the
number of nodes the host node already contacted up to this time t. On the other hand, a new
neighbour node is selected with the probability 1 − P(nt + η). Here, the size of the contact
set, the number of nodes a node contact over the observation period, depends on the λ. This
is because the system forces a host node to select a new neighbour when neighbours from the
current contact set are already selected during an active period even if P(nt + 1) is true. On the
other hand, a new node is selected as a neighbour with the probability 1− P(nt + 1). To maintain
local clustering among nodes, proportion µ of new neighbours are selected from the neighbours
of neighbour nodes. In addition, when a node j is chosen as a new neighbour by node i in the
heterogeneous networks, it is selected with the probability proportional to its λ j as nodes with
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higher λ will be neighbours to more nodes [219]. This ensures nodes with higher potential to
create links also have a higher potential to receive links.
4.3 Estimating model parameters
The graph generation methods require appropriate values for the distribution parameters that will
make the graph representative of real contact dynamics. The SPDT graph generationmethods are
based on five co-located interaction parameters (CIP) namely active period (ta), waiting period
(tw), activation degree (d), link creation delay (tc) and link duration (td) to construct dynamic
SPDT graph GT = (Z, A, L,T). The CIP parameters are collected from real contact networks
which are created using locations updates ofMomo users. Then, maximum likelihood estimation
methods are applied to find the model parameters.
Data set and real SPDT graphs
The location updates from Shanghai city are applied to estimate the model parameters and
updates from Beijing city are used to validate the model. The location updates of 7 days from
Shanghai city are analyzed to find the co-location interaction parameters. The link extraction
procedure, described in Section 3.2, is applied here to collect CIPs. The active period durations
ta are collected over the selected seven days. Thus, every possible length of the active period
made by the Momo users is captured. The seven days data contains 2.53 million active period
durations from 126K users. The distribution of ta is presented in the Figure 4.3A where the
periods are presented with the number of time steps of 5 minutes. The users have heterogeneous
behaviours of staying which are captured by long tail distributions. Then, the waiting periods
tw are collected. However, the waiting period collection is not straight forward like ta. This is
because Momo users do not use the App regularly and many potential visits are not captured.
Assuming that individuals are activated at least once a day, the waiting period will be less than 2
days if one active at the beginning of previous days and again active at the end of the current day.
The distribution of waiting periods tw is shown in the Figure 4.3B. A new co-location interaction
parameter called activation frequency h is defined which measures the rate of activation of nodes
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to avoid the irregularity in the waiting period. This is measured with the number of active
periods created by a Momo user in a day. The activation frequencies h are collected for all users
over each day during the selected seven days. This provides 0.5M activation frequencies for
the 126K users. The distribution of activation frequencies is presented in the Figure 4.3C. The
activation frequencies with active period duration model the inactive periods. As the activation
frequencies are daily behaviours of Momo users, modelling active period and waiting period
based on h avoids the impact of missing updates. Next, the activation degrees are collected
based on the number of other Momo users visits a location where host user has been for the
corresponding active period. Here, the users are required to visit a location within δ = 3 hours
as it is found in the previous chapter that particles can stay up to the four hours. The activation
degree distributions are presented in the Figure 4.4. This follows the long-tailed distributions
which are found in the degree distributions of many real systems. Then, the link creation delays
tc and link duration td are collected for all links created over the seven days. Theses also capture
all possible length of tc and td . The distribution of tc and td are presented in the Figure 4.5.
These also can be captured by the long tail distributions.
Goodness of fit
Using the developed graph model, a synthetic SPDT contact network (GDT network) is created
with 126K nodes for 7 days applying the estimated model parameters. Then, the CIP parameters
of GDT are compared with the parameters of real SPDT network (SDT) constructed by 7 days
updates of 126K users from Beijing city. To understand the model’s response across network
sizes, another large synthetic SPDT contact network (large GDT network) of 0.5M nodes for 7
days is generated. Results of 100 runs for each network are presented in Figures ( 4.3, 4.4, 4.5)
where periods are based on time steps of ∆t = 5 minutes. The root squared error (RSE) is
calculated between the generated and real data distributions of CIP parameters as:
RSE =
√
m∑
i=1
(xi − yi)2 (4.8)
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where observed values are grouped in the m bins as they are discrete, xi is the proportion of
observations for the ith bin, yi is the proportion of empirical dataset values in the ith bin. As the
RSE is computed from the proportion values, bins are naturally weighted so that bins representing
larger proportions of events have higher contributions in error. Note that the bins up to the last
bin of xi are considered assuming that the discarded values of yi provide very small error as the
selected distributions are long-tailed. The distributions of network CIP parameters are presented
in log scale with RSE error bars for SDT, GDT and large GDT in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.5.
Fitting activation parameters
In this model, the active periods ta are drawn from a geometric distribution with the scaling
parameter ρ. The value of ρ can be estimated from the following MLE condition of geometric
distribution applying a sample data set of ta:
ρˆ =
m∑m
l=0 sl
(4.9)
where m is the size of the selected sample set. About m = 2.53M real activation periods made
by 126K Momo users over the 7 days are used here. This large set of active periods contain the
periods happening from workdays to the weekend and captures all sizes of periods. The above
MLE Equation 4.9 estimates ρˆ = 0.085. The distributions of generated ta for both networks
GDT and large GDT are shown in Figure 4.3 A. The RSE error for GDT is 0.0876 with standard
deviation (std.dev.) of 0.00041 while RSE for large GDT is very similar giving 0.08758 with
std.dev. of 0.00018. The model with fitted parameters consistently generate the active periods
ta for nodes of both network sizes. The distribution of active periods is also supported by the
findings of other studies where they found the contact duration is broadly distributed [220, 221].
In these studies, contact duration means staying at a location.
The activation periods ta have similar patterns for all individuals. However, the inactivation
periods, tw waiting time between two active periods, depends on how frequently individuals
visit public places. Thus, the waiting periods tw are fitted based on the fitting of activation
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frequencies h. The number of transition events from inactive to active states or active to inactive
states will be the activation frequency during an observation periods. According to Equation 4.3,
the probability of transition event 0→ 1 at a time step is:
p01 =
ρq
q + ρ
Thus, the number of transition events 0→ 1 during z time steps (here number of time steps in a
day) represents the number of activation events h. The probability of h activation for a node is
given by the binomial distribution as:
Pr(h | q) = ©­­«
z
h
ª®®¬
(
ρq
q + ρ
)h
The term ρqq+ρ becomes small as ρ = 0.083, as z is usually large and q < 1. Thus, the above
equation can be approximated by a Poisson distribution as:
Pr(h | q) =
(
zρq
q+ρ
)h
e−
zρq
q+ρ
h!
(4.10)
The MLE condition for the Equation 4.10 is derived in the Appendix as
qzρ
q + ρ
=
1
l
l∑
i=1
hi (4.11)
In the selectedMomo data set, the users are not present every day. Thus, it is assumed that the
number of activationsmade during a day is representative of the activation frequency. As the focus
is to model the waiting time distribution with a geometric distribution, it makes nodes activate
with variable frequency over the observation days. The day activation frequencies of 126K users
are collected over the seven days. Applying the activation sample set h = {h1, h2, . . . hr} of size
r=300K to MLE Equation 4.11 gives qˆ = 0.0048. The generated activation frequencies for GDT
and large GDT are presented in Figure 4.3 B, with RSE of 0.100 and std.dev. of 0.005 for both
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Figure 4.3: Fitting co-located activation parameters (CIP) for activation of nodes and comparing with
the real world network (SDT) parameters. A synthetic network (GDT) equivalent to SDT and another
large synthetic network (large GDT) are used to understand stability of fitting: A) active period ta in the
number of time steps of 5 minutes, B) waiting period tw in the number of time steps of 5 minutes and C)
activation frequency h in the number of activations per day
GDT and large GDT compared to real activation frequencies. The plotted waiting periods in
Figure 4.3 C also follows the distribution of real tw with RSE around 0.102 in both networks.
The obtained std.dev. of error is 0.01. The tw is characterized by the irregularity of using Momo
Apps by users.
Fitting activation degree
The activation degree is drawn from a geometric distribution with the scaling parameter λ. If it
is assumed that nodes in the network are homogeneous, the value of λ can be estimated using
the following equation
ρˆ =
m∑m
l=0 dl
(4.12)
The activation degree sample set d = {d1, . . . , dm} of sizem=518K are used to theMLE equation.
The estimated value for λˆ is 0.32. The generated activation degree distributions for GDT and
large GDT and comparison with real network SDT are presented in Figure 4.4 A. The RSE error
is 0.017 with std.dev. of 0.004. The fluctuating error at the tail is due to data sparsity and has
little effect on the RSE.
When nodes in the network have heterogeneous propensity to contact the other individuals,
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Figure 4.4: Fitting activation degree CIP for both GDT and large GDT networks and comparison
with SDT: A) nodes in the GDT networks are homogeneous and B) nodes in the GDT networks are
heterogeneous
the distribution of d in the network will be given for any λ as:
Pr(d) = β
ξ β − 1
∫ 1
ξ
(λd−β−2 − λd−β−1)dλ
=
β
ξ−β − 1
(
1 − ξd−β−1
d − β − 1 −
1 − ξd−β
d − β
)
(4.13)
TheMLE condition for the Equation 4.13 is derived in the Appendix which provide the following
two equations. The MLE condition for β assuming ψ ≈ 1 is given as
0 =
m
β
− mξ
β ln ξ
ξ β − 1 +
n∑
k=1
ξdk−β−1 ln ξ
dk−β−1 −
1−ξdk−β−1
(dk−β−1)2 −
ξdk−β ln ξ
dk−β −
1−ξdk−β
(dk−β)2
1−ξdk−β−1
dk−β−1 −
1−ξdk−β
dk−β
(4.14)
where m is the length of the data set d = {d1, . . . , dm}. Then the lower limit of power law
distribution is estimated with the following MLE equation.
0 =
mβξ−β−1
ξ−β − 1 +
m∑
k=1
(dk−β)ξdk−β−1
dk−β −
(dk−β−1)ξdk−β−2
dk−β−1
1−ξdk−β−1
dk−β−1 −
1−ξdk−β
dk−β
(4.15)
As the MLE equations do not have closed form solutions, the Python module fsolve is used to
estimate the best value of ξ and β. To estimate the values, it is assumed that β = 2.5 since
it is known that it is in the range 2-3 in the real world network. Then, the value of ξ = 0.26
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is estimated using the MLE Equation 4.15. Using ξ = 0.26 in Equation 4.14, the value of
β is estimated as 2.963. The generated activation degree distributions with the heterogeneous
potential are presented in the Figure 4.4. The RSE error is 0.0152 with std.dev. of 0.004.
There are few values with high degree in GDT network and that can also happen in real contact
networks.
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Figure 4.5: Fitting link creation CIP for both GDT and large GDT networks and comparison with
SDT:: A) link creation delay tc in the number of time steps of 5 minutes and B) link duration td in the
number of time steps of 5 minutes
Fitting link creation parameters
The link creation delay tc is drawn with the truncated geometric equation. The MLE condition
is not a straight forward as the MLE of geometric equation. The MLE for the truncated equation
is derived as follows:
0 = pc
n∑
k=1
∑m
l=1
(tkc−1)(1−(1−pc)t
l
a+δ)+(tla+δ)(1−pc)t
l
a+δ
(1−pc)(1−(1−pc)t
l
ta
+δ)2∑m
l=1((1 − (1 − pc)tla+δ)−1
where t1c, t2c, . . . , tnc are sample set of size n = 1.2M and ta = {t1a, . . . , tma } with m = 518K. The
estimated value of pˆc is 0.02. The generated link creation delays are presented in the Figure 4.5A,
where the generated tc have RSE of 0.009 in comparison with the real distribution. The errors
were consistent in both GDT and large GDT. The value of ρ = 0.084, which is fitted with the
active periods, is used to generate the link duration td . Figure 4.5B presents the comparison of
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generated link duration with real duration which has RSE error of 0.022 with std.dev. of 0.004.
All the six co-location interactions parameters (CIP) of the generated networks (GDT and large
GDT) are a good fit to that of the real network (SDT). The variations for generated networks are
very low and consistent in both GDT and large GDT networks.
4.4 Model validation
The model developed is validated by analyzing the generated network properties and by the
capability of simulating SPDT diffusion process on it. First, network properties are analyzed to
understand the capability of the graph model to generate properties of the real graph. Then, the
diffusion dynamics on the generated networks are analyzed to assess its ability to replicate the
diffusion dynamics of the real contact networks. In the previous section, the model’s parameters
have been tuned using the location updates from Shanghai. Now, location updates from Beijing
are used to compare the network properties and diffusion dynamics. The SPDT graph properties
and diffusion dynamics unfolded on it are studied generating synthetic contact networks with
both homogeneous and heterogeneous degree distributions. In this section, the DDT contact
networks constructed in Chapter 3 are selected instead of SDT network since this network has
shown realistic diffusion dynamics and the developed graph model are expected to generate
realistic diffusion dynamics. It is mentioned earlier that the underlying social structure in both
SDT andDDTnetworks are the same. However, the contact frequencies over the observation days
are varied in DDT network comparing to the SDT network. Thus, investigation and comparison
of network properties of GDT network with the DDT network is more appropriate.
4.4.1 Network Properties
The previous section has focused on fitting co-location interaction parameters (CIP) of SPDT
graph to empirical data. This section explores the fitted model’s ability to reproduce the static
and temporal properties of empirical contact networks.
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Figure 4.6: Triangles for various SPDT link configuration among nodes and showing the underlying
social structures are same regardless of link direction
Static Properties
The SPDT contact networks generated by the developed graph model are converted to static
contact networks where a directed edge between two nodes is created if they have at least one
SPDT link from the host node to neighbour node at any time over the observation period. Then,
two static network metrics: degree centrality and clustering coefficient are studied. The degree
centrality quantifies the extent of a node’s connectedness to other nodes [43] how many nodes a
host node contacts during the observation period. In a disease spread context, nodes with higher
degree centrality get infected quickly as well as infect a higher number of other nodes [42].
While degree centrality highlights the node connectivity, the clustering coefficient represents
how a node is locally connected with the neighbour, i.e. the local social contact structure of
nodes in the network [36]. The local clustering coefficient is defined as the ratio of the number of
triangles present among the neighbours and the possible maximum triangles among neighbours.
If a node is already infected in a cluster, it is not infected further by other nodes of the same cluster
in the SIR epidemic model. Thus, the spreading is varied based on the clustering coefficient and
the realistic clustering coefficient is required in the generated network. To compute the clustering
coefficient in a simple way, the directions of links are neglected. However, the triangles still
preserve the social structure formed by friends of friends as shown in Figure 4.6. All the triangles
formedwith directional links are the same as the triangle made by Figure 4.6. Thus, the generated
directed network is converted into an undirected network for computing clustering coefficients.
In the developed graph model, the growth of the contact set of a node is determined by λ and
the neighbour selection process defined by P(nt + 1) = nt/(nt + η). The value of η controls the
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Figure 4.7: Static network properties for generated homogeneous network (Hom GDT), generated
heterogeneous network (Het GDT) and real contact network (DDT): A) out-degree centrality, B) in-
degree centrality, C) clustering co-efficient with µ = 0, D) clustering co-efficient with µ = 0.4, E) daily
average out-degree, and F) daily average clustering co-efficient
degree to which nodes expand their contact set size. In this study, η is set to 0.1 and the selection
of an optimal value of η is beyond the scope of this paper. The growing of contact set size depends
on λ which is the same for all nodes in the homogeneous network and varies across nodes in the
heterogeneous nodes. However, setting η = 0.1 creates opportunities to receive new neighbour
nodes. The computed degree centrality and clustering coefficients for both homogeneous and
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heterogeneous networks are presented in the Figure 4.7. In degree centrality, another desirable
feature is that nodes which have more directed links to other nodes also receive more links. This
is because individuals who visit crowded places can sent and receive large number of links to
others. Thus, the degree centrality is analysed for both out-degree and in-degree and which have
the same trends (Fig. 4.7A and Fig. 4.7B).
The contact set size distribution in DDT network follows the long-tailed distribution. The
developed GDT network have a long-tailed at the end, but the distribution of lower degree nodes
deviate from that of DDT network. This is more practical compared to DDT network where
many individuals have contact set sizes of one. In reality one individual will contact with more
than one individuals during 32 days period. Thus, the developed model overcomes the limitation
of DDT network for not growing contact set sizes. If η is increased, the contact set sizes can be
larger. The degree distribution in the homogeneous GDT network follows the poison distribution
as the activation degree is generated with a geometric distribution and with the small parameter
value. Therefore, the same intensity to involve in interaction with others can not capture the real
contact set size distribution.
In the GDT network, local clustering is formed with selecting µ proportion neighbours from
the neighbours of neighbour nodes. The clustering coefficient for two values µ = 0 and µ = 0.4
are studied in both heterogeneous and homogeneous networks. The results are presented in
Figure 4.7C and Figure 4.7D where nodes are binned based on their clustering coefficient with a
step of 0.01. If µ is set to zero, the clustering coefficient is very low. The clustering coefficient
in homogeneous GDT network is 0.005 and 353K nodes are in the first bin, i.e 353k nodes
having clustering coefficient below 0.01 while 93K nodes have clustering coefficient below 0.01.
The clustering coefficient improves a bit in the heterogeneous GDT network with long-tailed
activation degree distribution where 307k nodes having a clustering coefficient below 0.01 and
average clustering coefficient in heterogeneous GDT network with µ = 0 is 0.008. Then, µ is
set to 0.4 which is found analysing Momo data set. With this value, the heterogeneous GDT
network improves significantly to form realistic clustering coefficient and the number of nodes
in the first bin is 45K. However, the clustering coefficient is still not realistic in the homogeneous
GDT networks and have similar trends in clustering coefficient with µ = 0. The heterogeneous
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degree distribution contributes to making the local clustering as many lower degree nodes can
create local cluster through the higher degree nodes connect. In the GDT networks, the clustering
coefficients are defined by µ and contact set sizes of nodes are defined by λ. However, the value
of λ affects the required value of µ and finding their relationship is the out of scope of this thesis.
This experiment also studies the average daily degree and clustering coefficient of nodes.
This is measured converting everyday dynamic graph as a static graph where a pair of nodes
is linked if once they have contacted. This can indicate how many other nodes a node contact
during each day and what is their clustering coefficient. The results are presented in Figure 4.7E
and Figure 4.7F. It is observed that nodes in DDT network interact with on average 4 other
nodes which are around 5 nodes in the heterogeneous GDT network. As the contact set size
grows in the heterogeneous GDT network, it has a high average contact degree over the day.
The homogeneous GDT network has the highest average daily degree. This is because nodes in
the homogeneous GDT network have moderate activation degree and do not have many nodes
with the low degree as it is in the DDT and heterogeneous GDT networks. The daily average
clustering coefficient is very low in the homogeneous GDT network. The average daily clustering
coefficient in the heterogeneous GDT network is the same to that of DDT network at the early
days. However, it decreases as simulation time goes. This is because the contact set sizes grow
in the heterogeneous GDT network and nodes have more options to select neighbour nodes.
Therefore, common neighbours among nodes decrease and hence clustering coefficients are low.
However, it can gradually becomes stable at later days of simulation if simulation is run for
longer days.
Temporal Properties
The proposed graphmodel generates the temporal activities of nodes through SPDT link creation.
The temporal properties should match those of real networks. Two commonly used temporal
network central properties to characterise the network: closeness and betweenness are studied.
The closeness of nodes measures the geodesic distance between all pairs of nodes in the network.
The node betweenness measures the fraction of geodesic distances which a node is connected
between all node pairs in the network [35]. The generated network is converted to the temporal
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network GT = (Z, LT ) where Z is the set of nodes and set LT ⊆ V × Z × [0,T] of time-stamped
links (u, v; t) ∈ LT . In the airborne disease propagation, susceptible individuals who get infected
do not start infecting immediately and go through an incubation period before they can infect
others. In this study, the incubation period is set to one day, i.e, individuals that become infected
on a simulation day can start spreading the disease the next day after infection. Thus, all links
of a day between a pair of nodes are aggregated over the day and the timestamp t j represents
the interaction day j. If a disease is transmitted from node u to node v through a link (u, v; t j),
the disease will be transmitted from node v to another node w with the link (v,w; t j+k) where
1 ≤ k ≤ 5 as an node is considered to be infectious for the next five days.The temporal properties
are measured based on the time-respecting paths among nodes. A time-respecting path between
an infected node u to a susceptible node v may create through a sequence of time-stamped links
as follows:
(w0,w1; t1), (w1,w2; t2), . . . , (wl−1,wl ; tl)
where w0 = u,wl = v and the sequence of time-stamped links should be t1 ≤ t2 ≤ . . . ≤ tl . The
time difference between two consecutive links of a time-respecting path can be at most 5.
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Figure 4.8: Temporal network properties in the generated contact network and comparison with that
of real contact network : A) Betweenness centralities and B) Closeness centralities
In the temporal network, the betweenness of a node is defined as the number of shortest
time-respecting paths pass through it [117, 177]. However, the temporal betweenness depends
on the starting time t1 of time-respecting paths as the path length between the same pair of nodes
may change if the starting time is shifted. Thus, shortest paths between a pair of nodes are
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computed at all starting times and the shortest paths regardless of starting time are counted as the
set to measure betweenness. The temporal betweenness centrality BCt of an node v is measured
as:
BCt(v) =
∑
u,v,u
| Qt (u,w; v) |
where Qt is the set of shortest time-respecting paths between u and w passing through v starting
any time during observation period [117]. In a similar way, the temporal closeness centrality
CCt based on the shortest time respecting paths is defined as:
CCt(v) =
∑
u,v
1
distt (u, v)
where distt is the distance of the shortest time-respecting path from u to v starting at any time
during the observation period. The temporal network analysis methods proposed by the authors
of [117] are used in this experiment. The generated networks of 32 days are used and the results
obtained are presented in Figure 4.8 for both the real network (RN) and synthetic network (SN).
The betweenness distributions of BCt and CCt have almost similar trendiness. However, the
synthetic network has a higher number of nodes with a lower BCt . This is because the synthetic
network is more random than the real network. In the synthetic network, some nodes may have
higher activation degree as it depends on the power law distributed λi and hence have higher
CCt . The synthetic network overall produces similar network properties of the real network.
4.4.2 Diffusion dynamics
Now, the capability of simulating SPDT process by the generated networks are studied. Accord-
ingly, airborne disease spreading is simulated on the generated synthetic contact networks (GDT)
and the real contact networks (DDT). First, the similarities in the diffusion dynamics are studied
on the various networks and then the sensitivity of the graph model to various parameters are
studied as the model is required to respond with model parameters realistically. The experimental
setup and diffusion analysis are presented below.
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Experimental setup
For this experiment, homogeneous GDT networks and heterogeneous GDT networks with 364K
nodes are generated for 32 days as the DDT network contains 364K nodes and 32 days period.
The simulations are also conducted on another synthetic contact networks constructed according
to the basic activity driven networks (ADN) model [107] to understand how well the proposed
model capture diffusion dynamics comparing to the current graph models. The contact networks
generated by the ADN model are only based on the direct transmission links. In these network,
nodes activate at each time step ∆t with a probability φ and generate m links to others nodes.
The probabilities ϑ of activation of nodes are assigned with a power law degree distribution.
The number of links m created during activation can be constant for all nodes or heterogeneous.
In this study, both types of m are used and homogeneous ADN networks and heterogeneous
ADN networks with homogeneous and heterogeneous degree distribution are generated. For
fitting activation potential ϑ, the daily activation frequencies h of Momo users are used. The
analysis of Momo users shows that their average stay periods ∆t are 50 minutes. Therefore, the
number of time steps in one day is 28.8 and the potential is ϑ = 28.8/h. Thus, the activation
frequencies are converted to activation potential ϑ and fit with a power law degree distribution
with a lower limit of ϑ is 0.02 and an upper limit is 0.18 while power law exponent is 2.95. For
the activation degree, it is found that the average activation degree is m = 3. For heterogeneous
degree distribution, the activation degree distribution from the developed SPDT graph model are
being used. With these fitted parameters homogeneous ADN and heterogeneous ADN networks
are generated for 364K nodes over 32 days.
On these contact networks, disease propagates according to the Susceptible-Infected-Recovered
(SIR) epidemic model. In the simulations, the infection probability PI for inhaling E dose of
infectious particles by a node is given by the Equation 3.8. The previous parameter setting of
Equation 3.7 are applied here. Each simulation is started with an intial set of 500 seed nodes.
The epidemic parameters: disease prevalence Ip, number of infected nodes in the network, and
cumulative infection Ia, number of the infected individuals up to a day are calculated. To char-
acterize the diffusion reproduction ability, the absolute percentage variation (APV) for infection
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Table 4.1: Summary of diffusion dynamics on contact networks
Networks rt Ip(max) Ia(max) average daily var (%) average acc. var (%)
DDT
60 1731 11221 0 0
40 1332 8671 0 0
20 966 6460 0 0
Het GDT
60 2094 11929 15 10
40 1531 9584 18 12
20 987 6853 22 13
Het ADN
60 1007 7809 29 37
40 673 5666 30 38
20 335 3170 45 44
Hom GDT
60 698 3600 61 50
40 626 2110 69 53
20 586 1592 70 51
Hom ADN
60 600 1892 73 62
40 581 1645 73 59
20 562 1386 72 55
events are calculated for each network with the reference of real contact networks as:
APV = 100 × Ir − Io
Ir
where Ir is the number of infection events in the real contact network (DDT) and Io is the
infection event in the corresponding synthetic contact networks (GDT or ADN). For the both Ip
and Ia are measured for each network.
Diffusion analysis
The selected four synthetic contact networks (Hom ADN, Het ADN, Hom GDT and Het GDT)
are generated with 364K nodes for 32 days and simulations are run with the selected disease
parameters. The infection probability PI in Equation 3.7 is calculated with particle decay rates
rt = 60 min. The average results for 1000 realisation are shown in Figure 4.9. The proposed
graphmodel with heterogeneous degree distributions (Het GDT network) has diffusion dynamics
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Figure 4.9: Diffusion dynamics on various contact networks - real contact network (DDT), het-
erogeneous GDT (Het GDT), homogeneous GDT (Hom GDT), heterogeneous ADN (Het ADN), and
homogeneous ADN (Hom ADN) : A) disease prevalence dynamics, B) accumulative infection over sim-
ulation days, C) variations in the daily prediction comparing to real contact network and D) variation in
the accumulative prediction
that are close to real contact networks (DDT network). The heterogeneous GDT network has
higher disease prevalence Ip than the DDT network (Fig. 4.9A). This is because nodes in the
heterogeneous GDT network grow their contact sizes substantially compared to DDT network
where links between two nodes are repeated. This is observed in the Figure 4.7 where nodes with
small contact set sizes in GDT network is fewer than that of the DDT network. Thus, infected
nodes in the DDT network repeatedly forward SPDT links to the same susceptible nodes and
disease propagates faster in the DDT network at the early days of simulations. On the other
hand, infected nodes in the heterogeneous GDT networks forward links to more susceptible
nodes and disease transmission happen slowly in the heterogeneous GDT network. Thus, the
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initial spreading rates in the DDT network is faster than the heterogeneous GDT network. For
the same reason, the heterogeneous GDT network carries growth of Ip for a longer time and
to a higher value. The total infection in heterogeneous GDT network is also close to the total
of the real network (Figure 4.9B). On the other hand, the heterogeneous ADN networks show
increasing of Ip. But, the diffusion dynamics are underestimated significantly and total infection
is comparatively low. This is because the heterogeneous ADN network does not have indirect
transmission links. Thus, the growth of Ip is not carried out in this network as it is in the
DDT and heterogeneous GDT networks. On the other hand, homogeneous networks cannot
replicate the diffusion dynamics of real contact networks. Initially, the disease prevalence Ip
increases for a few days in the homogeneous GDT network and declines. A similar trend is
found for the homogeneous ADN network. This is because the homogeneous networks do not
have higher degree nodes that have strong disease spreading potential and forward disease to
different points of the network. In the homogeneous networks, the neighbour nodes quickly get
infected and infection resistance force, which is created when the susceptible nodes reduce in
the networks, grows due to reducing susceptible neighbour nodes. The prediction variations in
APV for all networks are shown in the Figure 4.9 C and D. The heterogeneous GDT network
shows the lowest variation in daily predictions among all networks comparing to DDT network.
This has on average 15% variation while heterogeneous ADN network shows on average 29%
variation. However, the variations are very high for the heterogeneous ADN network with the
maximum variation 60%. The accumulative prediction variation in heterogeneous GDT network
is averaged at 10% while this is very high for the heterogeneous ADN networks with 37%. For
the other networks, the homogeneous GDT network has on average 61% daily variation and
homogeneous ADN network has 70% variation. Having higher variation in daily prediction,
proposed model still maintains a cumulative prediction variation around 10%. The proposed
graph model improves up to 31% in predicting disease spreading dynamics, that is done by the
real contact network (DDT), over the current models (see Table 4.1).
Now, the model’s sensitivity to the various diffusion parameters is studied. The SPDT
model is highly sensitive to the particle decay rates rt . Thus, disease spreading is simulated
for three different values of rt = {20, 40, 60} min for all networks and results are presented in
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Figure 4.10: Sensitivity analysis of the contact networks with particle decay rates rt : A) homogeneous
GDT network, B) homogeneous ADN network, C) heterogeneous GDT network and D) heterogeneous
ADN network
Figure 4.10. The homogeneous GDT network can model the variation in diffusion dynamics
with rt . However, it underestimates the diffusion at all rt . The prediction variations are increased
with rt where the average prediction variation reaches to 70% with the average accumulative
variation of 51%. The other homogeneous ADN network cannot vary the diffusion with rt . As
this network has only direct transmission links. The homogeneous ADN network always has
more than 72% variation in daily prediction for any value of rt . The proposed heterogeneous
GDT network shows increasing in daily prediction variation. However, it is still 23% better than
the heterogeneous ADN networks at particle decay rates rt = 20 min. The model also maintains
the same 32% improvements in the accumulative prediction variations at rt = 20 min comparing
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Figure 4.11: Sensitivity analysis of the contact networks with disease parameters infectiousness σ and
infectious period τ: A) homogeneous GDT network, B) homogeneous ADN network, C) heterogeneous
GDT network and D) heterogeneous ADN network
to heterogeneous GDT model. Although the prediction variation increases with the raising of
particle decay rates, the model still predicts well comparing to other models.
The diffusion dynamics are also influenced by biological factors. This is the properties
of contagious items. The model should respond properly for varying the properties in the
contagious items. Now, the infectiousness σ and infectious period τ are varied keeping rt = 60
min. The results are presented in Figure 4.11. For increasing infectiousness σ = 0.44, the
disease prevalence gets stronger in all networks. However, the variation in the heterogeneous
GDT network is smallest than other networks. The average daily variation is 13% in the
heterogeneous GDT network that less than that is with σ = 0.40. For the other networks, the
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average daily variations increases with σ = 0.40 and the maximum are 70% in the homogeneous
GDT networks. The similar trends are found for the increase in infectious period τ = 4 days.
The average daily variation in heterogeneous GDT is 12%. All others networks show higher
average daily variation with a maximum in homogeneous ADN network. The overall responses
in heterogeneous GDT follow the trend of DDT network while homogeneous ADN does not have
much variation changing biological parameters.
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Figure 4.12: Sensitivity of the model with longer observation period: A) disease prevalence dynamics
and B) accumulative infection over simulation days
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Figure 4.13: Sensitivity of the graph model with large network sizes: A) disease prevalence dynamics
and B) cumulative infection over simulation days
To understand the response of the graph model for larger scale simulation with large network
sizes, the simulations are also run on various sizes of the networks. Two dimensions are
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considered here: increasing the length of the simulation period and number of nodes. In this
experiment, only heterogeneous networks are considered as they assume more realistic diffusion
dynamics. For this study, a heterogeneous GDT network and a heterogeneous ADN network
with 364K nodes are generated for 42 days period. Then, the real contact network DDT is
extended to a network of 42 days repeating all links of a day randomly picked up from 32
days and placing to a random day within 33 to 42. The result is presented in the Figure 4.12.
The diffusion dynamic is consistent in the heterogeneous GDT network. The total infection
in the heterogeneous GDT network becomes almost the same at the end of the simulation
period. However, the heterogeneous ADN network underestimates the diffusion dynamic and
total infection as it is in the previous experiments. The model response is analyzed generating
the network with a large number of nodes. For these experiments, the heterogeneous GDT and
heterogeneous ADN networks are selected and generated with 0.364M, 0.5M and 1M nodes for
32 days. The simulations are run with the same proportion of seed nodes and results are presented
in the Figure 4.13. The results show that the heterogeneous GDT network behaves consistently
for diffusion dynamic and cumulative diffusion while heterogeneous ADN network shows some
variations. This characterizes the limitation of underlying connectivity of GDT network, having
the same underlying connectivity to DDT network, comparing to ADN network.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a novel graph model is developed and analysed to support the study of SPDT
diffusion dynamics. The developed SPDT graph can capture both direct and indirect interactions
for modelling the spreading of contagious items. The synthetic dynamic contact networks
generated by this graph model is capable of capturing SPDT dynamics, applying reinforcement
for repetitive interactions and heterogeneous propensity to engage in interactions. This chapter
has demonstrated how the model can be fitted to empirical data from a large social networking
application and its ability to reproduce both network properties and diffusion dynamics of
empirical contact networks. The developed model differs from the real contact graph DDT
where the available links have been repeated to the missing days to fill up the data gap. Thus,
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nodes in the DDT network repeatedly contact the same neighbour nodes and could not grow
their contact set sizes. This is solved in the developed model. The developed graph model is
up to 30% more efficient to generate the diffusion dynamics of the real SPDT contact networks.
Analysis of sensitivity to the SPDT diffusion model parameters has shown that the SPDT graph
model responds similarly to that of the real SPDT graph. The stability of the model is analysed
by various simulations settings. This has shown that the graph model developed are consistent
to the model parameters under extreme conditions.
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Chapter 5
Indirect Link Potential
The interaction mechanism among individuals defines the network properties. These properties,
in turn, influence the diffusion dynamics. In the current diffusion dynamic studies, the impacts of
network properties on diffusion dynamics are investigated based on the direct transmission links.
However, transmission links in the SPDTmodel are created for delayed indirect interactions along
with the direct interactions. In Chapter 3, it has been observed that the inclusion of indirect
links significantly amplifies the diffusion dynamics in SPDT model compared to that in SPST
model. Chapter 3 also studies the characteristics of SPDT diffusion dynamics at the network
level. This chapter now investigates the enhancements in the diffusion by the SPDT model at
the node level. In networks, a local contact structure around a node is created based on how the
node is connected with its neighbouring nodes. This shapes some diffusion phenomena such as
whether a node can be super-spreader, how easier emergence of a diffusion process is in a contact
network etc. It would be interesting to know what is the potential of indirect link for creating
diffusion phenomena. In the SPDT model, some nodes do not have direct transmission links
when they are infectious. These nodes are not visible disease spreaders in the SPST model and
are called as hidden spreaders in the SPDT model. The hidden spreaders highlight the inherent
properties of the SPDT model. It is critical to understand the behaviour of these nodes as they
shape the diffusion on contact networks. In addition, the inclusion of indirect links changes
the position of the nodes in the networks and the spreading potentialities of nodes get stronger.
As a result, the emergence of disease from a node becomes easier and a disease easily invades
a contact network. This chapter examines to what extent the spreading potentialities of nodes
increase and invading the networks become easier by investigating diffusion at node level.
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5.1 Introduction
The diffusion dynamics on contact networks are influenced by the underlying contact properties.
Thus, a wide range of investigation has conducted to understand the correlation among various
contact properties: e.g., repetitive behaviours of contacts, clustering, burstiness, community
structures, temporal properties, and the dynamics of diffusion processes. Most of these works
assume that the interacting individuals are co-located in the same physical or virtual space at
the same time to create a disease transmission link [1, 35, 112]. In the SPDT model, however,
the transmission links are created between two individuals for direct interactions when both
individuals are present at a location; and/or indirect links when the infected individual has left,
but the susceptible individual is still present in the location or arrives later on. In Chapter 3,
the overall enhancement in diffusion dynamics for including the indirect transmission links are
studied. This chapter investigates the impacts of indirect links at the individual levels and to
emerging disease in the contact networks.
The spreading potential of a node in a network depends on how it is connected with its
neighbours (local social structure) and its position within the network. Based on the direct
transmission links, the impacts of the local structure are frequently studied in the literature.
However, nodes in the SPDT model are connected through the indirect links along with other
direct links. Thus, the local contact structure properties are different due to forming with direct
links and indirect links. It is clearly of interest to know the impacts of the addition of these
indirect links and characterise these impacts. The spreading potential of a node is quantified
by the outbreak size when a diffusion process starts from the node and, alternatively, it can be
said that it is the measurement of node’s position importance and its local contact structure’s
influences. In the SPDT diffusion model, there are some nodes that do not have any direct
transmission links to the neighbouring nodes when they are infectious. These nodes are invisible
in the SPST networks as they do not have direct links and are called hidden spreaders in the
SPDT model. As the hidden spreaders are connected with other nodes only through the indirect
links, the spreading potential of these nodes can indicate the potential of indirect links and
local contact structure made by indirect links. Thus, in the first experiment, the outbreak sizes
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are collected from a set of seed nodes with different proportion of hidden spreader nodes and
non-hidden spreader nodes and are analysed. The variations in the outbreak sizes for increasing
hidden spreader nodes indicate the ability of indirect links to sustain the diffusion dynamics and
hence the potential of indirect links.
The inclusion of indirect links also increases the importance of nodes to drive diffusion on
the contact network. Hence, the opportunities for emerging disease on the network increase, i.e.
the networks become more vulnerable to an invasion by a disease. Therefore, understanding the
vulnerability of a social contact network against disease is incomplete and may be misleading
when direct links only are considered. The enhancement in the importance of nodes in causing
diffusion is studied through analysing the spreading potential. To do this, nodes are first classified
according to contact set sizes, the number of neighbour nodes they have contacted during an
observation period through direct links, into groups. Then, the spreading potentials are studied
for nodes of each group on both SPST and SPDT networks to analyse the enhancement of
node’s importance. The spreading potential of hidden spreaders is also investigated. Finally,
the increase in invasion strength in SPDT model due to including indirect transmission links
is analysed applying diffusion control strategies, i.e. vaccination strategies. The increased
rates of vaccination in the SPDT model compared to the SPST model for stopping disease
indicates the strength of the invasion in the networks. The above issues are studied through
simulating airborne disease spreading on real dynamic contact networks (DDT and DST) and
synthetic contact networks (GDT and GST) generated by the developed SPDT graph model.
This chapter’s contributions are as follows:
• Analysing the potential of indirect transmission links
• Investigating the spreading potential of hidden spreaders
• Understanding the spreading potential of super-spreaders with indirect links
• Analysing the diffusion emergence potentiality in the SPDT model
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5.2 Methodology
Intensive simulations of airborne disease spreading are conducted on dynamic contact networks
to explore the impacts of indirect transmission links in SPDT diffusion. The dense SPDT contact
network (DDT network introduced in Chapter 3) constructed with empirical location updates of
Momo users is re-used in this chapter. The DDT network is considered to be realistic since it
includes links of users every day. The DDT network contains 364K nodes which interact with
each other over the 32 days and creates 6.46M SPDT links. The corresponding SPST network
(DST network) is obtained excluding the indirect transmission links from the DDT network.
These networks have been created from the location updates of Momo users from Beijing city.
To verify the results, another synthetic SPDT network (GDT network) is used which is generated
using the developed SPDT graph model in Chapter 4. The GDT network also contains 364K
nodes that interact with each other over 32 days. The corresponding SPST network (GST
network) are obtained excluding the indirect transmission links from the GDT network.
For propagating disease on these selected contact networks, this chapter also adopts the
generic Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) epidemic model. If a node in the susceptible
compartment receives a SPDT link from a node in the infectious compartment, the former will
receives the exposure El of infectious pathogens for both direct and indirect transmission links
according to the following equation developed in the Section 3.3.2
El =
gp
Vb2
[
b
(
ti − t′s
)
+ ebtl
(
e−bti − e−bt ′l
)
+ ebts
(
e−bt
′
l − e−bt ′s
)]
(5.1)
If the susceptible node receives m SPDT links from infected individuals during an observation
period, the total exposure E is
E =
m∑
k=0
E kl (5.2)
where E kl is the received exposure for k
th link. The probability of infection of causing disease
can be determined by the dose-response relationship defined as
PI = 1 − e−σE (5.3)
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where σ is the infectiousness of the particles generated by the infected individuals [9]. If the
exposed susceptible individual moves to the infected compartment with the probability PI , he
continues to produce infectious particles over its infectious period τ days until they enter the
recovered state. The value of τ is randomly chosen in the range 3 − 5 days maintaining a mean
value of 3 days. The parameters of Equation 5.2 are the same of previous chapters. The value of
b in Equation 5.2 is determined as b = 160r where r is particles removal time randomly chosen
from [5-240] minute given a median particles removal time rt .
The infected nodes in the SPDT model are divided into two groups based on the SPDT links
they form during their infectious periods: 1) nodes that have direct and may have indirect trans-
mission links; and 2) nodes that have only indirect transmission links, called hidden spreaders.
A hidden spreader has zero disease transmission capability in the SPST network but can spread
disease in the SPDT network. On the other hand, non-hidden spreaders can transmit disease in
both networks. These two types of nodes are applied to characterise the potential of indirect
transmission links. For finding a set of hidden spreaders, the SPDT links of first 5 days in both
the DDT and GDT networks are analysed and separated the nodes that has no direct links in the
first 5 days, where it is assumed that the infected nodes stay infectious for 5 days. This provides a
hidden spreader set of 6.12K nodes for GDT network and a set of 10.23K hidden spreader nodes
for DDT network. The other nodes outsides of these sets are non-hidden spreaders.
Nodes of the selected networks are also classified based on their contact set sizes which are
built by the number of neighbour nodes they have contacted through direct links during the first
five days of traces. The purpose of this classification is to understand how the spreading potential
of nodes from each group is increased by the inclusion of indirect transmission links and hence
the emergence of diffusion is facilitated. Thus, the general sense is used to set the class range.
The defined classes are 1) low degree nodes - having 1 to 2 neighbours, 2) average degree nodes
- having 3 to 10 neighbours, 3) high degree nodes - having 11 to 20 neighbours and 4) hub nodes
- having more than 20 neighbours. The analysis of DDT and GDT networks provide the number
of nodes in each class presented in Table 5.1.
Vaccination strategies are applied to understand the strength of invasion of a network by
the disease due to the inclusion of indirect links. The implications of vaccinating nodes in
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Table 5.1: Number of nodes in various nodes classes
Networks Low degree Average degree High degree Hub nodes
DDT 23K 210K 24K 7K
GDT 16K 196K 35K 12K
a diffusion network are to hinder the spreading paths of diffusion. Therefore, the required
vaccination rate can indicate the strength of indirect links to emerging disease and invade a
network. This also reveals the potency of the current vaccination strategies for SPDT diffusion
model. The vaccination strategies are applied for two types of disease spreading scenarios:
preventive vaccination, hindering future outbreak of a disease, and post-outbreak vaccination,
containing disease outbreaks. For this study, two popular vaccination strategies are considered:
mass vaccination and ring vaccination [195, 199]. In the mass vaccination, a proportion of nodes
is vaccinated to stop possible disease outbreaks. Nodes are randomly chosen to be vaccinated in
this strategy. On the other hand, the ring vaccination is implemented by vaccinating a proportion
of susceptible neighbour nodes of infected nodes to stop further spreading of infectious disease.
Both vaccination strategies are studied to understand the enhancement in diffusion emergence
and invasion strength. The nodes form both DST and GST networks are selected based on the
direct transmission links for vaccination and then the diffusion dynamics with these selected
nodes are studied in both the SPST and SPDT networks. Then, the differences in outbreak sizes
between SPDT and SPST model for same vaccination rate reflect the contribution of indirect
links.
5.3 Indirect link potential analysis
This section explores and analyses the potential of indirect transmission links through simulations
of various disease spreading scenarios.
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5.3.1 Transmission ability of indirect link
This experiment studies the potential of indirect transmission links by analysing the spreading
potential of a set of nodes. First, final outbreak sizes are obtained simulating airborne disease
spreading from a set of 500 seed nodes on both the real networks (DDT and DST) and synthetic
networks (GDTandGST). The selected seed nodes have direct transmission links, i.e. these nodes
are selected from the non-hidden spreader nodes set. The outbreak sizes obtained represent the
spreading potential of 500 seed nodes without hidden spreaders. Then, seed nodes are selected
in such a way that P proportion of seed nodes are hidden spreaders and 1 − P proportion are
non-hidden spreaders. By increasing P, the spreading of disease will be reduced in the SPST
networks as hidden spreaders have zero disease transmission ability. On the other hand, the
spread of disease can be sustained for SPDT networks depending on the potential of the indirect
transmission links. Comparison of the spreading speed at different values of P and the speed at
P = 0 indicates the transmission ability of indirect links. In addition, the disease spreading in
SPST networks will be zero at P = 1 but SPDT networks still show outbreaks and the outbreak
sizes represent the maximum strength of indirect transmission links.
The seed nodes start infecting susceptible nodes atT = 0 and continue infecting for the period
of days picked up randomly from the range [1, 5] days with a uniform distribution. Simulations
are conducted for varying P in the range [0,1] with a step of 0.1 proportion. For each value
of P, 1000 simulations were run on both the real and synthetic contact networks. Figure 5.1
shows the changes in disease spreading dynamics and outbreak sizes, averaged over the 1000
simulation runs, for some P = {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. The disease prevalence Ip, number
of infected individuals in the network on a simulation day, reduces with increasing P for both
the SPST and SPDT networks (see Fig. 5.1 A and Fig. 5.1B) because the increased proportion
of hidden spreaders as seed nodes reduces the likelihood of seed nodes to trigger spreading of
diseases. The disease prevalence in the SPST networks (DST and GST) vanishes at P = 1. In
the SPDT networks (DDT and GDT), Ip drops gradually with increasing P and the minimum
disease prevalence is obtained at P = 1. With increasing P, the disease prevalence initially drops
as the potentialities of SPDT links decrease as the direct component reduces in the SPDT links.
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Figure 5.1: Diffusion dynamics for various percentage of hidden spreaders P in the seed nodes on real
contact networks (left column) and synthetic contact networks (right column): (A, B) disease prevalence
dynamics and (C, D) distribution of generated outbreak sizes
But, the SPDT networks at P = 1 are still capable of increasing disease prevalence with the
spreading power of indirect transmission links in both the real and synthetic contact networks.
However, the peak of disease prevalence is delayed as P increases. The outbreak sizes in the
SPDT networks decrease with P (see Fig. 5.1C and Fig. 5.1D). At P = 1, the outbreak size
ranges in 6-8K infections in DDT network and 6-11K infections in GDT network while it was
in the range of 8-10K infections and 9-12K infections at P = 0.0 respectively in the DDT and
GDT networks. The average total infections over 32 days in the DDT network at P = 1 is about
5900 which is the 62% of total infections 9600 at P = 0. As the GDT network favours diffusion
with the network properties of extending contact set sizes (nodes higher contact set sizes in GDT
network as in Table 5.1), the indirect links show stronger potential in the GDT compared to that
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Figure 5.2: Variations in diffusion dynamic predictionswith varyingP on both the real contact networks
(left column) and synthetic contact networks (right column): (A, B) delay in predicting cumulative number
of infections and (C, D) variations in the outbreak sizes for SPST and SPDT model
in the DDT network. The generated epidemics sizes are still significant at P = 1 in both networks
and indicate the potential of indirect links.
The disease prediction performance is now analysed with changing P and is presented in
Figure 5.2 for delving deeper into the contribution of indirect transmission links. Figure 5.2A
and Figure 5.2B show the number of days required to cause a specific number of infections
in the networks and how it is delayed with changing P. The SPST networks (DST and GST)
substantially fail to predict infection dynamics causing more delays to reach a specific number
of cumulative infections as P increases (see Figure 5.2A). The cumulative infections reach 1000
infections by the day 10 at P = 0 but it is delayed to day 30 when P is set to 0.8. However, the
required days to reach a number of cumulative infections changes slightly for the SPDT model
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in both real and synthetic networks up to P = 0.8 as the indirect links have significant potential.
However, it is deviated significantly at P = 1 when all seed nodes are hidden spreaders. The
differences in outbreak sizes and disease prevalence between SPST and SPDT networks with the
changes in P are shown in Figure 5.2C and Figure 5.2D. As P changes from 0 to 1, the average
outbreak sizes in SPST networks drop by 100% from 2257 to 500 (number of seed nodes)
infections in DST network and from 2795 to 500 infections in GST network. By comparison, the
average outbreak sizes drop by 40% in DDT network changing from 9688 to 5916 infections and
28% in GDT network changing from 11000 to 8000 infections. Thus, the differences in outbreak
sizes between SPST and SPDT networks vary from 4916 infections for P = 0 to 7000 infections
for P = 1 in the real network while the variations in synthetic networks are from 7000 infections
for P = 0 to 8000 infections for P = 1. This indicates that the underestimation of disease
dynamics by SPST model increases with P, i.e. if the disease starts with all hidden spreaders, it
shows no emergence of disease. The indirect transmission links carry strong influence for shaping
SPDT diffusion dynamics and prove its potentiality to be considered in future modelling.
5.3.2 Hidden spreaders
It is observed in the previous experiment that the indirect transmission links assume sufficient
spreading potential to sustain the disease prevalence in the SPDT networks. Simulations are
now conducted to explore whether hidden spreaders can be super-spreaders although they do not
have any spreading potential in the SPST networks. For this experiment, two sets of 5000 hidden
spreader nodes are selected from both the DDT and GDT networks. Simulations are run for each
node picked up from the selected sets of nodes in the various configurations of real and synthetic
contacts networks. Each simulation is triggered for a maximum of 10 times if the outbreak sizes
are below 100 infections. As the environments of interactions affect the spreading potential in the
SPDTmodel, various scenarios are used to understand the full potential of hidden spreaders. The
results are presented in Figure 5.3. The previous experiments are conducted with particle decay
rates rt = 45 min and σ = 0.33 which is assumed to be the typical disease spreading scenario
(C1). Simulations are run as well for scenario (C2) increasing σ = 0.4 along with the scenario
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Table 5.2: Number of nodes generated outbreak sizes grater than 100 infections in both networks
Diffusion scenarios C1 C2 C3 C4
Super-spreaders in DDT network 114 240 230 381
Super-spreaders in GDT network 145 231 213 346
(C3) increasing rt = 60 to the typical scenario (C1). These reconfigured scenarios affect all
SPDT links available in the networks. Another scenario (C4) considered is where it is assumed
that the particles decay rates at the locations of the infected node visited are very slow. The C4
represents the extreme scenarios for particles decay rates. Thus, the upper bound of particles
removal time 240 minutes is taken as the disease spreading scenario C4. The scenario C4 shows
the impact of indirect links if infected individual visit such locations where infectious particles
stay a long time than usual time and how a single individual with critical situation influences
disease spreading. The simulations are run on both DDT and GDT networks and results are
presented in Figure 5.3A and Figure 5.3B. The simulations are not run on SPST networks as
hidden spreaders cannot spread disease in SPST networks. In these figures, the nodes are placed
into the bins of outbreak sizes where bins are formed with the step of 1000 infections. Number
of nodes that generates outbreak sizes grater than 100 infections over 32 days of simulations for
both networks are presented in Table 5.2.
The simulation results show that the hidden spreaders can be super-spreaders and the number
of hidden super-spreaders in the networks varies depending on the scenarios. With the scenario
C1, about 114 hidden spreader nodes out of 5000 can cause outbreaks greater than 100 infections
in DDT network and GDT network has 145 hidden super-spreaders out of 5000 (see Figure 5.3A
and Figure 5.3B). The distribution of hidden spreaders shows that the outbreak sizes can be up
to 7K infections in scenario C1. The average infection for 5000 hidden spreaders is about 231
infections in DDT network and 245 infections in GDT network. When the scenario is changed
to C2 σ = 0.4, the number of hidden super-spreaders increases to 240 in DDT network and
231 in GDT network. The outbreak sizes are also increased and can be up to 12K infections.
The average infection also increases significantly which is 590 infections. Thus, the hidden
super-spreaders are influential in the scenario C2. The number of hidden super-spreaders also
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Figure 5.3: Diffusion behaviour of hidden spreaders - left column for real networks and right column
for synthetic networks. The dots in the figures represent nodes that are placed into the bins of outbreak
sizes where bins are formed with the step of 1000 infections: (A, B) hidden spreaders in the DDT and
GDT networks, (C, D) diffusion in the networks with only direct links and in the networks with only
indirect links, and (E, F) hidden spreaders in the networks with indirect links only
increase in the scenario C3 (rt = 60 min). In this case, 230 nodes are able to make outbreaks
greater than 100 in DDT network and the outbreak sizes increase to 9K infections. The GDT
network shows that 213 nodes can be super-spreaders and outbreak sizes can be up to 10K
infections. At the extreme scenarios created for the visited locations of infected hidden spreaders
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can also trigger more nodes to be super-spreaders. In the scenario C4, about 381 nodes become
supers-readers with outbreak sizes up to 9K in DDT network while 346 hidden spreaders become
super-spreaders in the GDT network with the outbreak sizes up to 11K infections. The number
of hidden spreaders is a bit higher in the DDT network than in the GDT network. This is because
nodes repeatedly send links to the same neighbours in DDT network (due to reconstruction of
networks which was discussed in the Section 3.3.3) while links are forward to a broader set of
neighbours in GDT network. The above results show that the hidden spreaders have a strong
potential similar to non-hidden spreaders with direct links to be prominent spreaders and the
potentiality get stronger with the changes in scenarios.
To increase the understanding of spreading potential of hidden spreaders, simulations are
conducted for a special configuration of contact networks. First, diffusion dynamics on the
contact networks are investigated when all nodes are hidden spreaders. For these simulations,
direct links are excluded from the DDT and GDT networks and contact networks of nodes with
only indirect links are obtained. Therefore, the networks obtained have only hidden spreader
nodes. Then, disease simulations are run from 500 seed nodes at time T = 0 and for a period
of 32 days. The value of rt is set to 45 min and σ is set to 0.33. The average results for 1000
realisations are shown in Figure 5.3C and Figure 5.3D. This result is compared with the results
of DST and GST networks where only direct links are available. The networks with indirect
links show the higher number of infections and strong disease prevalence. This is because the
indirect transmission links assume a spreading potential similar to direct links and the 63% links
in the DDT networks and 57% links in GDT networks are indirect transmission links. The DST
network can cause 2670 infections and the GST network can cause 2712 infections while the
corresponding hidden spreaders networks (both real and synthetic networks with indirect links
only) can cause about 4370 infections and 4731 infections respectively.
Finally, simulations are also carried out from the single seed nodes in the networks of hidden
spreader only, where no node has a direct link, for all previous scenarios (C1-C4). The hidden
spreader nodes in the networks of hidden spreader are also capable of triggering outbreaks with
a significant number of total infections (see Figure 5.3E and Figure 5.3F). The number of nodes
having outbreak sizes greater than 100 infections are presented in Table 5.3. The number of
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Table 5.3: Number of nodes generated outbreak sizes grater than 100 infections in the networks with
only indirect links
Diffusion scenarios C1 C2 C3 C4
Super-spreaders in DDT network with indirect links 48 72 53 118
Super-spreaders in GDT network with indirect links 81 122 96 186
hidden spreaders in DDT network are 48,72,53 and 118 respectively for scenarios C1, C2, C3
and C4 while they are 81,122,96 and 186 in GDT network. The maximum outbreaks sizes are up
to 4K infections in the scenario C3 in the DDT network and 5K infections in the GDT network.
These results demonstrate that the indirect links play a similar role in emerging SPDT diffusion.
The interesting outcome is that there are outbreaks in the SPDT networks which are not identified
by the current SPST models.
5.4 Emergence of diffusion in SPDT model
The previous experiments show that the indirect links have significant transmission potential and
impacts on the spreading behaviours of a diffusion process. This experiment will examine how
these indirect links play a vital roles at the individual level and increase the spreading potential
of nodes. Therefore, the emergence of diffusion from a node becomes easier and a disease
easily invades the network, this is not estimated by the current SPST diffusion model. First, the
enhancement in node’s spreading potential due to including the indirect links is studied and then
the increased in invading power due to indirect links is examined.
5.4.1 Spreading potential with indirect links
The position of nodes in the network is crucial to achieve high spreading potential (become
super-spreaders). The contact set size of a node, built by the number of neighbour nodes the
node interacts and represent the static degree for the observation period, has strong influence on
its spreading potential as well. To analyse enhancement in spreading potential across different
connectivity of nodes, nodes of both real and synthetic networks are classified into four classes
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according to the contact set sizes of the nodes. The number of nodes in each class for both
the SPDT and SPST networks is presented in the Table 5.1. In the SPST networks, various
proportions of these nodes from each class can be super-spreaders and large outbreaks are
generated if the disease starts from them. If the indirect transmission links are added with the
direct transmission links, the importance of nodes can be escalated and new super-spreaders are
created. Therefore, the spreading potential of nodes is characterised by the addition of indirect
transmission links and changing local contact structure surrounding this node in the SPDTmodel.
Simulations are now conducted from single seed nodes on both the real and synthetic networks
and outbreak sizes are collected. From each class defined based on the contact set sizes of nodes,
a set of 5000 nodes are randomly selected to study their spreading potential. Simulations iterate
through each of the nodes. The seed nodes are able to infect susceptible nodes for 5 days before
they recover from the infectious state. Simulations are also run for σ = 0.4 to understand how
these nodes play a more significant role under favourable scenarios of disease spreading as it
was shown in the previous chapters that the SPDT model behaviours are strongly influenced by
disease parameters. From each seed node, simulations are triggered for a maximum of 10 times
when the generated outbreak size from the seed node is below 100. This is because the stochastic
simulation outcome from a seed node can be varied for infecting different neighbour nodes as
some of them may have strong spreading potentials. The simulation results for the selected
5000 single seed nodes are presented in Figure 5.4 where red dots represent the nodes in SPST
networks and blue dots represent the nodes in SPDT networks. The nodes are placed into the
bins of outbreak sizes where bins are formed with the step of 1000 infections. The proportion of
nodes having outbreak sizes greater than 100 infections is presented in the Table 5.4.
By including indirect links, nodes spreading behaviours are changed significantly. In the
SPST networks (DST and GST), low degree nodes do not have the strong spreading potential to
be super-spreaders. Only about 17 nodes out of 5000 nodes are spreaders in DST network and
28 nodes out of 5000 nodes in GST network while this class of nodes have 95 super-spreader
nodes in the DDT network and 107 in GDT network (see Figure 5.4). When the infectiousness
σ of disease is changed by 20% to σ = 0.40, the number of super-spreaders increases to 161
nodes in the DDT networks and 162 nodes in GDT network. However, there are no significant
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Table 5.4: Number of nodes cause infection above 100 infections in the networks
Networks σ Low degree Average degree High degree Hub degree
DDT
0.33 95 227 806 1190
0.40 161 339 1159 1581
DST
0.33 17 28 115 393
0.40 22 61 199 534
GDT
0.33 107 276 793 2008
0.40 162 389 1004 2421
GST
0.33 28 49 233 797
0.40 53 139 349 1321
changes in the DST network with σ = 0.40 but it increases to 53 nodes in GST network. The
final outbreak sizes in the SPST networks are within 2K infections in DST and 1.5K infections
in GST while it can be above 13K infections in the SPDT networks due to including the indirect
links. The number of super-spreaders increase substantially for the hub nodes class. In the SPST
networks, about 393 nodes become super-spreaders in DST network and 797 nodes in the GST
network while 1190 nodes become super-spreader in the DDT network and 2008 nodes in the
GDT network. The SPDT model has almost three times more super-spreaders than the SPST
model. This is further extended at high σ = 0.40 to 1581 nodes in DDT network and to 2421
nodes in GDT network. For hub nodes, the outbreak sizes generated are distributed in the higher
bins significantly and maximum outbreak sizes reach to 13K infections. For the other classes
of nodes, the SPDT networks hold a significantly large number of nodes compared to SPST
networks and the outbreak sizes increase in the higher bins (see Table 5.4).
The average spreading potential for each node class is presented in the Figure 5.5. This is
calculated as the average number of infections caused by the selected 5000 seed nodes. The
obtained outbreak size for each seed node are summed and divided by 5000 to get the average
infection. The results show that the spreading potential is often gained due to the inclusion of
indirect links. The potential gain for low degree nodes in the DDT and GDT networks is about
16 times. However, the spreading potential gain is not changed with increasing σ for this node
class although a number of super-spreader increases. A greater impact is found for the class
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of hub degree nodes. The average infection gain in DDT network is 20 at σ = 0.33 which
increases to 26 at σ = 0.40 while GDT network shows 50 at σ = 0.33 which increases to 56
at σ = 0.40. The average infection gain for average degree class nodes is 37.8 and 43.1 for the
high degree nodes in DDT network. The GDT network shows milder gains which are 12.67 for
average degree nodes and 15.1 for high degree nodes. The emergence of diffusion increases for
all classes of nodes. However, the hub degree nodes are affected more than the low degree nodes
as they have high direct contacts and indirect contacts as well.
5.4.2 Strength of diffusion emergence
The previous experiment shows that the indirect transmission links boast the emergence of
infectious disease in the dynamic contact networks. Therefore, invading the network by an
infectious disease becomes easier. This experiment investigates what extent the invasion becomes
easier by including indirect links whilst studying the performance of vaccination strategies. If
a network requires more vaccination to stop spreading of a disease, it means the invasion
strength is stronger in the networks. This experiment also reveals that how much effective the
current vaccination strategies for the SPDT model. Two popular vaccination strategies named
mass vaccination and ring vaccination are studied on both the SPDT and SPST networks. The
performances of vaccination strategies are analysed by conducting disease spreading simulation
based on the SIR epidemic model in both real and synthetic contact networks. First, mass
vaccination is discussed and then ring vaccination is analysed with various configurations of
contact networks.
Mass vaccination
In the mass vaccination, a proportion of the population is randomly selected and is vaccinated
to prevent future occurring of infectious disease outbreaks. To implement a mass vaccination in
this experiment, a proportion P of total nodes is randomly selected and is assigned disease status
recovered at the beginning of simulations to represent them as vaccinated nodes in the networks.
These nodes are chosen from the first day of traces in both the real and synthetic contact networks.
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To understand the effectiveness of implemented vaccination strategy, the emergence of disease
are simulated from random 5K separate non-vaccinated seed nodes which are also chosen from
the first day traces of contact networks. The outbreak sizes for disease spreading over 32 days
are collected at the end of the simulations. The average values of all outbreak sizes for these
5K seed nodes indicate the ability of the vaccinated nodes to prevent the emergence of disease.
If a network requires more number of vaccination, it concludes that invasion to that network is
stronger by the infectious disease.
The performance of mass vaccination is studied for the vaccination rate P in the range [0,0.8]
with a step of 0.1 proportion. In the simulations, the disease starts to spread at time T = 0 from
a randomly chosen nodes that are not vaccinated. The results are shown in the Figure 5.6. In
the SPST networks, the outbreak sizes reduce very quickly as P increases. At P > 0.3, no node
of selected 5K nodes can cause outbreak sizes greater than 1000 infections (Figure 5.6A and
Figure 5.6B). Thus, the emergence of disease is stopped at P = 0.4 in the SPST networks (DST
and GST) and causes few infections. On the other hand, SPDT networks (DDT and GDT) show
the outbreak sizes up to 2K infections in DDT network (Figure 5.6C) and 3K infections in GDT
network (Figure 5.6D) at P = 0.4 and the number of nodes that cause outbreaks of more than
100 infections is about 100 nodes in DDT network and 94 nodes in GDT network. The average
infection, obtained summing all outbreaks and divided by 5000, at P = 0.4 is 20 infections in
DDT which is 10% of P = 0 (Figure 5.6E). For the GDT network, the spreading control is high
where the average infection is 15 and about 80 nodes have outbreaks of more than 100 infections
(Figure 5.6F). In the SPDT networks, however, mass vaccination strategy requires vaccination
of 70% of nodes to eliminate the outbreaks where no outbreak is greater than 100 infections.
If the network is constructed with direct transmission links only, one can stop causing future
outbreaks with vaccinating 40% of nodes while it needs an extra 30% vaccination to mitigate
the diffusion contribution of indirect links which indicates the invasion strength due to including
indirect links.
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Ring vaccination
In the ring vaccination strategy, a proportion of neighbouring nodes of infected nodes are
vaccinated to hinder the spreading of disease. The efficiency of ring vaccination strategy is
studied for P = 0 to P = 0.8 with a step value of 0.1 on both the real and synthetic networks,
where P is the proportion of susceptible neighbour nodes of infected nodes to be vaccinated.
Various configuration of node selection is analysed to understand the strength of indirect links
to spread disease and invade the networks. In the first experiment, the outbreak sizes on SPST
networks are analysed for various P. In the SPST networks (DST and GST), users are only
connected with direct transmission links. The P proportion of neighbour nodes are vaccinated
from the contact set of neighbour nodes whom the infected node has contacted in the past. After
selecting a node, its disease status is changed to recover state at the simulation day when an
infected node first get infected. Therefore, the selected neighbour nodes to be vaccinated are
not infected at the next days of simulations by any infected nodes. Simulations are also run
on the SPDT networks (DDT and GDT) for vaccination strategy where neighbour nodes who
are connected through only direct links with the infected nodes are vaccinated. Thus, hidden
spreaders are not vaccinated in this experiment (DDT1 and GDT1). To understand the impacts
of indirect links in the neighbour selection for vaccination, vaccination strategy is implemented
with selecting neighbour nodes contacted with a direct or indirect link or both links (DDT2
and GDT2). The simulations start with randomly selected 500 seed nodes, assuming that the
outbreak has already started and disease prevalence reaches at 500 infections when it is noticed.
Now, disease preventing measure is taken at time T = 0. The other settings for simulation are
taken from the previous experiments. For each value of P, 1000 simulations are conducted and
the frequencies of outbreak sizes are shown in the Figure 5.7. The average total infections and
the average number of nodes vaccinated with vaccination rates P are shown in Figure 5.8.
Ring vaccination also shows a rapid elimination of the disease as P increases in SPST
networks (DST and GST). At vaccination rate P = 0.6, the disease dies out causing infections
below 100 in both the DST and GST networks when nodes to be vaccinated are selected based
on direct transmission links (see 5.8A and 5.8B). The number of nodes to be vacated for for
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vaccination rate P = 0.6 in DST network is 1000 nodes and 2000 nodes. In addition, he
distribution of outbreak sizes shows that no simulation can cause an outbreak larger than 1000
infections in the SPST networks at P = 0.4 (see 5.7A and 5.7B). On the other hand, disease
can spread with the outbreak sizes within the 2-4K infections in the SPDT networks at P = 0.4
and the average total infections is about 2K infections in both the DDT and GDT networks for
vaccinating nodes based on direct links (DDT1 andGDT1 plots). Even, when the disease dies out
in SPST networks, the average total infection in DDT and GDT networks is about 1K infections.
For SPDT networks, it is required to vaccinate 80% neighbours nodes to keep the outbreak sizes
below 100 infections. At this value of P, number of nodes to be vaccinated is about 4K nodes
in DDT network and 6K nodes in GDT network. However, the hindering of disease spreading is
improved significantly when the indirect transmission links are considered in vaccination (DDT2
and GDT2 plots). This mechanism of neighbour selection reduces the outbreak sizes as well
decrease the number of nodes to be vaccinated. This requires only 1000 nodes to be vaccinated to
contain outbreak sizes below 1K infections in both networks. Clearly, indirect transmission links
have strong influence on diffusion control and increase invasion strength in SPDT networks.
5.5 Discussion
This chapter analyses the importance of indirect transmission links in various diffusion phenom-
ena. Clearly, indirect transmission links have at least the same potential in causing spreading
phenomena to direct transmission links. In addition, the individual level interactions patterns
have a strong influence on diffusion dynamics. The inclusion of indirect links bring changes in the
local contact structures and changes in the position of the nodes in the networks and importance
in terms of spreading potential. The analysis shows that the spreading potential of nodes in the
SPST network is boasted in the SPDT networks. They create large outbreak sizes in the SPDT
model. Interestingly, it is found that the hidden spreaders can also be super-spreaders although
they are assumed to have zero spreading potential in the SPST models. Moreover, the networks
with only hidden spreaders can also cause outbreaks with a significant number of infections.
The indirect links have also strong impacts on controlling diffusion. When the indirect links
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are considered, the diffusion is easily stopped with a small number of nodes to be vaccinated.
However, neglecting indirect transmission links creates a huge additional vaccination cost.
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SPDT SPST
Figure 5.4: Distributions of super-spreaders according to their potential: left column for real networks
and right column for synthetic networks. The nodes are binned with their outbreak sizes. Red dots are for
SPST networks and blue dots are for SPDT networks
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Figure 5.5: Spreading potential for nodes - left column is for real networks (DDT) and right column
for synthetic networks (GDT): (A, B) with the infectiousness σ = 0.33 and (C, D) with the infectiousness
σ = 0.40
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of effectiveness of mass vaccination in SPDT and SPST networks for various
P: (A, B) distribution of outbreak sizes in the SPST networks, (C, D) distribution of outbreak sizes in the
SPDT networks and (E, F) preventive efficiency, i.e. the reduction in average infection that is obtained
without vaccination, for various P
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of outbreak sizes in ring vaccination with R- left column real networks and
right column synthetic networks: (A, B) vaccinationwith direct links and spreading on the SPST networks,
(C, D) vaccination with direct links and spreading on SPDT networks, and (E, F) vaccination with any
links and spreading on SPDT networks
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Figure 5.8: Performance of ring vaccination strategy with B : (A, B) average infection obtained
summing all outbreak sizes and divided by 5000 and (C, D) average number of nodes vaccinated
Chapter 6
Controlling SPDT Diffusion
Controlling diffusion has numerous real-life applications and hence there has been a wide range
of investigation to develop efficient diffusion controlling strategies for various applications.
Current diffusion controlling methods only account for the direct transmission links. The
previous chapter has shown that the inclusion of indirect links with the SPDT diffusion model
significantly increases the disease spreading through the network and degrades the performance
of the current diffusion control methods. Thus, proper diffusion controlling methods are required
to control diffusion phenomena that have indirect transmission links.
This chapter considers vaccination strategies as a case study of controlling diffusion and
proposes a strategy for efficient vaccination to hinder infectious disease spreading on dynamic
contact networks that have direct and indirect transmission links. The proposed vaccination
strategy and other popular strategies are analysed for both preventive (pre-outbreak) and reac-
tive (post-outbreak) vaccination scenarios. The primary challenge to implement a vaccination
strategy is to collect contact information of individuals. Thus, diffusion control methods that
use higher order network metrics such as degree, betweenness and clustering coefficient etc.
are not appropriate - collecting these metrics is infeasible in realistic scenarios. This chapter,
therefore, investigates vaccination strategies using local information only that work in both SPST
and SPDT models. The research question of controlling diffusion dynamics on dynamic contact
networks having indirect transmission links is thus addressed in this chapter.
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6.1 Introduction
One of the main applications of diffusion modelling is controlling diffusion dynamics on contact
networks. In the most of the methods, a set of individuals, who have a strong influence in
spreading contagious items, is identified and the spreading behaviours of these individuals are
then altered to reduce or speed up the rate at which the contagious items can spread [50, 117,
171]. An essential task for controlling strategies, therefore, is to identify an appropriate set of
individuals and process them to modify the spreading dynamics. The size of the selected set of
individuals should be minimal and should require realistic resources to achieve the control goal.
Note that finding an optimum set of individuals is relevant to many other challenges such as
information collection complexity, allocated budget and required performance of the controlling
methods etc [196]. This chapter investigates the development of appropriate diffusion control
methods on dynamic contact networks having indirect transmission links. Vaccination strategy
is one of the diffusion controlling methods applied to prevent future outbreaks and to slow the
ongoing disease outbreaks.
Infection transmission probability from an infected individual to susceptible individuals
depends on the movement and interaction patterns of both susceptible and infected individuals.
These interaction patterns are often analysed to find appropriate vaccination strategies [51, 185].
Applying detail information of individual interactions to develop a strategy will often result in
an effective vaccination. However, the higher order interaction information is quite difficult to
obtain for real-world social contact networks due to collection complexity and privacy issues.
Thus, the established diffusion control methods such as betweenness centrality, eigenvalue and
closeness etc. [117, 171, 177] are often infeasible for vaccination purposes and vaccination
strategies are often developed based on locally obtainable contact information. This chapter,
therefore, focuses to study vaccination strategies using local contact information.
There has been a wide range of methods to control diffusion on contact networks using the
local contact information. The simplest one is the random vaccination (RV) where a proportion
of a population is randomly chosen to be vaccinated [180–182]. This strategy requires a high
number of individuals to be vaccinated. The other frequently discussed vaccination approach is
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the acquaintance vaccination (AV) where a random individual is approached and asked to name
a friend [184]. A name recommended by multiple individuals increases the preference to be
vaccinated [181]. This strategy avoids the random selection of RV strategy and provides an
opportunity to select individuals who have contact with many other individuals. This approach
is called a targeted vaccination where most influential individuals are removed from the disease
transmission path. However, AV strategy also requires a large number of individuals to be
vaccinated. There have been several modifications of AV strategy to make it more efficient
[222]. However, these strategies are only studied on static contact networks. The work of
[192] has upgraded AV strategy by prioritising the most recently contacted neighbours and
assigning weights to their links to capture contact frequency. These vaccination strategies use
the recommendation about a neighbouring individual from another individual. However, such
information is often inaccurate and hence an optimal set of individuals may not be selected for
vaccination.
This chapter proposes a local contact information based strategy, called the individual’s
movement based vaccination (IMV) strategy, where individuals are vaccinated based on their
movement behaviours. It is very common that individuals do not provide accurate contact
information when they are asked about their past interactions. Instead, they give a rough idea
about their contact information. In the proposed strategy, individuals are ranked based on
their movements to public places. Individuals are asked about the frequencies of visit to the
different classes of locations (which are classified based on the intensity of individual visits to
those locations such as the popularity of the places). The locations are labelled with a range
of values indicating the number of individuals that can be met if the location is visited by
an individual. Based on this coarse-grained information, ranking scores are estimated for the
sample individuals (picked up as candidates for vaccine) from a population and the highest ranked
individuals are vaccinated. The performance of the proposed vaccination strategy is studied in
the case of airborne infectious disease spreading. The susceptible-infectious-recovered (SIR)
epidemic model is applied to simulate disease spread on dynamic contact networks. First,
final outbreak sizes are obtained without vaccination. Then, the effectiveness of the proposed
strategy is analysed by reducing the outbreak sizes compared to that of without vaccination.
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The efficacy of the proposed strategy is compared with the three other strategies: random
vaccination(RV), acquaintance vaccination (AV), and degree-based vaccination (DV) where
higher degree individuals are vaccinated [183].
Experiments carried out to study vaccination strategies for both preventive and post-outbreak
vaccination scenarios. As individuals can only mention their direct interactions, vaccination
strategies are first investigated by ranking nodes based on direct interactions. Then, it is examined
how the vaccination strategies are affected if both the direct and indirect interactions are accounted
for selecting the nodes to be vaccinated. As the proposed strategy depends on the coarse-grained
information, the vaccination performance can deviate from that of the exact contact information
based vaccination. Thus, the vaccination is analysed by using the exact contact information. The
proposed strategy is designed for dynamic contact networks even though the temporal information
is not integrated with the node selection process. An investigation is done to understand the
impacts of integrating temporal information with the proposed strategy. The other important
focus of this chapter is to examine the effectiveness of vaccination strategies with respect to the
scale of information collection on the node’s contact [223]. The contribution of this chapter as
follows:
• Developing a new vaccination strategy using the local contact information
• Studying preventive vaccination with the developed strategy
• Analysing post-outbreak vaccination with the developed strategy
• Studying the performance of vaccinations with the scale of information availability
6.2 Method and materials
This section describes the proposed vaccination strategy and the appliedmethods for analysing its
effectiveness to reduce disease spreading. Simulations of airborne disease spreading are carried
out on a real contact network (DDT) and a synthetic contact network (GDT) to investigate
vaccination strategies. The description of the methods applied is as follows.
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6.2.1 Proposed strategy
The proposed vaccination strategy, called the individual’s movement based vaccination (IMV)
strategy, is developed based on the individual’s movement behaviours and propensity to interact
with other individuals. The importance of the individual with respect to the spreading of
infectious disease is determined by the individual’s past movement behaviours and interaction
propensity. This can be reflected by ranking scores to the individuals. Then, the ranking scores
are used as the indicators of individuals influence in spreading the disease in the near future. In
the IMV strategy, the locations where individuals visit for daily activities such office, restaurants,
shopping malls and schools etc. are classified based on the number of neighbour individuals
an individual can meet if they visit these locations. The locations are intuitively grouped into
6 classes as in Table 6.1. This gives an idea of the effectiveness of the model and an accurate
classification will the provide exact performance. Then, individuals are asked to tell the number
of times they have visited the different classes of locations within a previous time period (as per
Table 6.2). The class range is taken assuming that individual usually may not remember or notice
the exact number of the individual they have contacted in their past visits to different locations.
Instead, they give a rough estimate of their contacts. Individuals also forget to mention their
visits for short durations. Thirdly, it easier to gather movement information of individual instead
of collecting information for every single visit.
Table 6.1: Classification of visits nodes do during their daily activities
class contact sizes locations
class-1 1-5 home,store
class-2 6-15 coffee shops, bus stops
class-3 16-25 shopping mall, office, local train stations, small parks
class-4 26-50 central train stations, large parks
class-5 51-100 university, college, central train stations
class-6 101- university, college, airport
Now a generic method is developed to find the rank of an individual based on the given
movement information. Assuming that a susceptible individual v who has been at a location
where an infected individual u has visited gets infected with probability β. The probability of v
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for not being infected due to this visit is 1 − β. If the infected individual u meets d individuals
during this visit, the probability of transmitting disease to the neighbours through this visit is
given by
w = 1 − (1 − β)d
where (1 − β)d is the probability that no neighbour individual is infected from this visit [224].
Here, the assumption is that the individual u is only the source of infection. All the neighbour
individuals are susceptible and contact with u independently. Under these assumptions, w is the
spreading potential for a visit of an infected individual based on the number of individuals they
meet at the visited location. Now, the spreading potential for visiting a location belonging to a
class i is defined as
wi =
1
2
(
2 − (1 − β)d1i − (1 − β)d2i
)
where d1i is the lower limit of class i and d
2
i is the upper limit of class i. In fact, this is the average
spreading potential for the class i locations. Then, the ranking score of an individual for visits to
different classes of locations is given as
W =
6∑
i=i
fi × wi (6.1)
where fi is the frequency of visit to a location belongs to class i. In this method, W can be
interpreted as themaximumnumber of disease transmission events during the observation period.
As this score is a relative value, it will carry significant information even if the same neighbours
are met repeatedly. This is because repeated interaction increases the disease transmission
opportunity. In addition,W indicates how easily u get infected due to his movement behaviours
and the propensity of interactions. Therefore, individuals are required to provide the following
information (see Table 6.2). Then, ranking scores are calculated and a set of a top-ranked
individual is chosen to be vaccinated. The IMV strategy can account super-spreaders defined by
the degree-based strategy and the intensity of interactions among individuals through fi. It also
accounts for the importance of places that DV do not consider. It is also easier to remember the
visited locations than how many people one has met.
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Table 6.2: Information collected from individuals
Location classes class-1 class-2 class-3 class-4 class-5 class-6
Frequency
6.2.2 Experimental setup
The proposed vaccination strategy is analysed through simulating infectious disease spreading on
the dynamic contact networks where individuals are represented as nodes and interactions among
individuals as links. This study applies the following settings to simulate disease spreading with
the vaccination of nodes.
Contact networks
The dynamic SPDT contact networks capturing direct and indirect transmission links are applied
to study the proposed vaccination strategy. The real dense SPDT contact network (DDT network)
among Momo users is chosen as this network has shown realistic diffusion dynamics in the
previous chapters. The DDT contact network represents the visits of location for a node through
its active periods and also provides the number of neighbour nodes the host node contacts
during the active period, i.e. for visiting a location. The contact network contains 364K nodes
interacting over 32 days. To capture disease spreading for a longer time, the 32 days contact
traces are extended to 42 days (6 weeks). In this extension, all links of a randomly selected day
are copied to a day within 32 to 42 days. Thus, a DDT network for 42 days is obtained with
the same nodes. A synthetic SPDT contact network (GDT) is generated for 42 days with 364K
nodes using the developed SPDT graph model. The GDT network can verify the experiment
results obtained from the DDT network. The SPDT links from the first week are used to find the
ranking scores of nodes based on the applied vaccination strategies and the rest of them are used
to simulate disease spreading.
Disease propagation
For propagating disease on the contact networks, a generic Susceptible-Infected-Recovered
(SIR) epidemic model is adopted that is similar to that described in previous chapters. In this
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model, nodes remain in one of the three compartments, namely, Susceptible (S), Infectious (I)
and Recovered (R). If a node v in the susceptible compartment receives a SPDT link (euv =(
u(ts, tl), v, t′s, t′l
)
) from a node u in the infectious compartment, the former will receives the
exposure El of infectious pathogens according to the following equation developed in the Chapter
3
E =
gp
Vb2
[
b
(
ti − t′s
)
+ ebtl
(
e−bti − e−bt ′l
)
+ ebts
(
e−bt
′
l − e−bt ′s
)]
(6.2)
where g is the particle generation rate of the infected individual, p is the pulmonary rate of the
susceptible individual, V is the volume of the interaction area, b is the particles removal rates
from the interaction area. The probability of infection is
PI = 1 − e−σE (6.3)
where σ is the infectiousness of the virus to cause infection [9]. If the susceptible individual
moves to the infected compartment with the probability PI , it continues to produce infectious
particles over its infectious period τ days chosen randomly in the range (3,5) and then is deemed
to be recovered. The parameters for Equation 6.3 is the same as described in the previous
chapters. Node stays infected up to τ days picked up from uniform random distribution from the
range of 3-5 days maintaining τ¯ = 3 days [1]. However, the infectious periods of seed nodes are
varied depending on the requirements of experiments. The selected nodes for vaccination are
moved to the recovered state in the simulations. Thus, they are not infected and do not spread
disease.
Baseline vaccination strategies
The performance of the proposed vaccination strategy is compared to various vaccination strate-
gies. Some of them are based on local contact information and shows to what extent the proposed
strategy improves efficiency for controlling SPDT diffusion. The other strategy is based on the
global information and shows to what extent the proposed strategy achieves the performance
compared to that of global information-based models.
Random vaccination (RV): This is a straight forward way of vaccination where nodes are
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chosen randomly to be vaccinated [183, 225]. To implement this process in preventive vaccina-
tion, P proportion of nodes are chosen randomly without knowing their contact behaviours and
are vaccinated. The RV strategy is also applied in post-outbreak scenarios where P proportion of
neighbour nodes of an infected node are chosen for vaccination. This approach for post-outbreak
scenarios is called ring vaccination with random acquaintance selection.
Acquaintance vaccination (AV): In this strategy, a node is randomly approached and asked
to name a neighbour node to be vaccinated [180, 195]. To rank the nodes in this strategy, each
node present in the network during the first seven days is asked to name a neighbour node and
then a list is prepared with each recommended names (the same name can be listed multiple
times as they can be recommended by multiple friends). Then, the number of repetitions of each
name is counted and ranking scores are obtained for all nodes in the network. The nodes who
have contact with a large number of nodes may be named more frequently. Then, PN nodes are
chosen from the top-ranked nodes based on the naming score to vaccinate P proportion of nodes,
where N is the number of total nodes in the networks.
Degree based vaccination (DV): The above strategies require high resources to prevent the
spreading of a disease. The best approach to reduce resource cost is to vaccinate a set of target
nodes that have strong spreading potential. The widely used targeted vaccination approach is to
vaccinate the nodes that have the largest number of contacts (high degree nodes) as they are more
prone to get infected and spread disease [183, 183]. The contact set sizes for the first seven days
of nodes in both networks are separated and the nodes are ranked based on the contact set sizes
during this time. Then, PN nodes are chosen from the top-ranked node based on the contact set
sizes to vaccinate P proportion of nodes. This strategy requires the information of all contacts a
node has. It is often hard in practice to count all other individuals an individual has met. Thus, it
is often infeasible in real implementations. However, it is of interest to understand how effective
the proposed strategy is compared to DV strategy in reducing disease spread.
Characterising metric
For analysing the performance of a vaccination strategy, the first disease spreading is simulated
on the selected contact networks without vaccination and the outbreak sizes after 42 days are
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obtained. These simulations are run from multiple seed node sets and the average outbreak
size zr is computed. This indicates the propensity of disease to spread in a network without
vaccination and is used as the reference for comparing effectiveness of the applied vaccination
strategies. The performance of a vaccination strategy is quantified by how much reduction it
can do in the average outbreak sizes comparing to zr . Thus, the effectiveness of a vaccination
strategy with a vaccination rate P is given by
η =
zr − zc |P
zr
× 100
where zc |P is the average outbreak sizes of the candidate vaccination strategy with the vaccination
rate P. In the simulation, the outbreak size indicates the number of new infections caused after
running simulation over 32 days.
6.3 Preventive vaccination
The preventive vaccination is implemented to prevent possible future outbreaks of disease. In
this section, the effectiveness of the selected vaccination strategies to prevent future outbreaks in
the empirical SPDT contact network (DDT network) and the generated synthetic SPDT contact
network (GDTnetwork) are investigated. First, simulations are conducted to understand the upper
bound of the efficiency of the applied strategies where it is assumed that contact information
of all nodes are available and can be collected for vaccinations. Then, the performance is
investigated with the simulation scenarios where contact information of only a proportion of
nodes are available for ranking and only these are chosen to be vaccinated. However, all nodes
participate in propagating disease on the networks.
6.3.1 Performance analysis
The performances of vaccination strategies are studied with varying vaccination rates P in
the range [0.2-2]% with the step of 0.2%. Thus, PN number of nodes are chosen based on the
vaccination strategies and are vaccinated them assigning their status as recovered. Then, a random
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node is chosen as a seed node and outbreak size is obtained by running the disease spreading
simulation over 35 days from the seed node. This process is iterated through 5000 different
seed nodes. Seed nodes are infectious for 5 days and then recover. When individuals are asked
about their movements, they usually provide the information based on the number of individuals
they have seen in particular locations. They may not notice the number of individuals who have
SPDT links through indirect interactions. Thus, the nodes are ranked based on the contacts they
have seen, i.e. considering only the direct interactions where both the host and neighbour nodes
stay together in a location. Then, the performance is also examined accounting the indirect links
along with the direct links. The average of outbreak sizes for vaccination strategies with various
P are presented in Figure 6.1. The average outbreak size without vaccination is obtained by
simulating disease from 5000 single seed nodes in both networks. These are 653 infections in the
DDT network and 976 infections in the GDT network. Based on these values, the efficiency is
measured at each P for all vaccination strategies and shown in Figure 6.2. To clearly understand
the efficiency of a strategy, the number of seed nodes having outbreak sizes of more than 100
infections are also counted and presented in Figure 6.2. This indicates the efficiency of a strategy
to hinder super-spreader nodes from spreading disease. If there is no seed nodes of 100 infections
in a network, it is assumed that the protection from infection is sufficient for the applied strategy.
The results show that the average outbreak sizes for random vaccination (RV) are higher in
both DDT and GDT networks at all values of P. Furthermore, increasing P does not reduce
the outbreak sizes significantly (see Fig. 6.1). At P = 0.2% (with vaccinating 720 nodes out
of total 364K nodes), the average outbreak size for RV strategy is about 624 infections in the
DDT network and 912 infections in the GDT network. The average outbreak size reduces to 495
infections in the DDT network and 739 infections at P = 2% (with vaccinating 7200 nodes).
Thus, the preventive efficiency of RV strategy is about 18% in the DDT network and 16% in the
GDT network at the vaccination rate P = 2% (see Fig. 6.2). On average 451 seed nodes out of
5000 have outbreaks of more than 100 infections in the DDT network and 812 nodes in the GDT
network at P = 0.2%. These number slightly reduces at P = 2%. The preventive performance
of RV strategy with this range of vaccination rate is very poor. The proposed IMV strategy,
however, shows significantly low average outbreak sizes even at P = 0.2% with 139 infections
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Figure 6.1: Average outbreak sizes at various vaccination rates P (percentage of total nodes) of
different strategies: (A, B) nodes are vaccinated with contacts created for direct interactions and (C, D)
comparison of outbreak sizes for vaccinating nodes with contacts based on the direct interactions (solid
lines) and contact based on any direct or indirect interactions (dashed lines)
in the DDT network and 146 infections in the GDT network. The preventive efficiency of IMV
strategy at P = 0.2% is 78% in the DDT network and is 82% in the GDT network. Unlike
RV strategy, the average outbreak sizes quickly decrease with increasing P in IMV strategy.
If the vaccination rate is P = 0.6% (with vaccinating 2880 nodes), the average outbreak size
becomes only 7 infections in DDT network and 10 infections in GDT network and the preventive
efficiency is about 98% in both networks. At P = 0.6%, only 71 nodes in the DDT network and
67 nodes in the GDT network have outbreaks of greater than 100 infections whereas they were
314 infections and 572 infections respectively in DDT network and GDT network at P = 0.2%.
The seed nodes with outbreak sizes of greater than 100 infections become zero at P = 2% in
DDT network and at P = 1.4% in GDT network. Simulations are also run by increasing P for
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Figure 6.2: Efficiency of vaccination strategies to prevent disease spreading: (A, B) preventive
efficiency as a measure of reduction in average outbreak sizes due to vaccination, (C, D) number of seed
nodes out of 5000 having outbreak sizes greater than 100 infections, and (E, F) required vaccination rates
for strategies to keep outbreak sizes below 100 infections from all seed nodes
RV strategy until the preventive efficiency reaches the stage where no seed node has outbreak
greater than 100 infections. It is found that RV strategy requires to vaccinate 70% of nodes to
achieve such preventive efficiency in both the DDT and GDT networks (see Fig. 6.2). Thus, the
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proposed local information based IMV strategy achieves significantly higher efficiency than the
random vaccination strategy.
Acquaintance vaccination (AV) implements targeted vaccination using the local contact infor-
mation and selecting random acquaintance. It is a modification of the AV strategy to implement
targeted vaccination with local contact information. AV strategy improves the efficiency of the
RV strategy. The results show that the proposed IMV strategy is still much better than the targeted
AV strategy. At P = 0.2%, the average outbreak size in the DDT network is 614 infections and
735 infections in GDT network. Thus, the efficiency is 28% in DDT network and 20% in GDT
network. However, the improvement in efficiency in AV strategy is still very low compared to
that of IMV strategy. The IMV strategy shows only one seed node with outbreak size greater
than 100 infections at vaccination rate P = 1.4% in GDT network while AV strategy still has
about 700 seed nodes with outbreak sizes greater than 100 infections in the GDT network. AV
strategy requires about 40% of nodes to be vaccinated to achieve preventive efficiency where
no seed node has outbreaks greater than 100 infections (see Fig. 6.2). Thus, the IMV strategy
achieves much better efficiency than the local information based targeted AV strategy. IMV
strategy also achieves the efficiency that is very close to that of global information based DV
strategy (degree based vaccination). DV strategy has average outbreak sizes of 47 infections in
both the DDT and GDT networks at P = 0.2%. The preventive efficiency is about 92% in the
DDT network and 98% in the GDT network. This is better than the IMV strategy. However,
the efficiency of IMV strategy becomes closer to that of DV strategy as P increases. To achieve
strong preventive efficiency, both strategies require almost the same rates of vaccination. Thus,
the local coarse-grained information based IMV strategy achieves the performance of degree
based vaccination strategy.
The above results are obtained by ranking the nodes based on the contacts created for direct
interactions, i.e. neighbour nodes who are connected with direct links are only considered in
the ranking process. Figure 6.1 shows (dashed lines) the results for vaccination strategies with
indirect interactions, i.e. neighbour nodes connected with indirect links are also considered in
calculating the ranking score for a strategy. It is observed that the DV strategy and proposed
IMV strategy do not vary the average outbreak sizes largely for any vaccination rates due to
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including indirect links. As the movement information is the same for creating direct or indirect
interactions, the performance of IMV strategy does not decrease. The performance of the other
neighbour based strategy AV increases slightly when considering indirect interactions as some
nodes may become important with indirect links and this is not captured by the direct interaction
based implementation. In addition, some new neighbour nodes appear when indirect links are
counted and this changes the score of RV strategy. Thus, the nodes are ranked more precisely in
AV strategy when indirect links are counted and the effectiveness of vaccination increases.
6.3.2 Sensitivity analysis
The performance of the strategies is now studied for varying the scale of information availability
regarding nodes contact. For IMV strategy, the coarse-grained information of an individual’s
movement is applied through classifying the location into groups. It is interesting to know how
much improvement can be achieved if exact contact information of nodes is applied by ranking
process. Accordingly, a new ranking score is defined as
wi = 1 − (1 − β)di (6.4)
where wi is the probability of transmitting disease to neighbouring nodes for a visit i at a location
where infected nodes meet di number of other nodes. Thus, the node’s rank is given by
W =
n∑
i=1
wi (6.5)
This equation finds the score considering exact number of neighbouring nodes for each visit dur-
ing the observation period. IMV strategy is analysed for various vaccination rate P implemented
with theses scores. The other important factor for disease spreading through visiting location
is the duration of stay. If an infected individual stays longer at a location, they may transmit
disease to more susceptible individuals. Thus, the temporal information is integrated with the
ranking process as follows. It is assumed that the probability of transmitting disease for visiting
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a location increases exponentially. Therefore, the transmission probability β is defined as
β = 1.6β0
(
1 − e−
ti
t0
)
(6.6)
where ti is the stay time of the node for a visit i to a location, t0 is the average stay time of
users of Momo App, and β0 is the disease transmission probability if one infected node and one
susceptible node stay together for t0 time. This equation captures the potential to transmit disease
for a time together. Integrating this time dependency on transmission probability of Equation 6.4
can capture the impact of the duration of stay at the visited locations. Therefore, IMV strategy
is also studied based the nodes rank with temporal information. Finally, performance of all
vaccination strategies is studied for the scenarios where F proportion of nodes provides contact
information for ranking process and nodes to be vaccinated are chosen from them. The experiment
is conducted for F = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}.
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Figure 6.3: Variations in average outbreak sizes of IMV strategy for accounting the temporal informa-
tion and exact contact information
Nodes are now ranked with the exact contact information and temporal information for
vaccinating with IMV strategy. Theses vaccination strategies of IMV are named as IMVE
(exact information based) and IMVT (with temporal information based). Similar to the previous
experiments, simulations are conducted from 5000 different single seed nodes and average
outbreak sizes are computed for each P in the range [0.2,2]% with a step of 0.2%. The results
are presented in Figure 6.3. For applying exact information, IMVE strategy shows average
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outbreak size of 119 infections in DDT network and 139 infections in GDT network at P = 0.2%
while they are 146 and 154 infections in IMV. The inclusion of temporal information (IMVT
strategy) also show slight improvement at P = 0.2% with 103 infections in DDT network and
137 infections in GDT network. However, if P is increased, these variations compared to the
IMV strategy is minimised. At P = 0.8%, the average outbreak sizes are about three infections
for all versions of IMV strategy. Thus, it is concluded that the inclusion of temporal information
(stay duration) does not have a substantial impact when the requirement of preventive efficiency
is high and a high vaccination rate is applied. The coarse-grained information is sufficient to
capture the individual movement information.
In the previous experiments, the upper bound of the efficiency for vaccination strategies was
studied assuming that information of all nodes can be collected. However, it is not possible to
collect movement information of all individuals in real world scenarios. Thus, it is required to
understand the effectiveness of the strategies with the scale of information collected regarding
nodes contact. Therefore, this experiment analyses the efficiency of the strategies varying the
proportion F of nodes that are picked for collecting their movement information. The required
vaccination rates P for a strategy also depend on the value of F. In the simulations, a proportion
F of nodes are picked up randomly from the first seven days of networks and their ranks are
calculated based on the applied vaccination strategy. Then, a vaccination rate P is implemented
with the sampled nodes. The impacts of scale of information availability is studied for varying
F to 25%, 50% and 70% . The efficiency of strategies is first analysed varying P from 0.5
to 5% with the step of 0.5%. The simulations are conducted for IMV, DV and AV strategies
on both the DDT and GDT networks. The average outbreak sizes are presented in Figure 6.4.
Then, the simulations are also run for larger value of P ≥ 5% until the preventive efficiency
is achieved where no seed node has outbreak of more than 100 infections. The results are
presented in Figure 6.5 showing the trade-off between the performance and vaccination rates
with information availability scale F.
The results show that there is trade-off among vaccination rate, infection cost and information
collection cost for implementing a vaccination strategy. If contact information of F = 25%nodes
is applied to select the nodes to be vaccinated, the average outbreak sizes are about 100 infections
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Figure 6.4: Performance of vaccination strategies at various scale of information availability F: (A,B)
proposed vaccination strategy, (C,D) degree based vaccination strategy and (E,F) acquaintance vaccination
strategy
for IMV and DV strategy in the DDT network and 126 infections in the GDT network even at
the vaccination rate P = 5% (Figure 6.4). Then, the vaccination rate is increased to P = 25%
for understanding maximum efficiency at F = 25%. There is still substantially high average
outbreak sizes in both DDT and GDT networks. Besides, the number of seed nodes having
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Figure 6.5: Trade-off among information collection cost, vaccination cost and infection cost for various
strategy - vaccination rate is on the left y-axis while others are on the right y-axis: (A, B) average outbreak
sizes with vaccination rates for different F, and (C, D) number of seed nodes having outbreak greater than
100 infections with P and F
more than 100 infections is 167 nodes in DDT network and 131 nodes in GDT network. With
the information collection cost F = 25%, therefore, vaccination cost is high along with less
protection of infection. If F is increased to F = 0.50, the outbreak sizes reduce to about
21 infections at P = 5% in GDT network for IMV strategy while it is still 25 infections in
DDT network. However, the degree based vaccination (DV) shows low average outbreak sizes
compared to that of IMV strategy with lower P. But, the average outbreak sizes are not below
20 infections within the vaccination rate of P = 5%. However, the preventive efficiency with
no seed nodes having outbreak sizes greater than 100 infections is achieved vaccinating 10% of
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nodes in both networks. At F = 0.5, the strong protection from infection can be achieved with
the vaccination cost of 10%. Further increase of F to 0.75 makes possible to reduce outbreak
sizes below 10 infections in both networks for DV strategy at P = 2%. The number of nodes
having outbreak sizes greater than 100 infections become zero for DV strategy. On the other
hand, the proposed IMV model reduces outbreak sizes below 10 infections at P = 2% in GDT
network and at P = 3% in DDT network. The number of nodes having outbreak sizes greater
than 100 infections become 3 nodes at P = 3%. With F = 0.75, the vaccination cost is about 3%
in IMV strategy while it was 1% for F = 1. For AV strategy, average outbreak sizes is very high
up to F = 0.5 and there is a large number of seed nodes having outbreak sizes greater than 100
infections. However, the strong preventive efficiency is achievable at F = 0.75 with vaccinating
of 55% nodes where no seed node has outbreak greater than 100 infections. With the low scale
of information, the IMV strategy performs better than AV strategy and close to DV strategy.
6.4 Post-outbreak vaccination
The previous section has investigated the performance of the proposed method for preventive
scenarios. Even if the preventive vaccination is implemented within a population, the outbreaks
can happen with the new strains of disease. Therefore, it is crucial to develop proper vaccination
for post-outbreak scenarios aswell. The proposed vaccination strategy is now studied for the post-
outbreak scenarios which can be implemented in two ways. The first way is similar to the mass
vaccination and is called population-level vaccination where a proportion P of the population is
randomly chosen and is vaccinated. In the simplest version, behaviours of the selected individuals
are not considered, randomly picked up to vaccinate, and hence information collection cost is
minimal. However, the resource cost is often very high as it requires to vaccinate a large
number of individuals. This approach is improved by vaccinating individuals who have specific
charecteristics relevant to disease spreading. For example, if an individual has interactions with
many other individuals, he is chosen to be vaccinated (degree based vaccination). In this section,
the applied three ranking methods (IMV, DV and AV) of nodes from the previous sections are
used to select the nodes to be vaccinated. In addition, random vaccination (RV) method is also
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examined along with these three ranking based methods.
In the second way of post-outbreak vaccination implementation, the infected individuals are
at the focus point where susceptible individuals who have contact with infected individuals are
vaccinated to hinder further spreading of disease. Ring vaccination is one of the strategies from
this class. This approach of implementing post-outbreak vaccination is named as node level
vaccination. In the ring vaccination, a proportion P of neighbour nodes are vaccinated and the
neighbour nodes can be chosen randomly or based on specific criterion. The two rankingmethods
(IMV, and DV) are applied to select neighbours in the ring vaccination and the performance of
node level vaccination is studied. The performance are compared with the strategy of random
neighbour selection (RV). Both population level and node level vaccination are investigated in
this section on both DDT and GDT contact networks. The population level vaccination is also
examined with the scale F of information availability on node’s contact. In case of node level
vaccination, all infected node might not be identified. Thus, the performance is analysed if a
proportion F of infected nodes are identified only.
6.4.1 Population level vaccination
In these simulations, disease starts with 500 seed nodes and continues for 42 days. Nodes are
infectious for τ days randomly chosen in the range [3-5] days. The vaccination is implemented
at the 7th day of simulation assuming that these days are required to notice the emergence of
disease and to collect the contact information. The node’s rank, based on the applied vaccination
strategy, is calculated from the contact data of the first seven days. Then, a proportion P of nodes
are vaccinated (assigned recovered status) and final outbreak sizes are calculated for 42 days of
simulations. For each vaccination strategy, simulations are conducted for different P in the range
[1,6]% with a step of 1%. At each value of P, the simulations are run for 1000 times and the
average outbreak sizes are presented in Figure 6.6.
The simulation of disease spreading without vaccination makes outbreak of on average 10K
infections in the DDT network and 12K infections in the GDT network. This average outbreak
size is used as the reference to understand the efficiency of the applied vaccination strategy.
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Random vaccination (RV) strategy does not reduce the average outbreak sizes significantly in
both networks (Fig. 6.6). At the vaccination rate P = 1% (vaccinating 3600 nodes), the average
outbreak size is 9K infections in the DDT network and 10K infections in the GDT network. On
changing P from 1% to 6% (vaccinating 21600 nodes), there is a 1K infections reduction in the
average outbreak size for RV strategy. If the ranking score of acquaintance vaccination (AV)
is applied to vaccinate nodes, the reduction in outbreak sizes slightly increases. At P = 1%,
the average outbreak size is similar to that of RV strategy. If P is, however, increased to 6%,
the average outbreak size is 8K infections in the DDT network and 10K infections in the GDT
network. Within the range of vaccination rates, RV and AV strategies fail to contain the disease
spreading. Increasing vaccination rates further for RV and AV strategies show that the RV
strategy requires 75% of nodes to be vaccinated in both networks and the AV strategy requires
vaccination of 40% nodes in DDT network and 35% inGDT network to contain disease spreading
within the outbreaks of 1K infections.
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Figure 6.6: Average outbreak sizes for different vaccination strategies at various vaccination rates P
in post-outbreak vaccination
The proposed vaccination strategy (IMV) shows the significant improvements in reducing the
final average outbreak sizes compared to the AV and RV strategies (Fig. 6.6). With vaccinating
1% of nodes (vaccinating 3600 nodes), the average outbreak size reduces to 2K infections in
both networks. If the vaccination rate P is increased to 4% in the DDT network, the outbreak
size reduces to about 1K infections but a further increase in P does not reduce outbreak sizes
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substantially. In the GDT network, the average outbreak sizes are about 1K infections with 3%
(vaccinating 10800 nodes) vaccination. The degree based vaccination shows similar performance
to that of IMV strategy. Similar to the preventive vaccination, the DV strategy initially shows
better performance and then becomes similar to the IMV strategy at the higher vaccination
rates. The coarse-grained information based IMV strategy achieves the same performance of
DV strategy for the post-outbreak vaccination scenarios as well.
Simulations are now conducted to understand the effectiveness of vaccination strategies with
the scale of information availability regarding node’s contact for post-outbreak scenarios. Sim-
ulations are carried out for the scenarios where the contact information of F = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}
proportion of nodes are available for ranking procedure. At each value of F, the performance
of the vaccination strategies are analysed for vaccination rates P varying in the range [0,25]%
with a step of 5%. Similar to the previous experiment, the disease starts with 500 seed nodes
and continues for 42 days. The vaccination is implemented at the 7th day of simulations. The
final outbreak sizes are obtained on both the DDT and GDT networks. The average outbreak
sizes are presented in Figure 6.7. The simulations are also run for all strategies until the average
outbreak sizes fall below 1K infections at a certain value of P. The obtained results show the
trade-off among information collection cost, vaccination cost and infection cost for strategies and
are presented in Figure 6.8.
The performance of the applied strategy is strongly affected by the scale of information
availability regarding node contact. The AV strategy slowly reduces the average outbreak sizes
within the studied vaccination rates in [0,25]%. They do not reduce outbreak sizes below 6K
infections at F = 0.25 in both the DDT and GDT networks for any value of P. Therefore, it
is not possible to contain the outbreak size by vaccinating nodes if only 25% of nodes contact
information is available. By increasing F to 50%, both IMV and DV strategies are capable
of reducing the outbreak sizes to about 2K infections with vaccinating 50% of nodes in both
networks, i.e. all nodes picked up for ranking procedure are vaccinated. The AV strategy has
the same average outbreak size at F = 0.50 to that of IMV and DV strategy (Fig. 6.8). All
these outbreak sizes are the similar to that of random vaccination with 50% vaccination rate.
The differences at F = 0.5 are that IMV and DV strategies have more efficiency at lower P
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Figure 6.7: Variation in post-outbreak performances with scale of information availability of node
contacts: (A,B) proposed vaccination strategy, (C,D) degree based vaccination, and (E,F) acquaintance
based vaccination
comparing to AV (Fig. 6.7). Increasing F to 75% reduces the requirement of vaccination rate
significantly in both IMV and DV. Now, IMV strategy requires 25% of the nodes to be vaccinated
and DV strategy requires 20% in both networks. At this value of F, acquaintance vaccination
(AV) shows the ability to contain outbreak sizes below 1K infections with 55% vaccination in
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Figure 6.8: Trade-off among information collection cost, vaccination cost and infection cost: (A, B)
proposed IMV strategy, (C, D) degree based strategy (DV), and (E,F) acquaintance vaccination (AV)
strategy
the DDT network and 45% vaccination in the GDT network. Up to F = 0.5, the maximum
performance can be achieved by the strategies that is same to random vaccination with 50%.
However, IMV and DV strategies for F > 0.5 shows that the strong protection is achievable with
lower value of P. There is a strong trade-off between information collection cost, vaccination
cost and infection cost in applying a vaccination strategy (Fig. 6.8). The proposed IMV strategy
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still achieves better efficiency than AV strategy with the constrained of information availability.
6.4.2 Node level vaccination
Population level vaccination requires a high vaccination rate to contain the disease spreading
and requirement increases with the constrained of information collection. Alternatively, node
level vaccination is often applied through ring vaccination. In this approach, a proportion of
infected node’s neighbour is vaccinated. In this experiment, neighbour nodes to be vaccinated
are selected using three methods, namely random process, degree-based ranks and IMV based
ranks. Similar to the previous experiments, the disease starts with 500 seed nodes and continues
for 42 days. Initially, nodes are vaccinated at the 7th day of simulation and after that neighbour
nodes are vaccinated when a new node is infected. It is assumed in the first experiment that all
infected nodes are identified and their neighbour nodes are vaccinated based on applied strategy.
Then, a proportion F of all infected nodes is identified and their neighbour nodes are vaccinated
based on the applied strategy. In these simulations, a threshold value of ranking score is set
to select neighbour nodes following DV and IMV strategies. If a neighbour node has scored
more than a threshold, then it will be vaccinated. The threshold value is a ranking score above
which a proportion P of total nodes have scored. This ensures that a proportion P of neighbour
nodes will be vaccinated through a threshold value. In random vaccination (RV), a proportion
P of neighbour nodes are randomly chosen for vaccination. The simulations are run for P in
the range [1,6]% for each strategy and are repeated 100 times for each value of P. The main
focus in this experiment is to understand the reduction in outbreak sizes against the number of
nodes of vaccinated through the above neighbour selection process. The results are presented in
Figure 6.9.
Node level vaccination is more efficient than the population level vaccination. In IMV
strategy, average outbreak size at P = 1% is about 2.6K infections with the vaccination of 1100
nodes in the DDT network and these are slightly higher in the GDT network. If P are increased
to 6%, the outbreak sizes reduce to about 1K infection in both networks with the vaccination of
2000 nodes. To achieve this performance in population level vaccination, IMV strategy requires
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Figure 6.9: Performance of node level vaccination with various strategies: (A, B) proposed IMV
strategy, (C, D) DV strategy, and (E,F) RV strategy
vaccination of about 4% (14,400) nodes. The DV strategy in DDT network shows the average
outbreak of 1.2k infections with vaccination of 1700 nodes at P = 1% and average outbreak size
reduces to about 1k infections with 2000 nodes at P = 4%. The GDT network with DV strategy
shows slightly higher outbreak size at P = 1% but is reduced to 1K infections with increasing
P = 6% and vaccination of 2600 nodes. However, RV strategy shows very poor performance at
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a lower value of P with the vaccination of about 5000 nodes in both networks. Increasing of P
reduces outbreak sizes quickly with the increasing of the number of nodes to be vaccinated. It is
found that the number of nodes vaccinated is stabilised at about 6000 nodes in the DDT network
and 10000 nodes in the GDT network regardless of P in RV strategy. Further, increasing of P
shows that RV strategy reduces outbreak sizes to about 1K infections at P = 6%. For node level
vaccination, coarse-grained information based IMV strategy achieves the performance of DV
strategy and better than RV strategy.
The performance is now studied varying F, the proportion of infected nodes can be identified,
for each vaccination strategy. In these simulations, a proportion F of infected nodes are selected
and then the above threshold based procedures of vaccinating nodes are used according to the
applied vaccination strategy. Similarly, disease spreading is simulated for 42 days with the
initial set of 500 seed nodes. The simulations are conducted for P in the range [2,6]% for
each strategy and are repeated 1000 times for each value of P. The average outbreak sizes and
the corresponding number of nodes vaccinated at different F for each vaccination strategy are
presented in Figure 6.10. Then, simulations are run for each strategy at different F until the
average outbreak sizes become below 1K infections. The results are presented in Figure 6.11.
In the IMV strategy, the outbreak sizes is about 2k infections at F=0.25 in both networks at the
highest P = 0.6 with vaccinating about 2K nodes (Fig. 6.10A and Fig. 6.10B). For other values
of F, the outbreak sizes reduce and the number of nodes vaccinated reduces in the DDT network
at P = 0.6 while the number of nodes vaccinated is same to 2K nodes in GDT network with
reducing outbreak sizes. For IMV strategy, it is not possible to reduce outbreak sizes below 1K
infections at F=0.25 in both networks while for other F it is possible by vaccinating 2K nodes.
For F > 0.25, the required number of vaccination to achieve outbreak sizes about 1K infections
are same as the 2K nodes (Fig 6.11). The similar trend is found for the DV strategy. However, the
RV strategy requires a large number of nodes to be vaccinated for reducing outbreak size below
1K infections. Similar to the other strategy, the outbreak sizes do not reduce to 1K infections in
RV strategy even vaccinating 11K nodes. Under the constrained of information collection, IMV
strategy still performs well compared to RV strategy.
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Figure 6.10: Performances of node level vaccination with F proportion of infected nodes identified:
(A, B) proposed vaccination strategy, (C, D) degree based vaccination, and (E, F) acquaintance based
vaccination
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Figure 6.11: Required number nodes to be vaccinated in node level vaccination for achieving outbreak
sizes below 1K infections with F proportion of infected nodes identified with different strategies
6.5 Discussion
This chapter has investigated vaccination strategies for controlling SPDT diffusion. A simple
vaccination strategy called individual movement based vaccination (IMV) is developed using the
local contact information. This strategy can work with the coarse-grained contact information
instead of exact contact information. The IMV strategy is examined for both preventive and
post-outbreak scenarios. The performance is compared with other three vaccination strategies
namely random vaccination (RV), acquaintance vaccination (AV) and degree based vaccination
(DV). For preventive vaccination scenarios, the proposed IMV strategy shows the performance
of DV strategy where 6% of nodes to be vaccinated for achieving efficiency where no seed nodes
have outbreaks of more than 100 infections. However, the RV strategy requires vaccination of
70% nodes to achieve the same efficiency and the AV requires vaccination of 40% nodes. The
sensitivity of IMV strategy is tested against applying exact contact information and temporal
information. There are no significant improvements in applying that information. The vacci-
nation strategies are also studied against the scale of information availability F on nodes. It is
found that all strategies have the maximum performance of RV strategy if 50% of nodes provide
contact information for the vaccination procedure. However, IMV and DV strategies show better
performance with the higher infection cost for F < 0.5. Then, the performance of IMV strategy
is examined in the post-outbreak scenarios. Post-outbreak vaccination is implemented in two
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ways population-level vaccination and node-level vaccination. In this case, the IMV strategy
shows a similar performance than the DV strategy and requires vaccination of 4% nodes to con-
tain the outbreak sizes below 1K infections. On the other hand, RV and AV strategies require a
higher number of nodes to be vaccinated with 70% and 40% respectively. Under the constrained
of information availability, the IMV strategy shows better performance in the population level
vaccination as well. In the node-level vaccination, the number of nodes to be vaccinated for
containing outbreaks about 1K infections with IMV strategy reduces significantly and it is about
2K nodes (0.75%). This is similar to that of DV strategy. Under the constrained of information
availability, the number of nodes to be vaccinated for containing outbreak sizes below 1k infec-
tions does not change for F > 0.25. On the other hand, the RV strategy requires to up 10K (about
3% of total nodes) nodes at F = 1 and it is increased if F is reduced. The proposed strategy IMV
performs better than RV and AV strategies in both preventive and post-outbreak scenarios.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis has investigated how the inclusion of indirect transmissions influence diffusion
phenomena on dynamic contact networks. In particular, this thesis has developed a diffusion
model called the same place different time transmission based diffusion model (SPDT diffusion)
and a graph model called SPDT graph for investigating diffusion phenomena with indirect
transmission links. SPDT diffusion behaviours and how to control them were explored on
dynamic contact networks. This chapter describes the main findings, the limitations of conducted
research and the future research directions of SPDT diffusion.
Research outcomes and analysis
Current diffusion models cannot capture indirect transmission opportunities for dynamic diffu-
sion. To fill this gap, a novel diffusion model called the same palace different time transmission
based diffusion (SPDT diffusion) has been developed in Chapter 3. An infection risk assessment
method has been integrated in the SPDT diffusion model to account for indirect transmissions.
Therefore, the SPDT diffusion model can determine transmission probability accounting for
the arrival and departure times of both susceptible and infected individuals at the interaction
locations. The risk assessment method has also defined a particle decay rate which reflects
the removal of contagious items from the interaction location against a particle generation rate.
Thereby, the SPDT model captures dynamic transmission probabilities of links through random
particle decay rates and different arrival and departure times of both susceptible and infected
individuals. The SPDT diffusion model captures the contact properties at a granular level.
The inclusion of indirect transmissions with the SPDT diffusion model introduces a new
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dimension in network dynamics where the underlying contact dynamics vary with particle decay
rates. This is because the length of time infectious particles are present at a location varies
with the particle decay rates and thereby changes the number of individuals to be exposed to
the infectious particles. Therefore, the underlying network connectivity in the SPDT model
changes according to the decay rates and hence the speed of diffusion. Investigations in Chapter
3 has shown that there is a threshold value of decay rates above which the disease prevalence
increases in the networks. Otherwise, the disease dies out quickly. Disease parameters such as
infectiousness of disease and recovery rates also vary the influence of decay rate. The interesting
finding is that the impact of SPDT links is not reproducible with the direct SPST links as the
decay properties of indirect links are not captured with direct links.
A new graph model called SPDT graph has been developed in Chapter 4 for understanding
SPDT diffusion behaviours in the synthetic contact networks and to provide a tool for further
exploration of SPDT diffusion in if-else scenarios. The principle of activity driven time-varying
network modelling (ADN) has been adopted for this model. Then, the graph generation methods
have been developed using simple statistical distributions and fitted with real contact graphs
of Momo users. Analysis of the model has shown that the generated graph assumes the same
network properties of real SPDT graphs. The SPDT graph is also capable of simulating SPDT
diffusion processes and responds to the diffusion model parameters substantially. Comparing to
the traditional SPST models and ADN models, the SPDT graph model captures SPDT diffusion
dynamics of real contact networks up to 30% more accurately.
The SPDT model has introduced a new property in the contact networks through hidden
spreader nodes: they do not have direct transmission links during their infectious periods.
In Chapter 5, the spreading potential of indirect links has been studied through these hidden
spreaders as they do not transmit disease through direct links. The potential of the indirect
transmission links has thus been characterised by the spreading potential of hidden spreaders.
The analysis has shown that the indirect links have at least the same potential of direct transmission
links. The interesting finding is that hidden spreader nodes can be super-spreaders whilst by
definition they have zero spreading potential in SPST networks. This chapter has also revealed
that the networks with only hidden spreaders can lead to outbreaks of significant sizes. This
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indicates that if face-to-face meetings (SPST scenarios) are limited during outbreaks, there
might be still outbreaks through co-location indirect interactions. The other finding is that the
number of super-spreaders doubles in SPDTmodels due to including indirect transmission links.
Therefore, the likelihood of emerging infectious disease increases.
The control strategies based on the direct transmission links fail to control diffusion in the
SPDT contact networks (Chapter 5). Thus, an individual movement based vaccination (IMV)
strategies have been introduced in Chapter 6 where individuals (nodes) are ranked based on
their movement behaviours. This strategy depends on locally obtainable contact information
and approximate contact information based on Points-of-Interests instead of exact contact in-
formation. The proposed IMV strategy requires up to 67% fewer vaccinations than the random
vaccination (RV) strategy and up to 37% fewer than the acquaintance vaccination (AV) strategy.
In addition, the required rate of vaccination reduces to 0.5% of the nodes for IMV strategy with
ring vaccination approach. No vaccination strategy can contain disease outbreaks effectively
with the contact information availability of 25% of the nodes. However, IMV strategy can work
for the contact information availability of 50% of the nodes while RV and AV strategy fails. With
limited contact information of nodes, IMV strategy with ring vaccination approach outperforms
other strategies.
Limitations of the conducted research
This research has three types of limitations: i) simplified disease propagation, ii) sparsity of data
and, iii) simplified methodology.
i) Simplified disease propagation: The decay rates combine all removal processes
of contagious items (described in Chapter 3). However, the removal of particles
can occur for several factors such as weather conditions or properties of contagious
items and may have different impacts. In the simulations, the contact information
is aggregated over one day to calculate the infection probability assuming that this
will produce similar results of the separate contact information.
ii) Sparsity of data: The applied empirical contact networks constructed by Momo
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users provide the partial contact information of real-world scenarios. Applying
complete information may change diffusion dynamics. In the investigation of vacci-
nation strategies, the classification of locations has been done using common sense.
The real classification may vary and the obtained results can change. The obtained
diffusion dynamics in the experiments have not been verified with real-world disease
spreading cases.
iii) Simplified methodology: In developing the graph model (Chapter 4), the spatial
diversity of nodes has been abstracted. This could also vary the diffusion dynamics.
The stability of the graph model has not been studied to define the boundary condi-
tions. This thesis has not studied the enhancement in a specific network property to
correlate it with the resultant diffusion dynamics. During the outbreak, individuals
may use the self-protection such as a mask. The diffusion controlling strategy did
not consider the impact of such self-protection. The performance of IMV strategy
is not also compared with any strategy that uses temporal information.
Future research directions
The SPDT diffusion model introduces interesting and innovative research problems in the field
of diffusion study. The exploration of individual-level movement data allows researchers to
develop data-driven diffusion models. However, the obtained results are often validated with an
analytical model. Thus, it is important to develop a mathematical model for SPDT diffusion as
well. In this study, the realistic disease parameters from the literature are used to simulate the
disease spreading. It would be an interesting research direction to collect real disease incidence
and compare the simulation results with them. The model developed can be studied in other
scenarios such as message dissemination in online social networks.
There are several interesting research directions for future development of the graph model
developed in Chapter 4. For simplicity, it is assumed that the maximum indirect link creation
delay is constant. Thus, the model might miss some of the contacts that are created after
that period and their impact on diffusion. The network generation process can be improved
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by including the unlimited link creation delay which is limited in this thesis to 3 hours. The
model currently aggregates the node states of the basic activity driven network model. It will be
important in the future to quantify the effect of this aggregation simplification along with other
simple assumptions that may affect the model’s resolution and representativeness. The critical
conditions for network stability should also be studied further.
The creation of indirect links in SPDTmodel for visiting the same locations provide opportu-
nities to connect one individual to many other individuals comparing to that in the SPST model.
Thus, the community structure may change in the SPDT model. It is widely discussed in the
literature that the community structure has a strong influence on diffusion dynamics. It would
be interesting to know how the community structure changes in the SPDT model and impacts
diffusion dynamics. The indirect links creation opportunities also change the temporal paths in
SPDT model compared to the SPST model. Thus, the other interesting direction of research is to
study the temporal properties and their impacts on diffusion dynamic in the SPDT model. One
interesting research direction is to investigate the impacts of hidden spreaders on the efficiency
of current models of tracing the source of infection. It is often hard to obtain all contact data
from outbreak scenarios. Thus, SPDT model can be used to estimate the extent of errors based
on the available data where it can be assumed that direct contacts represent the available data
while indirect contacts represent the missing data.
The implementation methods of vaccination can determine the effectiveness of the strategies.
For example, a strategy provides better performance if vaccination is implemented based on
community or spatial regions. Instead of vaccinatingmany individuals from the same community,
it may be more efficient to vaccinate individuals from different communities or regions. This
can be a potential research direction for studying SPDT diffusion control. The proposed strategy
is not compared to strategies integrating temporal contact information. The performance of the
control strategy can be studied with temporal information based methods. For the post-outbreak
scenarios, closures methods (school close, popular location closes) are studied for post-outbreak
vaccinations [226, 227]. Thus, the performance of IMV strategy can be compared with these
closure methods as well.
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Significance and applicability of outcomes
The SPDT diffusion model captures a realistic disease reproduction and shows its applicability
to be applied in real-world applications. The model can be applied for vector-borne diseases
such as malaria [27, 228]. The variations in SPDT diffusion dynamics according to decay rates
can be applied to model the seasonal variations in infectious disease spreading [202, 229]. The
SPDT model can also be used to study the spreading of information in online social networks
(OSN). For example, the popularity of a message posted on the Facebook wall of a user decays
with time [230]. Therefore, this link for transmitting messages has decay properties that are
similar to indirect links in the SPDT model. The SPDT model can also be used for directed
weighted networks as it is directed. Heterogeneous particle generation rates and decay rates can
be applied to model weighted links.
Contact networks generated by the developed graph model can simulate the SPDT diffusion
and reproduce diffusion dynamics of real contact networks. The graph model can also generate
SPST contact networks for co-location direct interactions. Thus, the SPDT model allows one to
study if-else scenarios of disease spreading in both SPDT and SPST models. The co-location
based applications can be studied with the generated networks [57, 231, 232]. The other
interesting application of SPDT graphs is to apply it for modelling diffusion on multiple social
network platforms [233]. A user can be active in multiple social networks and interact with
friends which can be captured by the concept of active copy introduced in the graph model
to represent activities at different social networks. Similar to the SPDT diffusion model, the
SPDT graph model can be used to generate directed networks with weighted links as the model
parameters active period, link creation delay, and link duration assume heterogeneous values for
each link.
The developed vaccination strategy effectively protect networks from infection. It is also
found that the proposed strategy performs well under the constraint of information availability
as well. These finding will help health authority to plan vaccination of infectious diseases. This
study was conducted for co-location interactions contact networks. However, there are many
infectious diseases that do not require co-location interaction to be transmitted. The proposed
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vaccination strategy IMV can be applied for other diseases as well with some reconfiguration.
For example, the IMV strategy can be applied for SIT disease where visiting a partner means
activating at a location and where contact degree is one [234]. The IMV strategy can be applied
to maximise the spreading of products through co-location interactions [235].
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List of Symbols
List of abbreviations
Acronym Descriptions
ADN Activity driven network modelling
AV Acquaintance vaccination
APV Absolute percentage variation
CIP co-location interaction parameters
CN Common neighbours
DST network Dense SPST network
DDT network Dense SPDT network
DDT1 Vaccinating neighbours in DDT network with direct links
DDT2 Vaccinating neighbours in DDT network with any links
GDT Generated SPDT network with 364K nodes
GST Generated SPST network with 364K nodes
IMV Individual movement based vaccination strategy
IMVE Individual movement based vaccination strategy with exact information
IMVT Individual movement based vaccination strategy with temporal information
LST SPDT network with the same number of links that of DDT network
182 List of Symbols
LST SPST network with the same number of links that of DST network
MLE Maximum likelihood estimator
OSN Online social network
PFU Plaque-forming unit
RV Random vaccination
DV Degree vaccination
RSE Root squared error
SPST Same place same time transmission
SPDT Same place different time transmission
SIR Susceptible-infected-recovered
SDT network Sparse SPDT network of links having direct and indirect components
SST network Sparse SPST network of links having indirect component only
SPDT graph graph based on SPDT diffusion
List of symbols
Symbol Descriptions
A Set of active copies of nodes in SPDT graph
b active particle decay rates from an area of interaction
ai activity potential of node
a1, a2, a3, active periods of a node
C Particle concentration in interaction area
C1, C2,C3 scenario 1, 2 and 3
d Activation degree - number of SPDT links created during an activation
E Intake dose or exposure of infectious particles
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f¯ Average volume fraction of room air introduced by exhaled breath
f distribution function
F Disease spreading force in the network at the current day of simulation
Fa Average disease spreading force in the network
G Graph
Gt Dynamic graph
g Particle generation rate by an infected individual
h Activation frequency
I Number of infected individuals in the system
In Number of infected individuals at a simulation day
Ip Number of infected individuals in the system at the current time that disease prevalence
Ia Number of infected individuals up to a simulation day
L links set
N Total number of individuals, nodes, users
p Pulmonary rate of susceptible individual
PI Infection probability for an intake dose
pc Probability of creating a link during an activation
pb Probability of breaking a created link
Q air exchange rate from an area
q Transition probability for changing inactive to active state
R disease reproduction ability of an infected individual
r Particle removal rate from interaction area
rt Median of particles removal rates
S Number of susceptible individual
184 List of Symbols
T Simulation period or disease observation period
ta Activation period or period host user or node stays at the interacted location
tc Link creation delay or delay neighbour user or node arrives at the interacted location
td Stay duration of user or node stays at the interacted location
V Air volume of interaction area
w1,w2, w3 waiting periods of a node
Y Labelling sets in graph
X updates
z Number of time step
Z set of nodes in the SPDT graph
α power law exponent
β Infection rate at the current day of simulation in the network for an infected individual
δ Indirect transmission period
η central tendency
λ Scaling parameter of activation degree distribution
µ neighbour proportion
ω average volume fraction of room air that is exhaled by an susceptible individual
φ links presence function
pi state probability
Ψ nodes presence function
ρ switching probability form active to inactive states
σ Infectiousness of infection particles
θ Fraction of dose or exposure reaches to the target infection site
τ Duration that virus is generated or infectious period of infected individual
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τi inter-event time for node i in activity driven networks
ξ lower limit of active degree distribution
ϑ activation potential in ADN networks
ϕ particle accumulation rate
ρ Transition probability for changing active to inactive state
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Appendix
A1 Fitting Graph Model Parameters
In this section, we describe the formulations for fitting model parameters.
A1.1 Formulating Maximum Likelihood Estimation for Node Activation
The distribution function for the frequency of node activation given z number of time step in the
system, ρ scaling parameter for active periods ta and the waiting time parameter q, we can write
Pr(h | q) =
(
zρq
q+ρ
)h
e−
zρq
q+ρ
h!
Thus, the Likelihood function for a given set h = {h1, h2 . . . , hm} is
L(q | h) =
m∏
i=1
(
zρq
q+ρ
)h1
e−
zρq
q+ρ
h1!
Taking log on the both sides as it increases monotonically, we obtain
ln (L (q | h)) = ln
(
zqρ
ρ + q
) m∑
i=1
hi − mzqρq + ρ −
m∑
i=1
ln hi
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Differentiating partial derivatives with respect to q, we get
∂ ln (L)
∂q
=
ρ
q(ρ + q)
m∑
i=1
hi − mzρ
2
(q + ρ)2
At the maximum, ∂ ln(L)∂q = 0 and we can write
0 =
1
q
m∑
i=1
hi − mzρq + ρ
Thus, the maximum likelihood estimation condition will be
qzρ
q + ρ
=
1
m
m∑
i=1
hi (1)
A1.2 Link creation delay distribution
The probability function for link creation delay t is given by the following equation
f (tc | pc, ta) = pc(1 − pc)
tc−1
1 − (1 − pc)ta+δ
The probability of tc given pc can be written according to law of total probability as
f (tc | pc) =
∫
f (tc | pc, ta) f (ta) dta
Approximating the above equation for m values of ta applying quadrature, we get
f (tc | pc) ≈ 1m
m∑
l=1
f
(
tc | pc, t la
)
≈ 1
m
m∑
l=1
pc(1 − pc)tc−1
1 − (1 − pc)tla+δ
Now we define a likelihood function L(pc | tc) for the probability distribution function
f (tc | pc). Function L(pc | tc) will be maximizes for the observations t1c, t2c, . . . , tnc . The
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approximated likelihood function can be written as
L(pc | tc) ≈
n∏
k=1
1
m
m∑
l=1
pc(1 − pc)tkc−1
1 − (1 − pc)tla+δ
Since the log function is monotonically increasing, we can maximize ln L(pc | tc) instead
L(pc | tc). Therefore, we obtain
ln L(pc | tc) = n ln(pc) − n ln(m) +
n∑
k=1
ln
(
m∑
l=1
(1 − pc)tkc−1
1 − (1 − pc)tla+δ
)
Differentiating the above equation, we get
∂
∂pc
(ln L(pc | tc)) = npc −
n∑
k=1
∑m
l=1
(tkc−1)(1−pc)t
k
c −2(1−(1−pc)tla+δ)+(tla+δ)(1−pc)t
k
c +t
l
a+δ−2
(1−(1−pc)t
l
ta
+δ)2∑m
l=1
(1−pc)tkc −1
1−(1−pc)tla+δ
For maximizing, pˆc we set ∂∂pc (ln L(pc | tc)) = 0 and get
0 =
n
pc
−
n∑
k=1
∑m
l=1
(tkc−1)(1−(1−pc)t
l
a+δ)+(tla+δ)(1−pc)t
l
a+δ
(1−pc)(1−(1−pc)t
l
ta
+δ)2∑m
l=1((1 − (1 − pc)tla+δ)−1
(2)
We can solve this equation numerically to find pˆc.
A1.3 Activation degree distribution
The probability density function for activation degree d given λ is,
f (d | λ) = (1 − λ)λd−1
and λ is drawn from the following power law distribution
f (λ) = βλ
−(β+1)
ξ−β − ψ−β
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Therefore, the probability distribution of d for any λ can be found according to Law of Total
Probability as follows
f (d) = β
ξ−β − ψ−β
∫ ψ
ξ
(1 − λ)λd−1λ−(β+1)dλ = β
ξ β − ψβ
∫ ψ
ξ
(λd−β−2 − λd−β−1)dλ
=
β
ξ−β − ψ−β
(
ψd−β−1 − ξd−β−1
d − β − 1 −
ψd−β − ξd−β
d − β
)
Now we would like to derive the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) conditions to find
the parameters β, ξ and ψ given d samples from real world network. The likelihood function L
for the random values of d = {d1, d2, . . . dn} can be written as
L (β, ξ, ψ | d) =
n∏
k=1
β
ξ−β − ψ−β
(
ψdk−β−1 − ξdk−β−1
dk − β − 1 −
ψdk−β − ξdk−β
dk − β
)
Taking log on both sides, we get
ln L (β, ξ, ψ | d) = n ln β − n ln(ξ−β − ψ−β) +
n∑
k=1
ln
(
ψdk−β−1 − ξdk−β−1
dk − β − 1 −
ψdk−β − ξdk−β
dk − β
)
(3)
To find the maximum of likelihood function L(β, ξ, ψ) for the value of β, we take the partial
derivative of 3 with respect to β and set zero to result for the maximum of βˆ
0 =
n
β
−nψ
−β lnψ − ξ−β ln ξ
ψ−β − ψ−β +
n∑
k=1
ξdk−β−1 ln ξ−ψdk−β−1 lnψ
dk−β−1 −
ψdk−β−1−ξdk−β−1
(dk−β−1)2 −
ξdk−β ln ξ−ψdk−β lnψ
dk−β −
ψdk−β−ξdk−β
(dk−β)2
ψdk−β−1−ξdk−β−1
dk−β−1 −
ψdk−β−ξdk−β
dk−β
Since ψ ≈ 1, we assume lnψ = 0 and ψx = 1 for any x. We can simplify as
0 =
n
β
− nξ
β ln ξ
ξ β − ψ−β +
n∑
k=1
ξdk−β−1 ln ξ
dk−β−1 −
1−ξdk−β−1
(dk−β−1)2 −
ξdk−β ln ξ
dk−β −
1−ξdk−β
(dk−β)2
1−ξdk−β−1
dk−β−1 −
1−ξdk−β
dk−β
(4)
If we set y = In the similar way, we can find ξˆ derivating L(β, ξ, ψ) ( Eq.3) with respect to ξ and
setting zero for maximal of ξˆ
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0 =
nβξ−β−1
ξ−β − ψ−β +
n∑
k=1
(dk−β)ξdk−β−1
dk−β −
(dk−β−1)ξdk−β−2
dk−β−1
ψdk−β−1−ξdk−β−1
dk−β−1 −
ψdk−β−ξdk−β
dk−β
With simplification we get
0 =
n(β + 1)
ξ−β − ψ−β +
n∑
k=1
ξdk − ξdk−1
(ψdk−β−1 − ξdk−β−1)(dk − β)−1 − (dk − β − 1)−1(ψdk−β − ξdk−β) (5)
To estimate ψˆ, we derivate L(β, ξ, ψ) ( Eq.3) with respect to ψ and setting zero for maximal
of ψˆ
0 = − nβψ
−β−1
ξ−β − ψ−β +
n∑
k=1
(dk−β−1)ψdk−β−2
dk−β−1 −
(dk−β)ψdk−β−1
dk−β
ψdk−β−1−ξdk−β−1
dk−β−1 −
ψdk−β−ξdk−β
dk−β
0 = − n(β + 1)
ξ−β − ψ−β +
n∑
k=1
ψdk−1 − ψdk
(ψdk−β−1 − ξdk−β−1)(dk − β)−1 − (dk − β − 1)−1(ψdk−β − ξdk−β) (6)
